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DOCUMENTARY. FILMS SCHEDULED
BY U OF MFILM SOCIETY

(FOB. IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A series of full-length feature films and short topical films on the People's

Republic of China will be presented by the University of Minnesota Film Society

during January and February.

The series will pr~vide an in-depth look into the homes, factories, fields,

shops and streets of contemporary Chinese people, and will highlight the oil fields

of Taching and the cities of Peking, Nanking and Shanghai.

Entitled "How Yukong Moved the Mountains," the series consists of six fu11-

length programs produced by the noted Dutch documentary film maker Joris Ivens with

the assistance of French film maker Marceline Loridan.

The following list of films will be shown Wednesday nights in January and on

Tuesday nights in February at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Jan. 11

Jan. 18

Jan. 25

Feb. 7

Feb. 14

Feb. 21.

"The Drugstore" and "Football Incident--High School 31" (short)

"A Woman, A Familyll

"The Fishing Vil1agell and "Traditional Handicrafts" (short)

"Impressions of a Cityll (Shanghai) and "Army Camp"

"Generator Factory" and "Behind the Scenes at the Peking Opera"
(short)

"Oil Fields," "Prof. Tchien" (short) and "Peking Circus Gets Ready"
(short)

All films will be shown in the Bell Museum auditorium on the Twin Cities campus.

Admission will be $2 to each film showing and a series ticket at $9 is available for

all six showings.
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U OF M LECTURE SERIES TO FOCUS
ON FRENCH PAINTER MANET

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota Forum will present a lecture series entitled "New

Perspectives on Manet" dur~ January and February.

The lectures wi'll cover recent r ....e.-.enta of Edouard Manet t S painting and

his place in art history.

Art historians from Yale University, and Pennsylvania State University, and the

University of Maryland, will be _ODS those participating with scholars from the

University of Minnesota.

Each lecture will begin at 8:15 p.m. ,and most will be in 125 Willey Ball, on the

West Bank campus. The Feb. 28 lecture will be in Pillsbury Auditorium at the

Minneapolis Institute of Arts. All lectures are free and open to the public.

The schedule is as follows:

Jan. 9 "Manet and the Modern Tradition," Ann Coffin Banson, Yale University

Jan. 19 "Hanet t s OLYMPIA and Picasso's DENOISELLES D'AVIGNON," Benjamin
Paskus, University of Minnesota

Feb. 2 "Manet and Impressionism" will be explored in two films , "Manetlt and
"Monet"

Feb. 9 "Hanet: Painter-Philosopher," George Hauner, Pennsylvania State
University

Fe~. 23 "Form and Image Content in Manet," Alain de Leiris, University of
Maryland

Feb. 28 "Early Collectors of Manet in America," Karal Ann Marling, University
of Minnesota

-UNS-
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SUD., Jan. 8---8£'.' Paul Student Center Galleries: Silkscreen Prints by Pat Olson,
North Star ~ery; PbotogTaphs by Cris Anderson, Rouser Ro01liGa~lery;

Afric~~1usical Instruments by Jay Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
l.fon:-Sat •. , Jloon-IO p.l!1. Sun. Through Jan. 27. Free~",

Sun., Jan. 8--Jaques Gallery: 'Nature' Phc:»tographs by Pa~ Chesley. BellUuseum
of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 :p.m. lion.-Sat. " 1-5 p.m. SUll.,Through Jan. 18.
Free. .

Sun., Jan. 8---The Whole Coffeehouse: Anthony Braxton. Coffman Union~ 'DOors
open 7:30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue
Moon Records and at the door.

\

Mon., Jan. 9---Coffman Gallery: Wood Sculpture by Richard Graham, Gallery I, through
Jan. 20; Prints by Brian Leo, Gallery II, through Jan. 19. 10 a.m.-4,p.m.
Mon.-Fri. Free.

Mon., Jan. 9---Cartoons. Also '60s N~isreels. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman
Union. 11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon., Jan. 9-...-Lecture: "Cross-Country Skiing: Selection and Sizing." North
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. ~~on. Free.

Mon., Jan. 9---Films. Latin American Documentaries: "l1exico: The Frozen Revolution,t'
7:30 p.m., and "The Double Day," 8:30 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. Free.

Mon., Jan. 9---Lecture: "Manet and the Uodern Tradition" by Ann Coffin Hanson.
125 WUley Hall. 8:15 p.m. Free.

Tues•• Jan. 10--Lecture: "Cross-Country Skiing: waxing and Uaintenance" by
Keith Anderson. l'lorth Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues., Jan. 10---FUm: Uto1oodstock." Theater-lecture ball, Coffman Union•.
7:30 p.m. $~

Tues., Jan. lo---U Film Society: tithe Golden Fortress." Bell l.fuseum of Natural
Historyaud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Wed., Jan. 11---Lecture: "Cross-Country Skiing: Safety and Readine8s" by Ron
Lache1t. North Star Ballroom. St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Wed., Jan. ll--U Film Society: lithe Drugstore" and "Football Incident--High
School 31." Bell HU8eum of Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

(OVEll)
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Thurs., Jan. 12--1i1ms: Cross-Country Skiing: Fundamental Techniques. North Star
Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Thurs.', Jan. 12---U Film Society: "Stroszek. n Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri. t Jan. 13--Lecture: "Cross-Country Skiing: . Local Ski Trailsll by Pat Calbert.
North St.r Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Fri., Jan. 13---U Film Society: "The Americ.n Friend." Bell Museum of Natural
History aud. 7: 30 and 9: 30 p .m,. $2.

Fri., Jan. l3---The Whole Coffeehouse: John Hammond and John Hiatt. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4~h Street,
Blue Moon Records and at the door.

Sat., Jan. 14--U Film Society: "The American Friend." Bell Museum of Natural
History aud. 1:30 aDd 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Jan. l4---The Whoie Coffeehouse: John Hammond and John Hiatt. Coffman
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at MBA TOO, Positively
4th Street, Blue Moon Records and at the door.

-UNS-
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!{&MO TO NEWS PEOPLE

A public hearing on the make-up of a faculty collective bargaining unit at the

University of Minnesota will be the first item on the agenda of the monthly regents'

committee of the whole meeting at 8:30 a.m. Friday (Jan. 13).

All parties interested in the collective bargaining process are invited to

present their views, according to Duane A. Wilson, secretary to the board.

The goal of the administration and the union groups appears to be to avoid a

lengthy legal battle over whether the bargaining unit should include department

heads, county extension agents, librarians and others who may be classified as

either faculty or management.

"Those who wish to appear are asked to notify the Board of Regents Office

(373-0080) and to prepare a written statement or summary statement to file with the

committee," Wilson said.

To date, the two largest unions--the University of Minnesota Education Associa

tion (UMEA) and the American Association of University Professors (AAUP)--have asked

to appear. The discussion will be confined to the Twin Cities campus. bargaining

units.

Other items on the committee's agenda are the 1978-79 budget principles and a

report on the capital requests before the 1978 Legislature.

The regular monthly board meeting will follow at 10:15 a.m. in the regents'

room.

The Board of Regents will have a full day of committee meetings Thursday (Jan.

12), beginning with a special meeting of the physical plant and investments committee

at 10 a.m. in the regents' room. The meeting will continue the discussion begun

last month on University purchasing procedures.

The regular meeting of the committee will begin at 1:15 p.m. in the same room.

Agenda items include a proposed long-term lease for the West Bank People's Center,

which is housed in a University-owned church building, and a policy on energy con

servation.

Other committee meetings are:

--faculty and staff affairs committee, 1:15 p.m., 300 Morrill Hall;

--student concerns committee, 3 p.m., regents' room; and

--educational policy and long-range planning, 3 p.m., 300 Morrill Hall.

-tTJ.'lS-
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REGISTRATION TO OPEN FOR
U OF M EXTENSION CLASSES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Mail registration for spring semester Extension Classes at the University of

Minnesota will open Jan. 9 and run through Feb. 2.

More than 2,000 classes on campus and at six neighborhood locations will be

offered this spring. There are no entrance requirements to take Extension Classes,

and a high school diploma is not necessary.

Twelve degrees in more than 25 majors, as well as more than 30 certificates, may

be completed entirely through evening attendance. Classes also are available during

the day and on weekends, many without credit.

Those over 62 may register free for no credit, or pay $2 for a University

credit, if space is available.

In-person registration will open Jan. 24 and run through Feb. 2. Office hours

at 101 Wesbrook Hall on the Minneapolis campus are 12 p.m. to 8 p.m. Jan. 24 through

26 and Jan. 30 through Feb. 2, and 12 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Jan. 27.

Students also may register at MacPhail Center, 1128 LaSalle Ave., Minneapolis,

from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m. Jan. 24 through 26 and Jan. 30 through Feb. 1; from 12 p.m.

to 4:30 p.m. Jan. 27, and from 12 p.m. to 8 p.m. Feb. 2.

A registration and information booth will be open on the Skyway level of the

American National Bank Building, Fifth and Minnesota, in downtown St. Paul from

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Jan. 24 through Feb. 2, Uonday through Friday.

Telephone requests for classes with limited enrollment will be accepted from

Jan. 16 through Jan. 24. Call 376-1371. Registration also may be completed at

several suburban locations for courses taught in those areas. All offices are

closed weekends.

The last day for registration and payment of tuition without a late fee is

Thursday, Feb. 2. For an Extension Classes bulletin with complete information,

call 376-3000.

Those interested in counseling and advice on setting up a program should call

373-3905 to schedule a day or evening appointment.

-UNS-
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U OF M DANCE-A-THON
TO FEATURE 100 COUPLES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

More than 100 couples are expected to participate in the fourth annual University

of Minnesota Muscular Dystrophy Dance-A-Thon Friday (Jan. 13) through Sunday (Jan. 15).

Activities will start at 8 p.m. Friday in the main ballroom of Coffman Union on

the Minneapolis campus. The annual event, one of the largest university dance-a-thons

in the country, has raised over $40,000 in the past three years. Honorary chairman

for this year's event is Lou Nanne.

Participating dancers have solicited pledges for the 49-hour marathon. There

will be two six-hour breaks for the contestants and a IS-minute break every three

hours.

Twenty local bands will provide music and there will be special dances featuring

50's music and square-dance Quaic. A number of other activities are planned during

the weekend, including an auction.

The grand prize for those still dancing at the end of the dance-a-thon, and who

have raised the most money in pledges, will be a trip for two to the Bahamas. Second

prize will be a trip to Daytona Beach, Fla. The trips and other prizes have been

donated by local businesses.

The public is invited and may join in the dancing. Admission is $2.

-UNS-
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WRIGHT PLOTS SPREAD
OF AUSTRIAN CULTURE

By Judy Vick
University News Service

There will be a bit of Austrian history or culture in every corner of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota within a few years if William Wright has his way.

1:1 would like to see everyone here made aware of the contributions of Austria,"

said Wright, who was named last summer to be the first director of the University's

Center for Austrian Studies.

The Austrian program at the University was initiated last spring when Chancellor

Bruno Kreisky traveled to Minneapolis to present President C. Peter Magrath with a

check for $1 million, a Bicentennial gift from the people of the small European

country to the people of the United States.

The center, headquartered in a two-room suite in the Social Sciences Building

on the Twin Cities campus, now operates on the $50,000 annual interest from that gift

with a staff of one secretary and Wright, whose salary is paid in part by the history

department. A 14-member advisory committee, representing all units of the University,

works with Wright in planning the program. Gerhard Weiss, professor of German, is

chairman of the committee.

The first major public event to be sponsored by the center is planned for May.

Tentatively titled, "Austria Since 1945," it is to be a two-day conference which will

involve scholars from throughout the country. Also, Fritz Fellner, a professor from

the University of Salzburg now visiting at Stanford University, is expected to come

to the Twin Cities campus this winter or spring. and Helga Leitner, a professor from

the University of Vienna, will teach in the geography department winter and spring

quarters. Another Austrian professor, Eduard Marz, lectured on economic history last

October.
(MORE)
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"One of our primary goals is to establish a regularly recurring Austrian program

on the campus that over the years will cover a number of aspects of Austrian affairs,"

Wright said.

Producing a journal of Austrian studies at the University is another of his

goals. He would like to bring the Austrian History Yearbook, now published at Rice

University, to Minnesota or start a similar publication.

Wright is not as much concerned with starting Austrian classes at the University

as he is with Ilencouraging faculty members to treat Austria specifically within their

disciplines." For example, he said, "a course in the history of economics could in-

elude the history of Austrian economics." He does think, however, that all-Austrian

courses in the music and art history departments might be appropriate and he is

currently teaching an Austrian history class.

Traveling to Vienna about once a year is part of Wright's lifestyle, and he

would like to encourage others to do the same.

hI would like to see a steady flow of people between Austria and Minnesota,"

he said. "We would be very happy to act as a liaison to establish contacts with

Austrians and to increase the reciprocal or cooperative activities of Austrians and

Americans. II

-U1'18-
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HHH TRIBUTE DINNER
NETS OVER $1 MILLION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Proceeds from the Dec. 2 national tribute dinner for Hubert H. Humphrey totaled

$1,074,000, Curtis L. Carlson, chairman of the University of Minnesota Foundation

steering committee, announced today (Tuesday).

These receipts, added to amounts already pledged and contributed, bring the

total to $5.7 million now raised by the foundation for the Hubert H. Humphrey

Institute of Public Affairs.

The foundation, the private fund-raising arm of the University, is sponsoring

the drive to raise $20 million for the institute which will honor the Democratic

senator from Minnesota. The drive is expected to be completed some time this year.

The $5.7 million includes gifts from indiViduals, corporations, labor unions,

foundations and organizations. They range from one million dollar gifts from

businessmen Dwayne Andreas and Carlson to more than $3,000 in nickles and dimes

from Minnesota school children.

I!The gifts have come from all parts of the country, and especially since the

extensive coverage of the dinner, there has been a great increase in unsolicited

gifts through the mail," Carlson said.

The drive will continue on four fronts, he said, including solicitation of

gifts from individuals, efforts to get gifts from business through industry-wide

groups, a drive among labor unions and work with major foundations.

Irving Shapiro, chairman of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

Del., is national chairman for the drive.

(UORE)
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State chairmen have been named to work in a number of areas including Florida,

Michigan, Illinois, Georgia, Nevada, Northern California, Southern California and

Minnesota.

Industry chairmen have also been n,amed for agri-business, entertainment,

publishing, savings and loan, tobacco arid wood products.

George Meany has secured $30.000 fr'om the AFt-CIO National Council and has

appointed a committee to oversee fund-raising activities. Glen Watts, president

of the Communications Workers, is the chairman. The United Auto Workers has also

joined the labor effort with a $25,000 gift from the international union.

-UNS-
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SALTY. SLUSH: BRIDGES
UNDER TROUBLED WATER

By Michael Finley
University News Service

It stands to reason that more bridges should collapse in Minnesota.

With all of our rivers and lakes, we have lots of bridges. And with all of our

cold weather, the bridges get a lot of salt dumped on them. And with all of that

salt eating away at the concrete and steel, it's surprising more bridges don't fall

into the water.

The legislature is worried enough about that possibility to have held hearings

on the problems of road salting a couple of months ago. The University of Minne-

sota's Twin Cities, resident expert on bridge deterioration. S8s1stant professor

Charles Nelson of civil engineering, was on hand to testify.

Bridges are one of a very small number of structures, along with parking ramps

and tunnels, that break one of the canons of modern building: instead of becoming

obsolete before they wear out, they wear out before they become obsolete.

"Which really gets to be a problem," Nelson said. "The highway department

spends many millions of dollars every year building and replacing bridges. Some of

these are built by floating 40-year bonds, and then they fall apart in 10 years.

It's not at all uncommon to have the bridge or ramp condemned before the bond

expires."

That means taxpayers wind up paying for bridges 30 years after they've stopped

existing, Nelson said, which isn't most people's idea of sharp economy.

"The problem with bridges, of course, is that they're self-supporting. This

means that the steel has to be fairly close to the concrete surface. Concrete and

steel ordinarily work very well together, because the concrete has a low pH and thus

protects the steel. It isn't at all uncommon, for instance, to find a IOO-year-old

(MORE)

sewer tunnel of concrete end steel, with the steel underneath as new as ever.

the salt that causes the proble.tls."
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Bridge surfaces are never absolutely flat, Nelson said, 80 the "juice" of salt

and melted ice tends to collect in pools. And since concrete is fairly porous-

Nelson says good concrete is about 10 per cent air--the juice seeps down into the

cracks.

So far so good. Eventually, however, the juice gets·to the bare steel, and

that, Nelson said, is when the heartache begins. The outside of the steel turns to

rust, the rust takes up more space than the original steel, the swelling causes the

concrete around it to crack and crumble, the juice spreads, the steel continues to

rust, and so on, and so forth, until the bridge is just a lot of junk with cars going

over it--not the ideal situation.

Bridge inspectors, of course, are there when funds permit. Their job is very

similar to what dentists do, Nelson said: they look for cavities. The only difference

is that while dentists probe with a pick weighing a few grams, the bridge inspec

tor's pick weighs 20 pounds.- And what the bridge "dentists" do with their pickS is

less scientific.

With the possible exception of Kuwait, no country in the world can afford to

build new bridges every 10 years. There is a solution to the problem of dissolving

bridges, and Nelson can sum it up in one word: plastics.

One problem with the art of concrete-making is that it uses lots of water, half

of which is actually part of the concrete and half of which is just there to keep

the concrete workable, to lubricate it. When the second half evaporates, it leaves

holes in the concrete--holes the juice seeps down through.

Some construction companies are already employing additives called "super

plasticizers"--plastics that lubricate the concrete without evaporating later and

leaving air holes. Super-plasticized concrete has the added advantage of being

lighter than water-lubed concrete, because it uses less lubricant. Nelson calls the

super-plasticizers the ideal solution to bridge-rot.

Similar proposals include polymer concrete, polymer-impregnated concrete, latex

modified concrete, and wax beads and concrete. Nelson thinks the last especially

ingenious.
(MORE)
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"When the concrete is poured onto the surface, wax beads are mixed in. After

it sets, the beads are heated and the wax melts into the cracks, air holes, and

interstices."

Another idea being tried is covering bridge surfaces with waterproof membranes,

essentially a rubber carpet. The problem with the membrane, however, is that it's

bound to get a hole in it somewhere, the juice is bound to get in, and the bridge

will rot out anyway.

All of these solutions, however, tackle the problem of holes in concrete, and

Nelson knows that the concrete isn't really the problem.

"The state of the art of concrete-making is about as good as it can get," he

said. "The real problem is the fact that steel rusts when it gets wet and salty.

One idea making the rounds right now is epoxy-coated reinforced steel. The idea is

that if you coat the steel with a good, impermeable glue, it doesn't matter how much

juice leaks through the concrete. The bridge won't weaken. II

If somebody had taught of making bridge-tops out of glue 70 years ago, when

cars first came into use, we wouldn't have had epoxy, of course. It would have been

the ultimate indignity for horses to pave the roads for their replacements.

-UNS-
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INTERPERSONAL ATTRACTION
IHPORTANT ON THE JOB

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Do you discuss sports with a "boss': of the opposite sex, work very near to your

co-workers, or have a pretty or handsome face?

If you do, you have a good chance of advancing within your organization, an ad

vantage based on ;; interpersonal attraction/' or, the psychology of how people get

along together.

Add this psychological "chemistry'; to the skills and ability necessary to ad

vance in an organization, and you have a person on the rise.

Without this kind of attraction, many careers are stalled, according to William

Weitzel, psychologist and business professor at the University of Minnesota, Twin

Cities. Weitzel has done industrial relations research and consulting for more than

12 years and will soon lecture on interpersonal attraction as part of the Univer

sity's Continuing Education and Extension winter class sampler, open to the public.

Being reasonably nice-looking is only one part of it, Weitzel said. Those not

afflicted with maladies like bad breath or foot odor, but less than beautiful, do

not have to resort to plastic surgery to get ahead. ;:But, II Weitzel said, Ilhave you

ever seen a really ugly executive? If you have, he or she probably got the job from

a relative."

Beyond physical appearance, other aspects of attraction are important in organi

zations every day, Weitzel said. Being close to the significant people in the

organization, physically and psychologically, is quite important. Industrial re

lations research indicates that people develop good business relationships with those

who work close to them, even if their first impressions were bad. Related research

indicates that productivity goes up when people work in the presence of others.

"Offices could be designed to improve this closeness, but usually are designed

to achieve privacy or show status," Weitzel said. "People have to engineer their

own closeness. 1I

Another important factor is being similar to key people in personality, values

and beliefs. nNo one wants to work closely with an obnoxious person or one they feel

uncomfortable with," Weitzel said. And the further up the organizational ladder one

moves, the more important these factors become.

(MORE)
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Women and members of minority groups can run into problems here--they may not

seem similar enough to many managers, Weitzel said. "Uen, especially the older ones

who head many organizations, often are uncomfortable discussing football with women,

or politics with minority people,1l he said.

These two groups of people should confront the problem directly and politely

with the individuals involved, admitting that they too find the problem a little

uncomfortable, Weitzel said. Managers must reciprocate by admitting that many women

do read the sports pages, and that they do have many things in common with their

minority-group employees.

If there are not enough common interests, however, women and minority-group

people may have to change some aspects of their outward behavior to succeed in

certain organizations, he said.

Another way to rise in an organization is to make a concerted effort to meet

the needs of the organization--and to make sure that others realize the contribution

you are making, l-leitzel said. "Every day is not too often to make some effort along

these lines."

Being pleasant and agreeable, and sincerely liking other people in the organi

zation, are equally important, Weitzel said. "People who criticize co-workers

behind their backs, using their wit against others, will probably not advance very

far," he said.

The more people increase their interpersonal attraction, the more influence

they will have, and the more they will accomplish. for themselves and for the

organization, Weitzel said.

-UNS-
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WINTER SURVIVAL SEMINAR
SCHEDULED AT UNIVERSITY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A four-part series on winter survival will be offered Monday evenings beginning

Jan. 23 in Coffman Union Theater/Lecture Hall at the University of Minnesota.

Topics to be discussed include cold weather conditions, clothing, shelter and

food requirements, outdoor winter activities and coping with emergency situations.

Instructor for the course will be Tim Kneeland, founder and director of the Institute

for Survival Education, and currently graduate student in recreation and-park

administration at the University.

Each session will begin at 7 p.m. Enrollment for the seminar is limited and

registration must be made by Thursday, Jan. 19. Cost for the whole series is $8 for

students and $10 for others, or $3 a session.

Information on registration is available from the St. Paul Student Center,

2017 Buford Ave., University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn. 55108, or Coffman

Program Council, 220 Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. SE., Minneapolis, Minn.

55455.

-U~'lS-
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'u' TO OFFER DANCE HISTORY COURSE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A short course on dance history with New York critic Jack Anderson will be

offered by Continuing Education and Extension at the University of Minnesota from

Jan. 16 to 27.

The course will cover the history of theatrical dance from the birth of ballet

to contemporary innovations, as well as dance from different cultures of the world.

Jack Anderson, an associate critic for Dance Magazine, editor of Ballet Review,

and author of the highly praised book, "Dance," has taught dance history at Lehman

College, City University of New York, and at Southern Connecticut State College.

Course sessions will meet from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Jan.16 through 18; 6:30 to 8 p.m.

Jan. 19 and 20; and from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Jan.23 through 27. Cost is $40, which

includes tuition and instructional materials.

The course is open to all who are interested in dance and dance history.

Academic credit is available at no extra cost.

The dance history course is sponsored by the University of Minnesota, in cooper-

ation with the ttinnesota Dance Theatre and School.

For more information, contact the Department of Conferences, 214 Nolte Center,

315 Pillsbury Dr. SE., Minneapolis, Minn. 55455, or call 376-2578.

-UNS-
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CARS STEEL THEMSELVES
FOR WINTER DISINTEGRATION

By Michael Finley
University News Service

Sometimes, all you have to do is slam the car door. Suddenly your car is a half

pound lighter, and a pile of reddish-brown crud that used to be part of your car has

returned to the ground.

Rust is the price of the good life of Minnesota, and it ranks right up there

.
with death and taxes among the great inevitabilities. It costs a lot in depreciation,

wear and tear, and anxiety, and all we do about it is crack slight jokes.

But Professor Morris Nicholson, director of Continuing Education in Engineering

and Science at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, has comforting words, at least

for nature freaks.

Rust is natural. That ore you see lying around up on the Iron Range is really

for all practical purposes, rust. Steel, on the other hand, is the anomaly, the

abomination of nature's intentions. Rust is just steel's way of getting back to the

earth.

Clearly, if what Nicholson says is true, we might as well junk steel cars right

now and find substances less abhorrent to nature.

"Silver is a possibility," Nicholson said. "At least it wouldn't rust out. It

would, however, be very heavy and weak, cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, and

turn black after a month on the highway."

Gold is also quite popular as a rust-proofing device, especially among shahs,

but it, too, can be costly. The recent plating of a $140,000 Rolls-Royce in Kuwait

wound up tripling the cost of the automobile, thereby obviating whatever economy the

car offered in the showroom.

The state legislature in October invited Nicholson and several other University

faculty members--Charles Nelson of civil engineering and Edward Sucoff of forest

(MORE)
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resources among them--to talk about the problems posed by highways and salt. The

inquest, headed by John Mo1enka of the legislature's science and technology project,

wanted to know if the benefits of salting outweighed the damage. Nicholson talked

about cars falling apart.

"The first thing I had to establish was that rusting was a kind of electro

chemical oxidation, II he said. "It happens most simply when steel comes into contact

with moisture. The problem with salt is that it hangs around and intensifies the

ordinary chemical reaction, trapping itself in the rust and reactivating whenever

the metal gets wet. Thus, salt splashed onto your car in January goes right back to

work on the metal when it rains in Hay."

To make matters worse, the salt is almost impossible to get out, even with the

most rugged scraping and most thorough steam-blasting. And conventional paints and

rust-proofing materials simply can't guarantee unrustable steel.

Once again, it seems, our technology leaves us with the choice of Scylla ("Do

you want to slide off the road into a bridge abutment and get turned into pulp?lI) or

Charybdis ("Or would you rather watch the second-largest investment you'll ever make

metamorphose into a heap of crumbly red dirt?"). ~Je usually choose the latter, but

neither is much fun.

There are little glimmers of hope on the horizon, Nicholson says. Auto manu

facturers are actually doing something to extend the lives of new car bodies by a

factor of three to five times over the life expectancy of 1970 models. Galvanizing

and steel pretreatment--to make paint . dhere more tenaciously to every crack and

crevice--should go a long way toward this end. There are also more expensive kinds

of pretreatment, in which the steel is essentially pickled in oil for several days,

for use in especially vulnerable places.

New materials are a partial answer, Nicholson says, but he doubts that the

world will ever experience a severe rust shortage. He recalls a story about an

electronics firm that consulted him once. The company was wondering why its parts

(HORE)
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were corroding. Nicholson traced the problem to salty fingers and vending machine

potato chips.

And then, just the day before this interview~ the pipes of his kitchen sink

gave way. One wonders if Nicholson would enjoy an ocean voyage, knowing what the

salt water was doing to the vessel's keel.

-UNS-
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. UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, liINlmAPOLIS AHD ST. PAULCAUPUS EVENTS
Jan. 15-21

f .'

Sun., Jan. 15---St. Paul Student Center'Galleries: Silkscreen ?rlntsby Pat Olson,
North .Star Gallery; Photographs 'by Cria Anderson, 'Rouser Room Gallery;
African Uusical Instrum.ents by Jay Sautter, display cases. 3 a.Di.-lO p.m.
Hon.-Sat., noon-10 p.m. Sun. Through Jan. 27. Free.

Sun., Jan. l5---JaquesGa11ery: Uature Photographs by Paul Chesley. Bell MuseUm
'of NatuJ:al History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun. Through Jan. 18.

Free.

Sun., 'Jan~ 15:-:-U Film Society:. "The American Friend." ,Bell Museum of Na~\\ra1

History .8ud. ," 7 : 3Oand'·g : 30 p.m. $2. .

Sun., Jan~ 15-~The Whole' Coffeehouse: Open Stage•..Coffman Union. Doors open
7; 30 p. m." Free.

Hon., Jan. l6---Coffman Gallery: Wood·SculptuJ:e by Richard Graham, Gallery I,
through Jan. 20; Prints by Brian Leo, Gallet:y. 'II, through, Jan. 19. 10 a.m.
4 p.m. Uon.;..Pr1. Ftee.

Mon., Jan. 16:---Cartoons. Also '60s Net-lsreels., Theater'7"lecturehall, Coffman
Union. 11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Hon., Jan. l6---Nova Film Series; . "Fusion ~ The' Energy 1?romise. Ii l~orth Star
Ballroom St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Jan. l6---U Film Society: "The American Friend." Bell Uuseum of Natural
l:iistory aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.. $2.

Mon."Jan. l6---Martin Luther King Tribute. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
8 p.m. Free.

Tues., Jan. l7---Lecture: "Winter CaUlping" by Ron Lachelt. North Star BallJ:oom,
St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues., Jan. l7---BilliardsTournament. Recreation/Outings Center, Coffman
Union. 6:30 p.m. Entry fee: $2.

Tues., Jan. l7---Bridge Tournament. Willey Hall. Gallery. 6:30 p.m. Entry fee: $2.

Tues., Jan. l7--U Film Society: ilThe Forest," 7:30 p.m., and "The Runaway,"
9:15 p.m. ' Bell Museum of Natural Uistory aud. $1.50 per film, $2.25 both.

Wed., Jan. l8---Lecture: Wilderness Consciousness by Lynn Rodgers, U.S. Forest
Service. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 12;15 p.m. Free.

(OVER)
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Wed., Jan. l8---Film: "Grapes of Wrath." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
7 and 9 p.m:---$l students, $1.50 public.

Wed., Jan. l8--U Film Society: "A Woman, A Family.1! Bell Uuseum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Thurs., Jan. 19---Lecture: "Adaptations of Animals and Plants in Winter" by
Bonnie Wanzen and Ann Sigford. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center.
Noon. Free.

Thurs., Jan. 19--Poetry Reading: Alice Walker. Willey Hall aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Jan. 19---tecture: "llfanet's 'Olympia' and Picasso's 'Demoiselles d'Avignon'"
by BenjaminPaskus. 125 Willey Hall. 8:15 p.m. Free.

hie, Jan. 20---U Film Society: "Uan on the Roof." Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9~30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Jan. 20--The Whole Coffeehouse: Hal Galper with ~l1ke and Randy Brecker,
also Bob Rockwell Quartet~ Coffman Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $4. Tickets
on sale at USA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue "Moon Records and at the door.

Sat., Jan. 2l---Table Tenn!s Tournament. Recreation/Outings Center, Coffman Union.
10:30 a.m. Entry fee: $2.

Sat., Jan. 2l---U Film Society: "Uan on the Roof." Bell l1useum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Jan. 2l---The lVhole Coffeehouse: Hal Galper with Mike and Randy Brecker,
also Bob Rockwell Quartet. Coffman Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $4. Tickets
on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue Moon Records and at the door.

-UNS-
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'u' FACES DEFICIT,
MORE RETRENClll1ENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota ended last year with a $1 million deficit and faces

immediate budget cuts to avoid an $800,000 deficit this year, President C. Peter

Magrath revealed Friday (Jan. 13).

The deficit and the planned budget cuts were discussed by the Board of Regents

as part of the budget principles they approved for 1978-79. Details on the proposed

cuts will be furnished to the board in March, Magrath said.

The problems stem from the difficulty in adjusting the University's budget to

enrollment decline when dramatic growth was predicted just two years ago.

Magrath placed a freeze on all hiring of academic staff in an effort to avoid

the projected deficit in the current 1977-78 budget if spending were to continue at

present levels.

IIHere again our difficulties stem, not from the budgeted expenditures, but from

the loss of fall quarter enrollments, and presently we do not anticipate that regis-

trations will recover within the current year,1I Hagrath said.

As a result, he said, an estimated $400,000 will be recovered through the hiring

freeze and from retention of any staff and supply money at the central level. Under

present policies, that money remains in the colleges and departments of the Univer-

stty.

In addition, colleges and departments will have to cut enough from their budgets

to recover the other $400,000, in an effort to prevent the projected deficit in the

University's $220.7 million general operations and maintenance budget. The total

University budget is around $513 million.

(l\fORE)
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Facing the possibility of a continuing decline in enrollment, the regents

approved 1978-79 budget principles that assume additional retrenchment of instruc

tional staff and supply budgets.

Magrath's assumption is that at least $800,000 will be trimmed from the budget

base and possibly more if enrollment declines below present levels.

The University's budget problems began two years ago when administrators had

projected dramatic enrollment increases between 1976 and 1981. Budgets were in

creased in anticipation of a jump of 2,884 students and the tuition they would pay

in fall, 1976.

Instead, the increase in enrollment was 1,034 students and the University

faced a legislature in 1977 that believed the institution was overstaffed. As a

result, the University's budget base was reduced by about $3.4 million, or the

equivalent of about 147 faculty positions.

No additional staff members were added to cover the enrollment increases pre

dicted for last fall. But enrollment declined to 55,077 from the 55,761. level of

1976. Thus, the University collected $800,000 less in tuition than it had expected.

liWe're going to have to very prudent as we prepare the budget for 1978-79, II

Magrath told the regents.

The "enrollment shortfalls" and "retrenchment difficultites" have fallen

hardest on the Twin Cities campus, where some of the cuts will be reflected in the

priorities in the 1979 Legislative request, Magrath said.

Regents Mary Schert1er of St. Paul and David Lebedoff of Minneapolis expressed

concern that the tuition increases of six to eight per cent proposed in the budget

principles may price students out of the market, contributing to the enrollment

decline.

Stanley B.Kegler, vice president for institutional relations, said that the

tu~tion funds were a result of legislative and regents policy requiring students

to pay roughly 24 per cent of their instructional costs.

(MORE)
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HI would like to assure Regent Schertler,1) said L. J. Lee, a regent from

Bagley, "that her idea is not net>1 to this committee. I' Legislators who ask how much

the state is paying in comparison to students have not been sympathetic to past

requests for tuition freezes, Lee said.

In other action, the regents approved a step toward the equalization of pay

among faculty members on the Twin Cities, Duluth and Morris campuses which was

required in a 1977 rider to the University's appropriation.

Magrath announced the $130,000 would be allocated to the Duluth campus and

$30,000 to the 110rris campus for allocation to faculty on the basis of merit, as

seen by the administrations of the two campuses. About $135,000 will be allocated

for merit increases on a system-wide basis, Magrath said.

The merit increases equal to one-half of one percent of the salary increases

were appropriated by the 1977 Legislature.

-008-
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,U' THEATRE TO PRESENT
UPDATED BLACK -BLACK CmmDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

An updated production of the black comedy IlNo Place To Be Somebody" will open

Friday, Jan. 27, in the Stoll thrust theater of Rarig Center at the University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities.

"We are emphasizing the entertainment aspects of the play and the humanity of

the characters rather than the political message," said director Elton C. Wolfe.

"However, the political feeling is not ignored."

The play was written by Charles Gordone and first produced in 1969.

"My approach is to depict black people affirming their life rather than rejecting

it, " Wolfe added. "Black contemporary music d i th d f h 1 d .om nates e moo 0 t e p ay an suggests

hope rather than despair.;! Creative use of lighting and sound is employed to reveal

the inner workings of the minds of the characters, he said.

This will be the first play Wolfe, an assistant professor, has directed for the

University Theatre. Originally from Jackson, Miss., he has a bachelor of science

degree from Jackson State University; a master of arts degree from California State,

San Francisco, and a doctor of philosophy degree from Stanford University. He pre-

vious1y taught at the City College of San Francisco and Eastern Washington University.

The setting for the play is a 1977 disco. Principle characters are Danny R.

Clark as Gabe Gabriel and Michael R. Monroe as Johnny Williams. Supporting members of

the cast are played by people from the community and University students.

Performances will be at 8 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays and 3 p.m. Sun-

days through Feb. 12.

Admission is $3.50 for the general public and $2.50 for students and senior citi

zens. Special rates are available for University faculty and staff and for groups.

Tickets are on sale at Rarig Center. Phone 373-2337 for reservations. Full price

tickets are also sold at Dayton's.
(AO,2,30jB1;CO,2;D2)
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COWLES GIFT TO Fmm
MII~{ESOTA JOURNALISM CENTER

(FOR IM11EDIATE RELEASE)

The Minnesota Journalism Center will be established at the University of Minne-

sota with income from the $2 million endowment gift of John Cowles, Frank Sorauf,

dean of the College of Liberal Arts, announced today (Monday, Jan. 16).

The income will also be used to establish a Cowles Chair and a Cowles Fellows

program in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication.

The primary objective of the center, which will have an operating budget of

approximately $55,000 a year, will be to "facilitate the two-way flow of knowledge

from the University to the journalism profession and from the profession back to

the University,lt Sorauf said.

The gift from Cowles, retired chairman of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune

Company, was announced by the University in October, 1976. Plans for its use have

been developed by University officials in consultation with John Cowles, Jr., son

qf the donor and current chairman of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company.

t~en the gift was announced, the senior Cowles said he hoped it would

"strenghten the University's role in journalism and journalism educationlt and would

aid the University "in elevating the standards of journalism in Minnesota and the

nation. II

The proposal for establishment of the center includes plans for offering

workshops and conferences for professional journalists, serving as an information

and referral source for the communication industry, bringing journalism practitioners

to the University for the benefit of students and faculty, and arranging work

experiences for journalism students and faculty.

(MORE)
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The Cowles Chair in Journalism and the establislunent of the Cowles Fellows,

a program for distinguished media practitioners and educators to visit the Univer

sity, will be instituted in 1980.

It is planned that the chair would be occupied by a distinguished and pro

ductive educator or practitioner, preferably drawn, at least initially, from

publishing management.

The chair is designed to offer increased instruction in the management and

economics of news organizations. A preliminary annual budget of $45,000 will be

provided for this purpose.

An annual sum of up to $25,000 is allocated for the Cowles Fellows program,

which will bring expert practitioners and educators to the University on a limited

time basis.

The Cowles gift is one of the largest single gifts to be presented to the

University of Minnesota in its history.

-UNS-
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U OF M TO OFFER SAMPLER LECTURES

(FOR IM}ffiDIATE RELEASE)

Interpersonal attraction. winter camping and survival. and the Golden Age of

Rembrandt, are just a few of the topics to be covered in a series of twelve Sampler

Lectures this winter at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

Samplers are self-contained lectures which faculty members present as part 0;
their regular evening classes. The lectures will continue through March 8. and are

open to the public.

Each lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. in 140 Nolte Center on the East Bank cam-

pus. The Jan. 19 lecture will be in Pillsbury Auditorium at the Minneapolis In-

stitute of Arts.

Tickets may be purchased at the door or in 180 Wesbrook Hall. Cost will be $1

for a single lecture. $3 for a series of any four, and persons 62 and older may

attend free of charge. For further information, phone 376-7500.

The schedule is as follows:

Jan. 10

Jan. 11

Jan. 17

Jan. 18

Jan. 19

Jan. 31

Feb. 8

Feb. 14

Feb. 21

Mar. 1

Mar. 7

Mar. 8

(AO.3;Bl,8)

"Human Space Colonies and Their Effects On Earth Peoples"

BCancer Biology: Is the Nalignant State Reversible?"

"Interpersonal Attraction: How It Relates To A Leader's Effectiveness"

"The l'1other-Centered Familyil

liThe Golden Age of Rembrandt"

"Robots, Persons. Sex and Species"

"Winter Camping and Survivalll

"Computers In Our Society: A Look into the Future';

'IWeather: How To Look For Snow In the Clouds'l

"French Or Foe: Speal<. and Be Recognized (French lor Travelers) II

"Wills and Probate: How to Understand the Minnesota Law"

llCareer Change: Failing To Plan Is Planning To Fail"

-UNS-
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JAZZ DUO TO PERFORl1 AT 'u' THEATRE' OPENING (Judy Vick, 373-7515)

Reginald Buckner, pianist, and Nobel Samuels, bass player, will perform from

6:30 to 7:45 p.m. Friday, Jan. 27, in Rarig Center at the University of Minnesota,

Twin Cities.

The jazz concert, which is open £~ee to the public, will precede the opening of

the play, "UoPlace To Be Som"ebody," directed by Elton C. Wolfe. Tickets for the

play are on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

11/1/1

'u' WIND ENSEMBLE TO GIVE FREE CONCERT (Steve Korngable, 373-5193)

The 54-member University of Minnesota Wind Ensemble, under the direction of

Dr. Frank Bencriscutto, will perform in concert Sunday, Jan. 29, at 3 p.m., in

Northrop Auditorium on the Twin Cities campus.

Featured guest artist will be Dale Clevenger, principal French horn with the

Chicago Symphony. Clevenger will be solo artist for the Strauss "First Horn

Concerto," and will be joined by the Wind Ensemble horns for Telleman's "Concerto

f or Three Horns."

Admission to the concert is free.

-UNS-
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SWEDISH AUTHOR MARIA GRIPE
TO SPEAK AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Maria Gripe, one of Sweden's most well-known children's authors, will speak at

the University of Minnesota Thyfsday, Jan. 26, at 8 p.m., in 109 Walter Library.

Gripe is the recipient of the 1974 Hans Christian Andersen Medal,· awarded by the

International Board on Books for Young People in recognition of an author's entire

body of work. Her book Hugo and Josephine was named best book of the year by the

Swedish Library Association in 1969, Hugo, another of her books, was named best

book of the year by the leading Swedish newspaper Expressen in 1970.

Her books are illustrated by her husband, artist Harald Gripe, and have been

translated into thirteen languages.

The talk is free and open to the public. A buffet dinner will be served at

6 p.m. in the Campus Club, Coffman Union, with sherry and wine served at 5:30. Cost

for the dinner is $8, and checks can be sent to the Kerlan Collection, 109 Walter

Library, 117 Pleasant St. SE., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

The event is sponsored by the Kerlan Collection and the American Scandinavian

lOul1c1aU.OD. For more information, call 373-8731.

-UNS-
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M~UAL U OF MD~ICE-A-THON

NETS $29,616 FOR DYSTROPHY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

More than 120 couples danced and danced until they had raised $29,616 at the

fourth annual Muscular Dystrophy Dance-A-Thon this past weekend.

Thirty-nine couples began the dancing Friday night in Coffman Union Great Hall

and by Sunday at 9 p.m., 19 couples were still dancing. Another 83 couples turned

in pledges for five-hour dance segments.

The winning couple--Ron Scheller, 18, a freshman from Waupaca, Wis., and Linda

Usem, 20, a junior from Red Wing, ~finn.--raised $1,062 in pledges. Both students

live in Territorial Hall, a campus dormitory, and got many of their pledges by

going from door to door in the dormitory.

Prizes for the dancers were donated by area businesses. The Winning couple

won a six-day trip to the Bahamas.

The University's Dance-A-Thon is one of the five largest in the country, and

has raised more than $40,000 in the past three years. This year's total is higher

than last year's by nearly $6,000.

-m~s-
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U OF M OFFERS NEW DEGREE PROGRfu~

FOR CHffi1ICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELORS

(FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE)

Chemical dependency professionals can now earn baccalaureate degrees through a

new program at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

Funded by a $209,000 three-year grant from the National Institute of Drug Abuse

(NIDA), the program is co-sponsored by the School of Public Health's Chemical Depen-

dency Counseling Program (CDCP) and University Without Walls (m~).

People already working full-time in the field can obtain a bachelor of arts or

a bachelor of science degree by demonstrating the competence and skills required by

the CDCP and ~~ programs. Day courses are not required. Students can take any

combination of evening, correspondence, or day-time courses, and may choose to design

some of their own learning experiences.

To be admitted, a prospective student must complete the School of Public Health

certificate program for chemical dependency counselors, or have the equivalent in

training and education; must have worked full-time in the field for one year; and if

chemically dependent, must have reached at least two year's sobriety.

Since 1969 the School of Public Health has enrolled 2,000 students in the cer-

tificate program. About 300 have completed all of the certification requirements--

three quarters of academic work and a six-month internship.

Minnesota is already developing a process to register chemical dependency

counselors with the State Health Department and the NIDA has given degree programs

such as this one a high priority, said program director Dennis Armstrong.

11##

SUPPLENENTARY INFORNATION:

Further information may be obtained from the CDCP office, 2829 University Ave.

SE., Suite 226, Minneapolis, Minn. 55414.
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DOLLAR VALUE OF HOl'1EMAKING MEASURED

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

i

I
V

Last year the mother of nine children was killed in a car accident while driving

a hockey carpool. Her family sued the other driver for negligence, asking not only

for punitive damages, but for financial compensation to pay for the loss of the

homemaker's services. The family needed the money to hire someone who would take

over her work at home.

There are few people in this country, however, who know how to measure the

dollar value of the job of homemaking.

The family's lawyer certainly didn't. He had planned to accept an offer of

$30,000. but before he did, he wisely contacted Geraldine Gage, one of the few ex-

perts in this area.

Gage, a professor of family social science at the University of Minnesota, Twin

Cities, calls the lawyer's estimate "a piece of nonsense. I' Her research shows that

the amount of money needed to replace the work of a housewife with several children

is, at the least, five times the lawyer's estimate. Her evaluation in this case was

an amount well into six figures.

l~en Gage began developing specific data on the economic value of the homemaker

for her doctoral dissertation 15 years ago~ she never dreamed that she would soon

find herself in courtrooms allover the country.

~;One of my original purposes in doing this study was to help women develop a

different sense of self. I wanted them to understand their importance--their

value,il Gage said.

But a magazine article on her dissertation findings was seen by several law-

yers, and her new role as trial witness began. Gage's reputation grew, and in the

past 15 years, she has testified in a number of cases.

(HORE)
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For each trial, Gage evaluates the total amount of money the family will need

in the years to come to replace the work done by the homemaker, usually the victim of

an accidental death caused by someone's alleged negligence.

Gage was originally part of a research group that was looking at how women used

their time at home. The researchers developed precise data on housework by asking a

large sample of homemakers to record their exact activities every 10 minutes.

Their figures were enlightening. They found, for example, that the average

woman with three children works slightly more than eight hours a day on household

tasks, such as cooking, cleaning, laundering and ironing, child care, marketing and

management.

A woman with three children, who is employed outside the home for 15 or more

hours a week, still spends an additional six hours per day working in the home.

This amount increases, of course, with an increase in family size. But even a

wife with no children and no outside employment still works an average of 5.7 hours

a day in the home. If employed~ she spends 3.7 hours a day at household tasks.

Armed with this data~ Gage then developed for the first time, a dollar and

cents measure of the value of housework.

"A basis for measuring the value of any economic good is the cost of replace

ment, Ii Gage said. "In this case, the value is the cost of buying an equivalent

amount of labor time."

Gage uses the average wage rate charged by domestic help, a figure which varies

somewhat with geographical area, but currently averages about $2.65 an hour.

"This figure may not get them the person they want, or the person who will do

everything they need, but at least it's an opener," Gage said.

For each case, Gage computes the number of total work hours per year and the

number of years that the deceased would have spent on household tasks, by matching

the facts for this individual with the established data.

"I need an exact description of the job she did--how many children she had, for

example, and their ages," Gage said. "Work load is highly correlated with the age

of the youngest child."
(MORE)
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The data that Gage uses allows for the gradual reduction of the work load as

children grow older and leave home.

Another important consideration to Gage is the extent to which the father will

be able to share the parenting responsibilities. His occupation is a big factor in

this.

:lIn my opinion, you can't have kids alone at home on a permanent basis--even

teen-agers up to 18. It's not in the best interest of the kids, and it's not in the

best interest of society."

Gage emphasized that many of the valuable jobs done by a homemaker--from car

pooling to piano lessons, for example, or sewing clothes for the family--are not

included in her computations.

"One woman died leaving 1,500 jars of vegetables from her garden,1I Gage said.

"I didn't include it in my estimates, though, because we don't at this point know

how to evaluate that kind of work."

The figure Gage arrives at, then, is for the most routine work. She sees this

as an advantage in a trial situation.

"It is absolutely pared to the lean. There's no way to attack it successfully."

Gage said that society has traditionally undervalued the economic contributions

of the homemaker. This is reflected in the awards made by juries, awards usually

thousands of dollars lower than the values shown in Gage's data.

But Gage remains firm in her stand.

"A family who no longer has the mother is economically in trouble. They're

going to have to take a big cut in their standard of living.

"There is really no substitute for the woman at home."

-UNS-
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LIVING WITH EPILEPSY NOT
AS BAD AS THE FEARS

By Maureen Smith
University News Service

If you were forced to make the choice, would you rather have heart disease, dia

betes or epilepsy?

Two of the three are life-threatening. Yet most people, presented with the

hypothetical choice, say they would rather have heart disease or diabetes than epi

lepsy.

Sister Ann Vivia Walton of the Comprehensive Epilepsy Program at the University

of Minnesota, Twin Cities, sees those responses as an indication of the overwhelming

fear that is still triggered by a diagnosis of epilepsy.

llIf you look back in history, it's pretty apparent that people have had some

queer notions about epilepsy, ,: she said. "We've never quite gotten rid of those

ideas. As a result, people who learn that they have epilepsy, or the parents of

children with epilepsy, come into it with utter terror. Teacqers also have strong

feelings. 1i

Walton offers workshops to teachers, nurse~, fire fighters, police officers,

and nursing home staff members, and she works with parents of children who have epi

lepsy. She has presented classroom lessons on epilepsy to elementary, junior high,

and high school students.

"Basically, 1 1m out educating people about epilepsy,P she said. After 25 years

as an elementary school teacher and principal, she thinks teaching is what she does

best. And as a victim of epilepsy herself, she knows what she is talking about.

Old queer notions about epilepsy still surface in the workshops, she said. One

notion is that someone who has epilepsy must be possessed by demons. IiRemarkably

enough, we gave a talk the other day, and someone asked, 'Are you sure they aren't

possessed?,n

Other notions are that people with epi~epsy are mentally retarded, or crimi

nally inclined, or just plain crazy. "My favorite is one that society hasn't picked

up on so much--that a person with epilepsy must be a genius," she said.

lvalton thinks she knows where some of those ideas come from. "Epilepsy is a

disorder of the central nervous system located in the brain. People feel that if

there's something wrong with your brain, you must be mentally retarded."

One of the problems in combating the myths is that "a seizure does look

strange," Walton said. liThe person does seem to be acting in a very peculiar way."

(HORE)
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Someone who is having a grand mal or tonic-clonic seizure may fall down, groan, stop

breathing, thrash around. Someone having a psychomotor seizure may appear to be

drunk or on drugs.

Still, Walton said, the reality of epilepsy isn't as bad as the fears. After

years of keeping her epilepsy a secret from everyone, she contacted the Minnesota

Epilepsy League and discovered that 1;10 and behold, I was not the. only person in the

world who had it. What was most helpful to me was learning the facts and finding

out that it wasn't as bad as all my ideas. 1I

Now, she said, IIliving with epilepsy is perfectly acceptable to me except on

the days when I have a seizure. Then I can go right back into the hating-it bit. It

is still embarrassing, it is still frustrating."

Walton's epilepsy had been under good medical control for several years when

she had a breakthrough seizure a little over a year ago. Adjusting her medication

took a few months, and now her disease is again under control. "For most people, con

trol is a very possible thing,ll she said.

Walton began having seizures late in 1968, and her epilepsy was diagnosed in

1969. She didn't tell her family, didn't tell anyone. "I spent a good number of

years refusing to talk to anyone about it and just pretending I didn't have it," she

said. III would probably still be doing that if it weren't for my nephew."

When her nephew started to have seizures, she said, "I listened to his mother

talk about his frustration and his refusal to take medication, and I recognized my

self." It was then that she told her sister and other family members about her own

epilepsy. "They still claimed me as a family member," she said.

Walton would never have chosen to have epilepsy, but she knows that her own

experience adds impact and credibility to her talks. Even more important, her ex

perience makes it easier for people with epilepsy to talk to her. Last summer a

teen-age boy was brought to her by his parents after he had announced that he would

not return to school in the fall because he was too embarrassed about having seizures.

Walton could tell as he walked into the room that he didn't want to see her, didn't

want to talk.

nyou don't like having seizures, do you?" she asked him. 11No," he said, still

uncommunicative. "I don't either,1l she told him. With the discovery that she had

seizures, his whole attitude changed. "He just flooded out all his feelings," she

said.

In talking with teachers, Walton begins by helping them to admit that "they are

scared stiff and think they won't be able to handle the situation." Youngsters with

epilepsy need to be lltreated as normal kids who may occasionally have a problem, ,; she

tells the teachers. She has found that physical education teachers are among her

"most difficult customers;' because they are often I~afraid to let the kids play for

(MORE)
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fear that they'll get hurt." It is important that children with epilepsy not be shied

away from or overprotected, she said.

Teachers want to know what they can do to help. Walton emphasizes that the

physical first aid they can offer is very limited. Someone who is having a psycho

motor seizure should not be restrained but should be gently guided away from stair

wells or other dangerous places. Someone who is having a grand mal seizure should be

helped to lie down, and nearby objects should be moved out of the way.

No attempt should be made to put anything in the person's mouth, she said.

People who are having seizures I,are not going to swallow their tongue, because it's

attached. If they bite their tongue, it will heal. But if someone knocks their teet:.

out, that's more serious. H

lYhatever anyone does or doesn't do. the seizure will soon be over. The child

then needs what Walton calls lIemotional first aid and social first aid." Having

someone read to the child for a few minutes, or talk about last night's game, can ease

the embarrassment and confusion. Children who have had seizures need reassurance that

they are all right, they are still valued for who they are. they have not been dimin

ished as persons.

Children and teen-agers in classrooms are Walton's favorite audience for her

talks. "Our best bet lies in educating the next generation,ll she said. "The young

sters I've taught have been most receptive. 1I she said. "They are utterly fascinated

with the facts, and fascinated that I'm a real live person with epilepsy. They are

very keen to pick up on how the child with epilepsy might feel and what they can do

to make it easier. II

Walton tells elementary s'chool children that there are two things children with

epilepsy need. "They need their bottle of pills. and they need friends." Occasion

ally she is asked: "Heren't you afraid to come to this classroom. afraid you'd have

a seizure?"

She tells them that she has two choices. She can either stay home for the rest

of her life, or she can take the risk of going out. "That makes sense to them, II she

said. Given those choices, they know that she or anyone with epilepsy should choose

to go on with life.

-Ul~S
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FOUR GREAT YUAN MASTERS
TOPIC OF U OF K BOOK EXHIBIT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"The Literary Ken's Painting: Four Great Yuan Masters," is the current topic

in a series of book exhibits to be presented by the East Asian Library in Wilson

Library at the University of Mlnnesota, Twin Cities.

The exhibit will run through March, and will feature volumes on the four great

Yuan painters, Huang Kung-Wang, Wu Chen, Nt Tsan and Wang Meng.

In addition to the book exhibit, the East Asian Library has a collection of

East Asian art on display.

The exhibit is open free to the public from 8 to 5 p.m. Monday through

Friday and from 9 to 5 p.m. Saturday.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESCY;rA, MIl~iEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
Jan. 22-28

Sun., Jan. 22---St. Paul Student Cen~er Galleries: Silkscreen Prints by Pat Olson,
North StarGallery~Photograph8 by Cris Anderson, Rouser Room Gallery; African
Musical Instruments by Jay Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat.,
noon-lOp.m. Sun. Through Jan. 27. Free.

Sun.,Jan. 22---Natural Ristory Films: "A Desert Place," and "~ Deserts: Sahara
. and Sonora."'Bell Museum of Naturai Historyaud.l:30 and 3 p.m. Free.

Mon., Jan. 23---Coff1aan Gallery: !!Light Interactionll by Tom Lane, Gallery I;
Ceramic' Sculpture by Bruce Ostwald, Gallery II •. Coffman Union. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. Through Feb. 10. Free.

Mon., Jan. 23---Cartoons. Also '60s Newsreels. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman
Union. 11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 2~¢.

Mon., Jan. 23--Wildlife Lecture: "Black Bears in Northern Minnesota" by Lynn
Rogers. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon~, Jan. 23---~atural History Films: "A Desert Place," and "Two Deserts: Sahara
and Sonora.' Bell Museum of Natural History aud. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Mon., Jan. 23---Poetry Symposium: "Poetry of the '60s" by.Diane Wakoski. l-lomen' s
Lounge, Coffman Union. 2: 30 p ~m. Free.

Hon., Jan. 23---French Films: llGeorge Helie's Films, ,. lithe Brats," "All the Boys
Are Called Patrick, II "The Chickenr," I'The Fat and the Lean, It "0ne Eyed Men are
Klngs,"and "The Oath and the Han. Bell Museum of Natural History aud+
7:30 p.m. Free.

Tues., Jan. 24---Wildlife Lecture: "Walleye Propagation" by Dick Sternberg. North
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues., Jan. 24---Lecture: Malcolm X by Ralph Crowder. Theater-lecture hall,
Coffman Union. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., Jan. 24---U Film Society: "27 DOwn," 7:30 p.m., and "The Whole Sky," 9:30
p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History aud. $1.50 per film, $2.25 both.

Wed., Jan. 25---Wlldlife Lecture: "Habitat Analysis Through Blood Parameters" by
U. S. Seal. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Wed., Jan. 25---U Film Society: "The Fishing Village." Bell Museum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Thurs., Jan. 26---Concert: University Jazz Ensemble. Great Hall, Coffman Union.
11 a.m. Free.

Thurs., Jan. 26---Wi1dI1fe Lecture: "Ruffed Grouse Biology" by Gordon Gullion.
North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

(OVER)
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Thurs., Jan. 26---Film: "The Green Man." 310 Anderson Hall. 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Free.

Thurs., Jan. 26---Film: "Malcolm X. 1i Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 8 p.m.
$1.50.

Thurs., Jan. 26---Lecture: lfarla Gripe, Swed~sh children's author. 109 Walter
Library. 8 p.m. Free.'

Fri., Jan. 27---Wildlife Lecture: "Raptors" by Gary Duke and Patrick Redig. North
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Fri., Jan. 27---Concert:Jazz Duo. Rarig Center. 6:30 p.m. Free.

Fri., Jan. 27--U Film Society: IiNine Uonths. ll Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Jan. 27---Uttiversity Theatre: "No Place To Be Somebodyli~y Charles GO,rdone,
directed by Elton C. tvolfe. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m., $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's •.

Fri., Jan. 27---The Whole Coffeehouse: Papa John Kolstad and Scott Alarik. Coffman,
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th
Street, Blue lfvon Records and at the door.

Sat., Jan. 28---U Film Society: "Nine Months.'l Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Jan. 28,..--University .Theatre: lil~o Place To Be Somebodyil by Charles Gordone,
directed by Elton C. ~lolfe. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sat., Jan. 28---The Whole Coffeehouse: Papa John Kol,Btad and Scott Alarik. Coffman
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on ~ale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th
Street, Blue Moon Records and at the door~

-UUS-
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BATS IN YOUR BELFRY?
CALL THE WILDLIFE LINE

By Vivien Bacaner
University News Service

If you have squirrels in the attic, snakes in the basement or a woodpecker with

a fondness for your wood siding, the University of Minnesota may be able '0 help.

The Wildlife Line, a telephone information service operating out of the Bell

Museum of Natural History on the Twin Cities campus, is set up to answer these and

a wide range of other questions about wildlife.

Students who work in the "Touch and See Room" at the museum handle the calls,

using a file of familiar questions and ashelf full of reference books to find answers.

If a student draws a blank, information coordinator Paul Kesselberg will search

available literature or consult a University professor and call the questioner back.

Kesselberg rarely gets excited by anything he hears from callers anymore. He

can rattle off the recipe for a liqUid squirrel deterrent as quickly as he can iden-

tify a mystery animal or prescribe care for another.

Each season brings on its own set of questions. The onset of winter, for

example, leads animals to seek shelter indoors, and the line is swamped with calls

about what to do with them.

Museum guide Sharon Gale says she can almost predict a caller's whereabouts by

the question that is asked. "Generally, people who live outside of the city are

more interested in what to feed them when they come in the house, while city people

want them out as soon as possible,n she said.

Just as she finishes speaking, the telephone rings. The caller has trapped

some mice, and wants to know what :kind they are and how to get rid of them. The

student handling the call brings over samples of a field mouse and a house mouse

from a IlTouch and See" table, compares the mice to the caller's description, and

decides that what the caller has is a batch of field mice.

(MORE)
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Since the caller wants to get rid of them as soon as possibly, the wildlife

advisor suggests a cat, but also gives the phone number of a free government-spon

sored pest control service. It is museum policy not to recommend killing animals,

although callers will be referred, upon request, to pest control agencies.

In the spring and early summer, the largest number of calls have to do with the

care of young birds. Callers are advised that it is illegal to possess most kinds

of birds, but if a caller persists, the staff will supply care information to insure

proper treatment of the bird.

While most calls are fairly pedestrian, the unusual crops up often enough to

keep the staff on its toes. A flying squirrel will be sighted in the city, or a

golden-coated grey squirrel or an escaped parrot. A hummingbird will require an

extremely delicate taxidermy job, or someone will want to know if a caribou is a

cross between a moose and a deer (a caribou is a deer of the Arctic region).

On the other hand, what a caller thinks is rare can turn out to be commonplace,

such as an albino squirrel or a rabbit with a "horn." Reports of albino squirrels

are quite frequent, and the horn-like growth on the heads of some rabbits is caused

by a widespread virus that does not harm the rabbit or damage its meat.

The museum file cards often contain bonus tidbits for the person who takes time

to look. The "rabbit virus" card muses that this growth may be the inSPiration

for the jackalope, a mythical animal reputed to be a cross between a jackrabbit and

an antelope.

The line is open for w:lldlife qu~stions. from the practical to the obscure,

between 3 and 5 p.m. weekdays. all day Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m. Sundays. Call

(612) 376-7626.

-UNS-
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FAMILY IMPACT STATEMENTS
EMERGING AS TREND

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Most people have heard ·of "enivronmental impact statements." Designed to save

our lakes, our lungs and even the lowly lousewort, they are required of many agencies

before large-scale construction projects can begin.

A University of Minnesota professor thinks that "family impact statements"

should be done before new laws and administrative regulations affecting families

are set in motion. Without them, he feels, same American families could be in

danger.

"We need family impact statements as much as we need environmental ones,1I said

Robert Leik, director of the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Family Study

Center. Leik is a member of the Family Impact Seminar, a national, privately-

funded group of 22 policy makers and professors together under the direction of

Vice President Walter Mondale's former aide Sidney Johnson. Leik also directs the

only program in the country to train family impact analysts.

Family impact statements, as currently being planned, would trace the effects

of proposed laws and regulations on the family. lilt's a somewhat unusual approach

in a legal system that focuses on the individual and even includes laws and govern-

ment policies that work against family stability," Leik said.

For example, under current law, Social Security payments are reduced if two

elderly recipients remarry. Military policies, even in peacetime, require frequent

moves, thus placing a strain on the family.

Family impact statements are not designed to "lobby for" anyone type of

family, Leik said. They are designed to anticipate effects on families of all

kinds, and could be done in various ways.

(HORE)
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The files of government agencies and other sources of information could be

studied to see, for example, if welfare caseloads increased in the past after a

policy change similar to the one being planned. Or a careful comparison could be

done of several bills on one subject, in one state or several.

Computer simulation is another way to generate a family impact statement and

could be done basically the same way the federal government compiles its economic

predictions, Leik said. All relevant information would be entered into a computer,

along with the proposed law or regulation. The computer could then be asked to pro

duce a series of possible family outcomes, ranked according to their likelihood.

Unfortunately, what would go into the computer is not yet entirely available,

Leik said. Much of the information is buried in the files of government agencies,

organized to support budget requests, not family impact needs. "The Minnesota De

partment of Public Welfare, for example, keeps records according to the case," Leik

said. "They open a case when welfare payments are approved, and close it when they

are discontinued. But there are no records of whether a given family has gone on

and off welfare during any time period."

Cross-referencing of information between agencies also must be done, Leik said,

with anonymity carefully preserved.

The probability of various family changes, based on research on divorce rates,

widowhood statistics and birth rate, also would be necessary and would require regu

lar updating, Leik said.

"The resulting impact statement would probably be used most often by government

agencies, state legislatures, and Congress, but could be used by anyone,1I Leik said.

"The statements shouldn't be legally required the way environmental impact

statements are, though," Leik said, "because family impact is less measurable, more

widespread, and even more involved with basic values than environmental issues." He

sees such impact statements as useful expert advice, and not the basis for a new

federal bureaucracy. "One new person in each major government agency should be all

that is reqUired," Leik said.

(MORE)
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Although no computer has yet been programmed to produce family impact state

ments, a preliminary "how-to" pamphlet for policy makers to use until such a computer

is ready will be available in a few weeks, Leik said. Data collection for a com

puter in Minnesota, and others nationally, has just begun.

A second step toward the actual production of family impact statements is

already underway--the training of family-impact analysts at the University of Minne

sota. Advanced graduate students and those who have just completed doctorates are

placed in government agencies, where they analyze files, conduct research and urge

agency pe~sonnel to consider the impact on families as they draw up new regulations.

-tTNS-
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U OF M MUSIC STUDENTS RALLY
FOR PROGRAM IUPROVEMENTS

(FOR It~mDIATE RELEASE)

Approximately 40 music students rallied on the steps of Northrop Auditorium

Monday morning (Jan. 23) demanding changes and improvements within the department of

music at the University of lUnnesota, Twin Cities.

"Today's rally was intended to make the Board of Regents aware of the poor con-

ditions under which the staff and students of the department of music must operate,1I

said Susan Luger, organizer of the rally. She said the group is asking that the

acquisition of funds for a new music facility be made the top priority when the

University presents its request to the legislature this session.

In addition, the students called for restoration of the department's operational

budget, which dropped from $112,000 last year to $63,000 this year. "Without res-

toration of the funding," Luger said, lithe University's music department cannot hope

to become an accredited school of music in line with music programs at most of the

other Big Ten schools."

The students called for establishment of an autonomous school of music and for

unification of the music department budget, which is currently spread among the

College of Liberal Arts, the College of Education and the department of concerts and

lectures. They also would like to see a bachelor of music degree developed at the

University, Luger said. Currently, a student must major in music in the College of

Liberal Arts.

The students believe that these changes would help the University's department

of music meet the accreditation standards of the National Association of Schools of

Music in the future.

-OOS-
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U OF M ENROLLMENT DECLINES
FOR SECOND QUARTER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Winter quarter enrollment at the University of Minnesota is 52,144, a decrease

of 2.4 per cent from a year ago. Enrollment fall quarter was down 1.2 per cent from

the record-setting level of fall 1976.

The decline in enrollment from fall quarter to winter quarter was 5.4 per cent,

compared to 4.2 per cent last year. University officials described last year as an

exceptional year with more people staying in school from fall to winter quarter and

a number of people returning to school.

Quarterly enrollment figures are based on registration at the end of the second

week of classes. The present quarter began on Jan. 3.

Enrollment on the Twin Cities campus was 41,992,a decrease of 2.9 per cent from

winter 1977. Increases were reported for the University of Minnesota Technical

College at Waseca, up 5.5 per cent to 1,051, and for the University of Minnesota

Technical College at Crookston, up 2.5 per cent to 1,031. Enrollment on the Morris

campus declined by 2.3 per cent to 1,513. The enrollment on the Duluth campus,

6,557, remained almost unchanged from a year ago.

The enrollment of women continued to increase in many colleges and schools

within the University. Enrollment of women on the Crookston campus increased by

9.6 per cent, while the enrollment of men declined by nearly 2 per cent.

The number of women enrolled in 14 of the 23 schools and colleges on the Twin

Cities campus increased, while the number of men enrolled increased in only six of

the units. In the nine other 9choolR and colleges. the decline in the enrollment

of women was much less than that for men.

(MORE)
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The enrollment of women increased by 32 per cent in dentistry, 20 per cent in

medicine, 18 per cent in both the Institute of Technology and veterinary medicine

and 17 per cent in business administration.

Overall increases were reported in the Institute of Technology, up 7.8 per

cent; the Medical School, up 5.6 per cent, and veterinary medicine, up 4.3 per cent.

Enrollment in the College of Liberal Arts declined by 6.5 per cent to 15,540.

WINTER QUARTER ENROLLMENT

1978 1977---------- Women TotalMen Women Total Men

Crookston 620 411 1,031 631 375 1,006

Duluth 3,651 2,906 6,557 3,617 2,937 6,554

Morris 870 643 1,513 873 675 1,548

Waseca 649 402 1,051 616 380 996

Twin Cities 24,015 17,977 41,992 25,208 18,051 43,259

-Ul~S-
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CATTAIL5--A POTENTIAL SOURCE
or FOOD AND ENERGY?

By Mark Canney
University News Service

This all-purpose substance could heat your home, feed you and your livestock,

clean the water in your wetlands and provide you with writing paper. It is not a

schmoo from Li'l Abner, but the common reed mace, ·or cattail.

The University of Minnesota has been involved in research on the cattail for the

past four years. Originally under the direction of Dale Moss of the agronomy de-

partment, the study is now headed by Douglas Pratt, head of the botany department on

the Twin Cities campus.

"The main reason for choosing the cattail for research is that the plant is so

productive," Pratt said. Research on natural stands of the plant was done at the

University in the 1950s, but the University is currently one of only two institutions

(the other is in Czechoslovakia)that are studying managed stands of cattails.

Because the tall, thin-leafed plant is so productive, Pratt said, it has po-

tential for a multitude of uses. "It has a potential for being an alternative food

source and an energy source, and it has been used in the production of paper," he

said.

The plant's high productiVity is ahe result of many factors, Pratt said. Be-

cause they grow in swampy areas, he said, cattails rarely suffer from water stress,

which is brought about by lack of moisture and can be fatal. Cattails are classed as

an emergent aquatic plant; Pratt calls them "wet feet" plants.

Cattails are also very efficient in processing the sun's energy, Pratt said. A

cattail's high leaf-area index (the ratio of leaf surface area to surface area of the

ground on which it grows) allows it to absorb the sun's rays over a large surface

area for photosynthesis while not taking up much ground space.

The plant has a long growing season that also adds to its productivity, Pratt

(MORE)
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said. Cattails begin growing after the spring thaw and continue to grow until the

first frost. Unlike wheat and other grains, they do not stop growing after the for-

mation of their seeds, he said.

In addition to being highly productive, cattails have an extremely large annual

biomass (the material that makes up the plants). "There are 15 to 20 tons per acre

of biomass produced annually by the cattails, while only one ton of biomass is pro-

duced annually by an acre of aspen forest. With seven million acres of wetlands in

Minnesota, that constitutes a huge energy potential~ll Pratt said.

If cattails were to be considered as an alternative energy source, a management

system would have to be worked out. If cattails were to be burned for fuel, it also

might be necessary to treat the plants in order to retard their burning speed. In

its natural state, the cattail will burn almost as quickly as paper, Pratt said, but

this is a plus for some types of energy producers.

Work is progressing on management and treatment systems, according to Pratt.

"Strip farming might be employed/: he said. "A 6-foot swath could be cut through

a field of cattails, and the next year the rhizomes would fill the gap by sending out

new plants. 1I Rhizomes are underground stems that send out new growth to fill in

plantless areas. The cattails send out new shoots for approximately 3 feet, and

their rhizomes could possibly fill the cut path from both sides, he said.

As for treatment of cattails, Pratt said, there has been some work on making

them into a type of briquet by compressing them. This works to retard the burning

speed for uses in which a quick-burning fuel would not be desirable. Treat-

ment of the plant to produce liquid and gaseous fuels is also being studied~ he said.

An appealing aspect of using cattails as an alternative energy source~ Pratt

said~ is the fact that unlike fossil fuels such as oil and coal, cattail-based fuel

would not put large amounts of carbon dioxide (C0
2

) into the atmosphere. This

accumulation of CO2 creates a "greenhouse effect" that could be increasing the

temperature of the earth, he said. Cattails, rather than putting more carbon dioxide

into the air, would actually be recycling the CO
2

,

"The CO2 taken out of the atmosphere in the respiration process of the cattail

(MORE)
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would be restored when the plant is burned," he said.

The use of cattails as an energy source makes sense to Pratt. "There is safety

in having diversity in the fuels used in today's technology," he said. "It frightens

me that the government is not looking at more alternative fuel sources. Nuclear

energy, for example, does not have to be the only fuel of the future."

Another advantage of the cattail, Pratt said, is its suitability for use as a

food source. Because of its long growing season, the cattail is able to store large

amounts of edible starches in its rhizome. These starches could be processed into

flour or animal feed, he said.

The fact that the rhizome is not only underground but also underwater could

cause problems in cultivation, Pratt said, but it does suggest another possible use.

Cattail growth is stimulated by the presence of nitrogen and phosphate, chemicals

that can cause pollution in lakes and rivers, he said.

The plant absorbs these polluting chemicals and uses them as nutrients, Pratt

said. "It can do a fairly good job of cleaning up sewage drained into a wetland."

Finally, the cattail could be used in production of paper, Pratt said. "It

produces a good paper,1I he said, "but the paper is hard to bleach, which makes it

not as desirable as it could be."

Pratt said that the ultimate use of cattails, with all of their benefits, will

be dictated by the economics of the area in which they grow.

-UNS-
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'u' CANNOT PAY RENT
FOR STADIUH OFF CAMPUS

(FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE)
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER. 373-7512

University of Minnesota officials say they cannot pay rent for the use of any new

off-campus stadium and have repeated their position of neutrality on the question of

whether to locate a new sports stadium in downtown Minneapolis or suburban Blooming-

ton.

The University's position was outlined in a letter to Dan Brutger. chairman of

the Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission, from Stanley B. Kegler? University

vice president for institutional relations.

I' ,'Since the University s intercollegiate athletic programs for men have been

operating at near or actual deficit levels. no revenue could be devoted to rentals

in a new stadium; the University, then, is hardly in a position to exert major in-

fluence (on a stadium site)." Kegler said.

The location of game and practice sites for the football team is a minor con-

sideration, he said. liThe large majority of patrons attending Gopher football games

arrive by bus or auto; location would seem of little consequence to this group.

"For those patrons originating from housing on or near campus. some busing would

have to be arranged were the Gophers to play at a site off campus, regardless of the

location. Ii Kegler said.

He said a location near the airport would have "some advantages ll of convenience

to visiting teams. but travel time and expense for the Gophers would be increased by

the greater distance from the campus.

The Board of Regents has no official position on the stadium issue. and lithe

University administration has assumed a position of cooperative neutrality, taking

no position on location of a possible new stadium. domed or undomed." he said.

(MORE)
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versity's response to a number of questions about the propnsed Industry Square site,

which is located between the University and downtown Minneapolis.

The University must first answer questions of its own about whether the site

would meet needs other than those of football and whether the University could pay

for use of it through parking services, concessions income, student fees and the

sale of electricity from its operation of the four-stack power plant recently ac-

quired from the Northern States Power Company.

Other questions the University will seek to answer, he said, relate to the

possible uses of the present Memorial Stadium site and the relocation of academic

programs currently housed in the stadium building.

Kegler said the University has higher priorities for both academic and athletic

facilities than a stadium for the football team. "Carving out men's intercollegiate

football alone and moving it to another location addresses only a minor fraction of

our total concern for athletic facilities," he said.

Kegler said the Twin Cities campus needs improved facilities for men's and

women's intercollegiate athletics, physical education and intramural and recreational

sports.

He listed $19.2 million in improvements that could be made to the Twin Cities

campus sports facilities, including maintenance of Memorial Stadium and remodeling

of Norris Gym, Williams A~ena, Cooke Hall, the field house and the St. Paul campus

gymnasium.

"The physical facilities used for teaching, intercollegiate competition. and

general recreational activities are overcrowded and outdated. Except for the re-

cently completed outdoor field on the West Bank and the Bierman Building and Field

complex on the East Bank, the major buildings are over 40 years old," he said.

Kegler said that only $1.8 million of the University's $68 million building

request is for improvement of athletic facilities. This is for five projects, none

of which includes a renovation of Memorial Stadium.

Several years ago, the University cooperated in a study of the feasibility of

remodeling Memorial Stadium. The costs of remodeling and adding an air-supported

dame were estimated to be $45-$47 million in 1973 dollars, he said.
(AO.1;El;CO) -UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, UINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
Jan. 29-Feb. 4

Sun., Jan. 29---Natural History Film: "Cree Hunters of the Mistassin1." Bell
Museum of Natural History aud. 1.: 30 and 3 p.m. Free.

Sun., Jan. 29---Concert: University Wind Ensemble. Northrop Aud. 3 p.m. Free.

Sun., Jan. 29---University Theatre: "No Place To Be Somebody" by Charles Gordone,
directed by Elton C. Wolfe. Stoll theater, ~arig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 public,
$2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and
Dayton's.

. . "MOD., Jan. 30---Book Exhibit: ':The Literary Men's Painting: Four Great Yuan Masters.
East Asian Library, Wilson Library. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 9a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
Through March. Free.

Mon., Jan. 30---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: "Watercolors and Oils" by Rose
Edin, North Star Gallery; I1Photographs by Ron Kirsch, Rouser Room Galle~y;

African Baskets by Margaret Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. M~n.-S.at.,

noon-10 p.m. Sun. Through Feb. 24. Free.

Mon., Jan. 30---Coffman Gallery: "Light Interaction,1I exhibition of neon by Tom
Lane, Gallery Ij Ceramic. Sculpture by Bruce Ostwald, Gallery II. Coffman Union.
10 a.m~-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Feb. 10. Free.

Mon., Jan. 30---Cartoons. Also '60s Newsreels. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon., Jan. 30---Nova FUm Series: "Will the Fishing Have to Stop?!; and "The Other
Way.t1 North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Jan. 30---Lecture: Ills 'Reverse Discrimination' a Half-Bakked Idea?--~eflec~
tiona on the Bakke Case" by Samuel Krislov. 330 Anderson Hall. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Mon., Jan. 30---Naturnl History· Film: "Cree Hunters.of the Mistassini." Bell
Museum of Natural History aud. 12:15 p.m. ~ree.

Tues., Jan. 3l---Lecture: "Dog Sledding" by Duncan Storlie. North Star Bal~room,

.St. Paul-Student Center. Noon. Free.

f..
J

'~ \
\

Tues., Jan. 3l---Lecture:
hall, Coffman Union.

!IAnti War Activities" by Marv Davidov. Theater-lecture
12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., Jan. 3l---Films and Lecture: Moving Image Makers: "Altogether There. Are Nine"
by Glenna Johnson plus film by David Blessing. 320 Coffman Union. 1:30 p.m.
Free.

Tues., Jan. 3l---U Film Society: "Funeral Rights," 7:30 p.m., and "Two Faces:
Indecision," 9:30 p.m. Bell Museum of Natural History aud. $1.50 per film,
$2.25 both.

Wed., Feb~ l---Convocation: "A Story of an Old Log House,Trees, Birds, Wildflowers
and Bugs" by Allan and Katherine Peterson. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul
Student Center. Noon. Free.

(OVER)



Wed., Feb. l---Films: Erick Hawkins ,Dance Co. 337 Coffman Union. Noon. Free.

Thurs., Feb. 2...--Films: Erick Hawkins Dance Co. 337 Coffman Union. Noon. Free.

Thurs., Feb. 2---Lecture: \17,500 Miles by Kayak" by Randy Bauer. North Star Ball
room, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

-2-CALENDAR

Wed., Feb. l---U FUm Society: "The Battle of Chile." ·Director Pedro Guzman will
. be present., Bell 'Museum of Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m. $2.

Wed., Feb. l---Wednesday Walk-In: Showcase for New Musicians. Theater-lecture
hall, Coffman Union. Noon. Free.'

Thurs., Feb. 2--Film: "L'Avventura." 310 Anderson Hall. 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Feb. 2---U Film Society: "The Battle of Chile." Director Pedro Guzman will
be present. Bell Museum of Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m. $2.

!burs., Feb. 2---University Theatre: "No Place To Be Somebody" by Charles Gordone,
. directed by Elton C. Wolfe. Stoll theater, larig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50

public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Thurs., Feb. 2---Films·: "Manet" and "Monet." 125 Willey Hall. 8:15 p.m. Free.

Frio, Feb. 3---Films: Erick Hawkins Dance Co. 337 Coffman Union. Noon. Free.

Fri., Feb. 3---tecture/Demonstration: Erick Hawkins Dance Co. Theater-lecture
hall, Coffman Union. 2 p.m. Free.

Fri., Feb. 3---U Film Society: "Aguirre, The Wrath of God." Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Feb. 3-~-University Theatre: "No Place To Be Somebody" by Ch4rles Gordone,
directed by Elton C. Wolfe. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Frio, Feb. 3---The Whole Coffeehouse: Jim Post and Maureen McElderry.. Coffman
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th
Street, Blue Moon Records and at the door.

Sat., Feb. 4---U Film Society: "Aguirre, The t-lrath of God." Bell Museum of
Natural Histo~y aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sat.,Feb. 4---University Theatre: "No Place To Be Somebody" by Charles Gordone,
directed by Elton C. Wolfe. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50
public~ $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Sat.,Feb. 4---The Whole Coffehouse: Jim Post and Maureen McElderry. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th Street,
Blue Moon Records and at the door.
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TRIBUTE TO HUMPHREY
AT ST. PAUL CHURCH

(FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Sounds of Blackness, a choral group, and several church choirs will participate

in a tribute to the late Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey at 4:30 p.m. Sunday (Jan. 29) at

Pilgrim Baptist Church, 732 Central Ave. W., in St. Paul.

Hubert H. "Skip" Humphrey III and Robert Humphrey, sons of the senator, and

several local and state officials will participate in the two-hour service.

Brief presentations will be made by U.S. Rep. Bruce Vente, St. Paul Mayor

George Latimer, state Sen. Nicholas Coleman, John Adams, director of the University

of Minnesota Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, and others.

A free-will offering will benefit the Humphrey Institute. A public reception

will follow the service.

IIII/t

NEWS PEOPLE: Cameras of all kinds will be permitted in the church.
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

The courtrooms in the new University of Minnesota Law School building on the

West Bank of the Twin Cities campus will be used for the first time when court con-

venes at about 1 p.m. Tuesday (Jan. 31).

The cases will be those before Uinnesota State District Court Judge Noah

Rosenbloom of New U1m. The hearings will be in room 170.

The cases to be heard include a sentence hearing for a Stillwater inmate, a

hearing on an alleged parole violation and a hearing on a civil action against the

Minnesota Security Hospital.

The judge has said that no television cameras or tape recorders will be allowed

in the courtroom. The building's courtrooms are among the laboratory facilities

deRigned to allow l:llJ 9tud~nt!'l to !'lt1tdy thp j11t''!i 1"1al system in process.
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U OF M Sm~1ER STUDY
AVAILABLE IN ENGLAND

(FOR It~DIATE RELEASE)

Registration is now open for a University of Minnesota summer study course

on the British primary school, to be conducted in Brighton, England, from June 14

to July 1.

Designed for teachers, the course includes lectures at the University of Sussex

and individual classroom stints with British teachers in the Sussex County area.

(British schools are in session until July 15.) American teachers will be matched

with British teachers with similar interests.

Evenings and weekends will be free, and guided tours are available from

Brighton, which is 60 miles south of London.

Teachers may arrange their o~m transportation or may take the University of

~1innesota charter flight, which arrives in England June 12 and leaves July 11.

Charter flight reservations must be made by Feb. IS. Costs for transportation,

tuition, fees, food and lodging will total about $1,000.

For more information, contact Tom Post, 240 Peik Hall, 159 Pillsbury Dr. SE.,

University of Minnesota, Hinneapolis, NN 55455.
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'u' EXHIBIT FEATURES
LANSDOWNE PAINTINGS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Rails of the World," a collection of 42 watercolor paintings by J. Fenwick

Lansdowne featuring the little-known bird family Ra11idae, are on exhibit through

April 9 in the Jaques Gallery of the Bell Museum of Natural History at the University

of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

Lansdowne, recognized as one of today's finest painters of birds, has i11u-

strated several books, including "Birds of the Northern Forest" in 1966 and two

volumes on "Birds of the Eastern Forest" in 1968. He also wrote and illustrated

I'Birds of the Hest Coast." Volume I, published in 1976.

The exhibit is part of a national tour organized by the Smithsonian Institution

Traveling Exhibition Service. The works were painted to illustrate the book "Rails

of the World," by S. Dillon Ripley, secretary of the Smithsonian. Art and science

are combined with meticulous realism in the portrayal of these threatened marsh

birds.

The museum, located at 17th and University Aves. SE., Minneapolis, is open free

to the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday and from 1 to 5 p.m.

Sunday.

-OOS-
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BEETLES CLEAN SKELETONS FOR 'u' MUSEUM

By Patty Friedman
University News Service

You may have wondered what lies beneath the feathers of an owl or the fur of

a bobcat, but have you ever wondered how an animal carcass--a mass of fur, skin,

bone and muscle--is transformed into a clean, dry skeleton?

The Touch and See Room in the James Ford Bell Museum of Natural History on

the University of Minnesota Twin Cities campus is a veritable zoo of wild animal

skeletons, skulls, skins and stuffed specimens. The skeletons on exhibit there

have been prepared with the help of beetles that go by the name Dermestes maculatus,

or dermestid beetles.

Voracious meat-eaters, the beetles clean the animal bones by consuming

whatever material is present on them. Staff of the museum prefer this natural

process of cleaning .to methods such as boiling or soaking the bones in water or

chemicals for long periods of time. The boiling and soaking methods are not only

expensive and time-consuming, b~t they also could damage the delicate skeletons.

A colony of the dermestid beetles was started in the museum in February 1977.

That colony was obtained from Florence Dunkel of the University's entomology

department~ but the beetles may also be collected in the wild.

Isabel Castillo Ramos, a University graduate student who works in the

department of public education in the Bell Museum, explained the care of these

beetles and the reasons for using them.

A mother colony is maintained for reproductive purposes, she said. When the

adults are ready to lay eggs, they look for a place to hide themselves, so cotton

is provided for them to burrow into.

At this stage in their life cycle, the adults are not interested in food and

therefore are not useful for cleaning the skeletons, Ramos said. The larvae are

actually the most effective cleaners, but it would be both tedious and impractical

to try to separate them out from the rest of the colony.

iiWhen a skeleton is ready for cleaning," Ramos said, "a piece of cotton that

contains beetles in all stages of development is removed from the mother colony

and wrapped around the skeleton or bone. The beetles are then left to proceed

with the cleaning process."

(MORE)
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The working beetles are checked frequently to prevent them from destroying

the skeletons in their zest for cleaning, she said. "Larger bones are generally

able to withstand the voracious beetles, but small skeletons are very delicate and

can easily be destroyed in the cleaning process if the beetles are not checked

daily.

;'The beetle colonies are also kept completely isolated from other museum

specimens, as they will not hesitate to consume these, too," she said.

The beetles have proven to be very effective in cleaning the skeletons, Ramos

said. If a carcass is especially fatty or greasy, it may have to be soaked in a

chemical solution after cleaning by the beetles. For the majority of bones, how

ever, the beetles are quite sufficient.

In addition to providing a relatively inexpensive method of cleaning, the

beetles are easily obtained and easily maintained, and as long as they are checked

daily, they do not damage delicate skeletons. This method is extremely preferable

to soaking or boiling in the preparation of delicate skeletons, Ramos said.

"A mouse's skull is very important in species ident1fication,1l she said.

11If boiled in a chemical such as ammonium, this delicate structure will easily fall

apart. The beetles are also very good at removing the brain without damaging the

delicate skulls that are so important for identification of mammals."

Before the initiation of the museum's beetle colony in 1977, the public

education department had to rely on donations and road kills for specimens for the

Touch and See Room. A preparation room set up by the heads of the department, Ann

Pace and Rae Barkley, along with the start of the dermestid colony, has enabled the

department to build up the collection without having to depend on outside sources.

The cleaned skeletons are not only used as display items in the Touch and

See Room, which is open to the public, but also constitute the Ilstudy collection"

of the museum's public education department. This collection was nonexistent before

the dermestid colony was introduced because it had been too expensive to buy cleaned

skeletons. One of the many uses of the study collection is in the field of taxonomy;

specimens found in the wild can be compared with those in the study collection

and thus identified.

Ramos feels that one of the most important aspects of the beetle method of

cleaning is that it employs a completely natural process. Perhaps this is one

small step in a trend toward increaRed awareness of the potential usefulness of

the natural world.
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IRMJ GIVES QUARTER MILLION;
HUH INSTITUTE INTERNATIONAL COt~1ITTEE N~mD

(FOR I~n1EDIATE RELEASE)

A $250,000 gift from the nation of Iran to the University of llinnesota Hubert

H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs was announced today (Jan. 27) in .

Washington, D.C.

Ardeshir Zahedi, Iranian ambassador to the United States, made the announcement

on behalf of His Majesty Shahanshah Aryamehr of Iran" at a news conference at

the Iranian embassy.

At the same news conference, Henry Kissinger. former Secretary of State,

announced the formation of a committee to raise funds internationally for the

Minneapolis-based institute.

Kissinger is honorary chairman of the group, which includes Henry Fowler, former

Secretary of the Treasury; Frank Gibney, vice president of Encyclopedia Britannica;

Frances Humphrey Howard, sister of the late Sen. Hubert Humphrey; Leonard Marks,

former U.S. Information Agency director; Nelson Rockefeller, former vice president

of the United States, and Sargent Shriver, former director of the Peace Corps and

brother-in-law of the late president John F. Kennedy.

Curtis L. Carlson, chairman of the institute steering committee, called

Kissinger's involvement i:one of the most significant additions we have had in

helping us establish the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute.1;

::Secretary Kissinger is a world-renmmed and influential figure, and he will

be very effective in drawing us closer to the nations throughout the world who

want to participate in establishing the institute," Carlson said.

Fund-raising efforts for the institute have resulted in a total of more than

$7 million in contributions and pledges to date. The University of Minnesota

Foundation, sponsor of the drive, has a goal of $20 million.

Besides the new international focus, fund-raising efforts for the institute have

been organized on a regional basis. Special committees have also been formed to

secure contributions from the business and labor communities and other groups.

The institute is planned as a major center for the study of public policy

issues.

-UNS-
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EXPERTS ARGUE EXISTENCE
OF MIND IN ANIMALS

By M. V. Santelman
University News Service

Do animals other than man feel fear, affection, happiness, misery, hope? Is

there reason to believe that they have mental experiences comparable to ours?

Humans like to think they do. We can all tell stories of animals that seem al

most human and many of the most popular children's books are about animals. The

fictional adventures of Dr. Doolittle, a veterinarian who could speak the animals'

language, spend more time in circulation than on the library shelf. Is it all imag

ination, or is there basis for the belief that animals can relate to humans on more

than the simplest levels?

"There is a historical basis," says Dr. Joseph Quigley, a veterinarian at the

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, who is constructing a course on animal-human

relationships and connnunity health. As a dog-owner himself, he feels that "a dog

shows a consciousness I can relate to," but he is quick to add that this is his own

feeling and is not scientifically based.

A scientific basis for such feelings has been difficult to establish. From

about the 1930's until quite recently, many scientists have avoided the subject of

animal awareness. To bring it up was to risk criticism and accusations of anthropo

morphism.

Gail Peterson and his colleage, Milton Trapold, psychologists conducting re

search on animal learning at the University of r1innesota, emphasize the dangers of

projecting human feelings onto animals.

"Pepple should realize that it is possible to explain much of an animal's be

havior without any appeal to the existence of a consciousness or mind," Peterson

said. "Your dog may do things for exactly the same reasons you do, but because you

are conscious does not mean that your dog is."
In the past few years, behavioral scientists have made considerable progress in

their efforts to communicate with animals. Several chimpanzees have been taught to

speak American Sign Language, the language of gestures used by the deaf. Faced with

such evidence, the scientific world is reconsidering.

The chimpanzee, Washoe, has been terribly important in changing the opinions of

members of the scientific community, said Frank McKinney, University of Minnesota

(MORE)
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ethologist. Washoe was raised from infancy by Beatrice and Robert Gardner. The

Gardners spoke only in American Sign Language in her presence, and trained Washoe to

use sign language herself.

In four years, the chimpanzee learned between one-and two-hundred words. She

can communicate with her foster parents, and even invents phrases herself from words

she already knows. As she watched a duck land in a pond for her first time, she

signaled "water bird." When a doll was placed in her cup, she responded, "Baby in

my drink."

This and other research has sparked interest in animal communication and animal

behavior. HIn the last decade," McKinney said, "there have been discoveries that

have made people cautious about saying, 'It could never be."l

"There's no doubt,lI Trapold said, that Washoe can communicate. However, the

psychologists are reluctant to credit her with mental experiences. "This research

is important,;; Peterson said, "but it does not mean that chimpanzees are capable of

higher consciousness, abstract thought, retrospective or reflective thought. It

doesn't mean that they enjoy the kinds of psychological lives humans seem to enjoy.

If Washoe pops up and writes a book on philosophy, then I'll be impressed';"

Our questions about the existence of a mind in animals will not be answered for

years to come. Continued, cautious research could yield fascinating insights into

animal behavior, and may have practical applications as well. Studies on animal

learning, for example, have resulted in the development of highly successful be

havior modification techniques used to treat humans. Hhat we learn about animals

and their behavior can help US understand ourselves and our behavior.

"Once we appreciate the uniqueness of animals, we will also be able to see the

commonness among them ••• there are real applications from the animal condition to the

human condition," Peterson said.

Quigley, the veterinarian, believes there will be benefits "from all research

that increases our knowledge of animals, humans, and their interrelationships." He

says, IlIt is important, if we are going to live with animals, that we understand

them. If we understand our animals, we will have more respect for them, and if we

have respect for them, we'll hE> hE"tter off."

-005-
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PUNCBlNELLO PLAYERS
TO PRESENT 'BUS STOP'

(FOR DIMEDIATE RELEASE)

HBus Stop, II a contemporary play by William Inge, will be presented by the

Punchinello Players of the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Feb. 10 through

Feb. 25.

John Grider, who recently returned to Minnesota after working as artistic

director of the Genesis Theater in San Diego, Calif., will direct the production.

Performances are at 8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays Feb. 10, 11, 17, 18, 24 and

25 in the North Hall theater on the St. Paul campus.

Admission is $2.
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maVB'lSITY or MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS ADD ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS .
Feb. .5-11

Sun., reb. S--St. Paul Student Center Gallerles: "Watercolors and 01lsn by Rose
Rdin, North Star Gallery; Pbotograpba by Ron 1C1rseh, Rouser RooIIl CIa11ei'y;
Afrlcan Baskets by Karaaret Sautter, dlsplay CASU. 8 a.m.-lOp••• MDG.-Sat.,
noon-10 p.m. s.. 'lbrousJ;1 "b. 24. Free.

Sun.-, Feb. 5---Jaques C.llerz: . "lal1s of tM World" by J. Fenwick Lasaedowne.
BeU Museum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.a. -Mon.-Sat •• 1-5 p.a. SUIl.
'lbrouah .Aprl1 .9. Free.

Sun.. Feb. S--Natural HistoU Fila: "Followina the Tundra Wolf." Bell ~eum
of Natural History aud. 1: 30 ancI 3 p... Free.

Sun., Feb. S--Unlversity Gallery: Recent Photographs from Light Callery. Northrop
Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.lIl. Mon., Wed. and Frl., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. aDd Thurs.,
2-5 p.m. SUJi. Throulh lfarchlp. Free.

Sun' t Feb. 5---Concert: Chamber Orc;beatra Worbhop.North Star Ballroom, St •. Paul
Student Center. 2:30 p.m. Free.

Sun., Feb~ 5--Universlty Theatre: ''No Place To Be Somebody" by Charles Cordone,
directed by Blton C. Wolfe. Stoll theater, Jlarlg Center. 3 p.m. $3.50 publlc,
$2.50 stwlents and senior citiseas. Tickets on sale at lads Center abd
Dayton'••

Sun' t Feb. S-U film Society: "Asuirre, The Wrath of God. II Bell Museum of
Natural History &\Id. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Mon., Feb. 6--Book Exhibit: "The Literary Men's Painting: Four Great Yuan Masters.'
East Aai81l L1brary~ WUson Library. 8 a.1Il.-5 p.m. Mon.-hi •• 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. ~rough March. Free. '

Mon. t Feb. 6--Coffman Gallery: "Light Interaction," exhibition of neon by Tom
Lane, Gallery Ij Ceramic Sc~pture by Bruce Ostwald, Gallery II. Coffman Unl~.

10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Feb. 10. Free.

Mon., Feb. 6---CartQons. Also '60s Newsreels. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman
Union. 11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 2S¢.

Mon., Feb. 6--Native American Fllm: "I Heard the Owl Call My N81I1e. 1I North
Star ~llroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Feb. 6---Natural History Fllm: "Following the Tundra Wolf." Bel~ Museum
of Natural History aud. 12:15 p.m•. Free.

(OVEll) .
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'Mon., Feb. 6--Lecture: "Women and Religion" by Jeannette Piccard.' Murphy Hall
aud. 3 p.m. Free.

Mon., Peb. 6---Films: D.W. Griffith in Perspective: a series of Griffith's films.
Bell Uuseum of Natural History sud. 7:30 p.m. Free.

Tues., Feb. 7---Discussion{Siide Show:
Paul Student Center. 12:15 p.m.

Carl Gawboy. North Star Ballroom, St.
Free.

Tues., Feb. ,7--U Film So£iety:" "Impressions of a C:i.~y" and IlAnArtnY Camp~,,'l

Bell Huse~ oiNa.tural llistory aud•. 7:30 and 9:40 p.m. $2.

Wed., Feb. 3---Native American Film: "Cree Hunters of the tUs1:assini. n -North
Star Ballroom, St., P.ul Student ~enter. Noon. Free.

Wed., Feb. 8---Wednesday Walk-In:
hall, Coffman Union. Noon.

Showcase for New 11usicians.
Free.

Theater-lecture

Wed., Feb. 8---U Film 'SocietY: "John neartfield, Photomontagist."" Bell ttuseum
of Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

Thurs., Feb. 9---NativeAmer:1can Film: "Broken Treaty st"Battle Uotintain." t10rth
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free. '

Thur~., Feb. 9---Leeture/Deinonstration: Martial Arts of India: Kalarappayat by
Phil Zarilli. Theater-l~cturehall, Coffman Union. 12:15 p.m. 'Free.

Thurs., Feb. 9--!!!.!!:, "Paths of Glory." 310 Anderson Hall. 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m.
Free.

Thurs., Feb. 9--U Film Society: "Njangaan. il Bell l1useum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30p.m. $1.75.

Thurs., Feb. 9---University Theatre: "No Place, To Be Somebody" by Charles Gardone,
directed by Elton C. Wolfe. Stoll th&ater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. ·$3.~O

public, $2.50 students and ~enior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Thurs., Feb. 9---Lecture: "Manet: Painter-Philosopher" by George Mauner.
125 Willey Hall. 8:15p.m. Free.

Fri., Feb. 10---University Gallery: Living Arts of West 'Africa. Northrop Aud.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. 11On., Wed. and Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues and Thurs., 2-5 p.m.
Sun. Throuah March 10. Free.

Frio, Feb. 10---Native American Week:
St. Paul Student Center. Noon.

"4ger Indian Dance. lI

Free.
North Star Ballroom,

Fri., Feb. 10---U Film Society: "Celine and Julie Go Boating." Bell Museum.
of Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m. $2.

(MORE)
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fri., Feb. lo-"Punchinello Player.: "Bus Stop" by William Inge, directed by
John Grider. Bo~tb Hall theater. 8 p.m. $2.

fri., lebo lO---University Theatres "No Place To Be Somebody" by CharI•• Gordoae,
4irected by Elton C. Wolfe. Stoll theater, laris Center. 8 p.m. $3.~O

public, $2.50 students and senior citizen,. Tickets on sale ., I8rig Center
and DaytOIl'S.

m., Feb. lo--..The Whole CQffeehouse: M1chael Cooney. Coffman Union. Doors opeft
8: 30 p.tIl. $3. Tickets on sale at ~.sA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue Moon
Recorda and at the door.

Sat., Feb. ll--U Film Societl: "Celine and Julie Go Boat·ing." Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., Feb. Il--Lecture: "The Sixties: A Revolution" by Angela Da"is. Northrop
Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Sat., Feb. ll--Punchinello Plf7ers: "Bua Stop" by W:Uliaa Inge, directed by
John Grider. Nortb Ball tbNter. 8 p.m. $2.

Sat., Feb. Il---University Theatre: "No Place To Be Somebody" by Charles Gordone,
directed by Elton C. Wolfe. Stoll theater, Karig Center. 8 p.ID. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rar18 Center
and Dayton'.. .

Sat., Feb. Il--The Whole Coffeehoouec Michael Cooney. Coffman Union. Doors
open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets OD a.le at MBA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue
Moon Records and at the door.

-UNS-
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RECENT BLASTS RESULT IN
GRAIN ELEVATOR HAZARD ALERT

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

Americans are suddenly faced, in this era of calamities, with a new problem:

keeping their storehouses of grain from blowing up. From Dec. 21 to Jan. 21 this

year, grain elevator explosions in Louisiana, Texas, Illinois, Mississippi, Kansas,

Missouri and Minnesota killed more than 60 people and injured as many more.

These separate tragedies have given many communities an air of uneasiness, and

caused many of those living near grain elevators to eye these neighbors cautiously.

But are grain elevators really time bombs, merely waiting for a tiny spark or

some dust-filled air to turn them into catastrophes? Or have the recent blasts

caused people to overreact to the dangers?

Robert Aherin, safety specialist with the University of Minnesota department of

agricultural engineering, points out that prior to this year's explosions, the death

rate for the grain elevator industry was quite low when compared with that of other

industries.

"As with anything, if you don't have any accidents for a while, regulations get

a little lax,1I Aherin said. "Then something happens, and things tighten up."

The federal agency responsible for establishing and enforcing safety standards

in industry has been doing just that. The Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-

tration (OSHA) has sent a "Grain Elevator Hazard Alert ll to the 10,000 grain elevator

employers in the United States.

The 34-page document emphasizes the potential safety and health hazards in grain

storage,and reviews precautions which must be taken to prevent explosions.

The real dilemma, according to Aherin, is that the two components needed to pro-

duce an explosion--dust and an ignition source--are tough to eliminate in grain

ele\'ators.
(HORE)
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"Anytime you get small particles of anything, you have the potential for an

explosion and fire," Aherin said. Iilf you ground up a file cabinet into small

enough particles, it could explode.;l

Both field dust and grain dust are always present in grain elevators. Much of

it floats into the air during the movement of grain from storage bin to storage bin,

and to and from grain carriers. "When you get a certain concentration of dust mixed

with the air--anywhere from a 20 to 30 per cent mixture of dust to air--you're in

the explosive range, II Aherin said.

Therefore every step must be taken to control the dust. Most grain elevators

have dust collectors and exhaust fans which pull the dust away from dumping areas.

Grain storage bins have vents which release pressure as the grain is poured

into them. "Cyclone\! collectors on some of the vents separate the dust from the air

as it escapes through the vents.

Most grain elevators also have vents in the buildings themselves, so that in

side and outside pressures can be equalized, thereby reducing air currents which

cause dust to float rather than settle.

Good I:housekeeping" within the grain elevator is another important preventive

mea~mre. "Some elevators get lax in keeping the whole area--equipment, floors and

rafters--clean from dust,1I Aherin said. "This extra dust lying around just adds to

the poten'.:ial f or a larger explosion and fire.;1

Fec.1w3C ,Just is an inevitable fact of life in a grain e levetor Is operation,

perhaps even greater efforts must be made to reduce the second ce~ponent of an ex

plosien, the ignition S0urce. I:Even the smallest spark can calise the du!';t st!rpcnded

in the air to ignite very rapidly, I: Aherin said.

"First you get a small flash fire. The heat and pressure from this fire in

turn causes the 1areer serondary explosion. Often there are a series of ~ajor ex

plesi-ons follo"'ing the fi:::ost small fire. II

(MORE)
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Included in OSHA's Hazard Alert are several precautions to prevent this:

--all equipment and power tools must be explosion-proof, designed so that no

arcs, sparks or heat are emitted.

--static electricity sparks must be eliminated.

--rules against smoking must be strictly enforced. The penalty for breaking

the rules is quite stiff; usually the employee is fired.

--alarm systems must be used to warn against overheated bearings on electrical

motors, belts and pulleys.

OSHA representatives visit and inspect grain elevators, checking the percentage

of dust in the air, and examining the housekeeping and equipment. But an OSHA em

ployee admitted that the agency can't visit all 10,000 elevators.

Aherin said that elevator insurance carriers are at the elevators regularly,

working with employees. IIAn elevator must abide by the regulations in order to

maintain its insurance,1i he said.

Because grain elevator blasts are usually severe, little evidence is left to

aid in determining the cause. In the explosions that have occurred in the United

States since 1958, the cause has been unknown in 62 per cent of the cases. Investi

gations into the causes of the recent explosions are still underway.

Perhaps this year's explosions have had a positive effect on the grain elevator

industry. It may be a long time before complacency settles in again.

-UNS-
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RX FOR ANGER
CAN SOLVE PROBLEHS

By Ronaele Sayre
University News Service

It is a scene that is repeated in many homes.

A husband comes home from work, upset about something that has happened at work.

His wife makes an innocent comment, and he explodes in anger.

Or a wife comes home from her job, and blows up when she discovers her children

doing something that means even more work for her.

The result is a confrontation, and a lot of energy wasted. Sometimes, physical

violence erupts.

There are better ways of coping with anger, and a course offered this year by

Continuing Education for Women at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, explores

the common stereotypes, fears and feelings about anger.

Jan Taylor, a graduate student at the University and the instructor for the

course, has found that some people come to the course expecting to vent their anger

rather than learn how to cope with anger.

Some women who enroll are battered wives, and Taylor tells them there is little

they can do to correct that situation alone. "I refer them to the appropriate

agencies for help,1l she said.

But for those in less serious straits, there are some things that can be tried,

Taylor said.

Hlf a husband is always coming home from work and yelling, there is certainly

something that is bothering him at work. A wife can tell a husband that she cannot

outshout him and that when he is willing to talk in normal conversational tones about

the problem, she will listen,ll Taylor said.

An :nea or PP(>l'i:~l ("'Iworn ,qnninf-or<:>.ct" h~ T.ayl<:Jx- is the way senior citizens

(MORE)
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cope with anger. 17The messages against anger have been around so long. Women have

been taught to be polite. and that it is not dignified to get angry. They are afraid

they will hurt someone's feelings. 1l she said.

There are many situations that can create anger and frustration for an older

person. Taylor said. For some people. the frustrations begin with retirement. liThe

wife has to get used to having the husband around all day," she said. Increased

opportunities for many senior citizens make some, especially women. feel guilty about

whatever choice they make.

Taylor said depression is often the direct result of bottling up feelings of

anger instead of finding an outlet. "People with severe depression are often angry

at themselves. 1t she said.

Taylor would like to see more people find a release for their anger. III would

like to see more people cry or yell. If a person could just come home and yell, as

a form of release for frustration, rather than blaming anyone, it would be good»"

she said.

flillt

SUPPLE~mNTARY INFORMATION:

Two six-week sessions of the course will be offered beginning Tuesday, Feb. 7,

at l1acPhail Center, 1128 LaSalle Ave., Hinneapolis. and Wednesday. Feb. 8. at the

Edina Senior Community Center. York Continental Apartments, 7151 York Ave. S. A one

day seminar is set for Saturday, Feb. 25, at Nolte Center on the Minneapolis campus.

Registration cost for the classes is $36, and $30 for the seminar. Information is

available from Continuing Education for Women, 200 Wesbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant St.

SE., Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

-UNS-
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'l-1011EN' TOPIC
FOR THEATER PRODUCTION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The world of women, from mythical times to modern, will be explored in a Theatre

of the Word production Tuesday and Wednesday (Feb. 7 and 8) in the Stoll thrust

theater of Rarig Center at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

Jean Congdon, associate professor of theater, is directing the production, which

was written by her and was first presented at Orchestra Hall in Minneapolis last

summer as part of the national convention of the American Association of University

Women.

Performances will be at 8 p.m. Tuesday and at 5:30 and 8 p.m. Wednesday. There

is no admission charge.
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DON'T WASTE TIME WORRYING,
ENJOY BABY~ BOOK SAYS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Don't worry so much about what the future holds for your child. Enjoy your

baby now. So says University of Minnesota professor of child development Alan

Sroufe in his new child care book, Your Baby, published recently by Prentice-Hall.

Sroufe focuses on what researchers have learned about a baby's development in

the first two years of life, with an emphasis on the social and emotional develop-

ment in the first 12 months.

An outline of development stages and several charts are included. One chart

can be filled in by the reader and mailed back to Sroufe, who continues his re-

search in the area.

Growth in a baby typically follows periods of tension or "disequilibrium, II

Sroufe said. For example, after two or three m1nths of colic, a baby's digestive

system matures. Or, after the "terrible two's" pass, most children learn how to

control their anger.

Smiling and laughter show quite a bit about a baby's social and emotional de-

velopment, according to Sroufe, who devotes two chapters to them.

The earliest smiles, occurring after the first month of life, indicate that the

baby can recognize the pattern of a face and distinguish it from other patterns.

The "chortle li of the three- to four-month old is usually a response to vigorous

antics, such as funny faces or tickling by the ;;caregiver. It By seven months,

laughter is quite common, and by 10 months the baby can laugh at a "joke;' like a

mother sucking on a baby bottle.

Play is another key to infant emotional development, Sroufe says. Parents

should respond to their baby's initiative and not force him or her to change activi-

ties abruptly.
(MORE)
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The baby should be encouraged to solve some problems alone, such as retrieving

a toy from beneath a couch. "Some frustration is a creative thing," Sroufe wrote.

"It i S bad. only when it is capricious and .arbitrary. II

Sroufe devotes much attention to the development of a bapy's feelings. Attach-

I'
ment to the ·caregiver" is very iI:lportant in the first year. Disruption of the re-

lationship is more serious in the second six months of life than in the first six,

Sroufe said, and will cause a baby to go through several stages of grief.

Some fears and crying are natural, Sroufe says. Picking up a crying baby will

not spoil the child. "Young babies who are picked up when crying cry less by the

end of the year than those who are not," he said, adding that they probably feel

more secure.

Pride, genuine affection for others, gUilt and defiance are more advanced

feelings, ones that are not fully developed until the second year of life and after

wards, Sroufe wrote. A child must be growing toward independence in order to have

these feelings. There is generally some emotional regression, too, before each new

period of maturing feelings.

The book provides a time chart of these emotional developments, although Sroufe

generally avoids giving exact dates for developments. The book also provides a

bibliography at the end of each chapter and instructions on how to observe a baby.

-UNS-
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HHlf DIl~~ER IN SAl~ FRANCISCO

(FOR IMUEDIATE RELEASE)

Gerald Ford, former President of the,United States, will speak at a dinner for

the University of Minnesota Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs Tuesday

(Feb. 7) in San Francisco, Calif.

Representing the University at the dinner in the gold room of the Fairmont

Hotel will be University President C. Peter Magrath and Regents David Lebedoff and

Wenda Moore.

About 250 persons are expected to attend the event sponsored by A. W. (Tom)

Clausen, president of the Bank of America; George P. Schultz, president of Bechtel

Corporation; and Walter H. Shorenstein, chairman of the board of Milton Meyer and

Company.

-Ul'1S-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

New enrollment projections that refute the 1976 assumption of continued student

growth at the University of Minnesota, along with the methods used to predict

numbers of students, will be discussed at the monthly meeting of the Board of Regents

Friday (Feb. 10).

Enrollment and plans for the 1979 Legislative request will be discussed at the

regents' committee of the whole meeting at 8:30 a.m. Friday in the regents' room,

238 Morrill Hall.

The committee of the whole will act on the composition of the faculty collec

tive bargaining unit, discuss the University position on a metropolitan sports

stadium, and hear a report on the veterinary medicine facilities and the capital

requests before the 1978 Legislature.

Other regents' committee meetings will begin at 1:15 p.m. Thursday (Feb. 9) in

Morrill Hall. At 1:15 p.m. in the regents' room, the physical plant and investments

committee will discuss the possibility of having a contest to select an architect

for the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs building, and the possible

expenditure of Earle Brown money for expansion of the St. Paul campus student

center.

At 1:15 p.m. in 300 Morrill, the faculty and staff affairs committee will con

sider some civil service class changes and hear a progress report from Vice President

Henry Koffler on the search for deans for the College of Liberal Arts and the In

stitute of Technology.

At 3 p.m. in the regents' room, the student concerns committee will hear a

report on Chicano student problems and begin a series of discussions on student

access to the University.

At 3 p.m. in 300 Morrill, the educational policy and long-range planning

committee will discuss an interim report on University extension activities and

review the Twin Cities campus boundaries.

-UNS-
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DIZZY GILLESPIE TO PLAY AT 'u'

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDY·VICK, 373-7515

Dizzy Gillespie, internationally known trumpet player, will perform with the

University of Minnesota Jazz Ensemble I in a free public concert at 2 p.m. Sunday,

Feb. 19, in Northrop Auditorium on the Twin Cities campus.

Frank Bencriscutto will direct the 18-piece ensemble.

Donations will be accepted to aid in funding the University band trip to

Mexico City to attend an international band festival in March.

i/lUI
)

'u' CONCERT BAND II TO PERFORM

University of Minnesota Concert Band II, an 85-piece symphonic group, will

present a varied program in its free public concert Friday, Feb. 17, at 8 p.m. in

Northrop Auditorium.

The band will be directed by Frank Bencriscutto.

-UNS-
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'KISS HE KATE' TO OPEN
AT UNIVERSITY RARIG CENTER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Kiss Me Kate," the Cole Porter musical, will open Friday, Feb. 17, in the

Whiting proscenium theater of Rarig Center at the University of liinnesota, Twin

Cities.

The play, directed by Robert Moulton, is about a Baltimore theater company

which is doing Shakespeare's liThe Taming of the Shrew." The cas t plays dual roles.

Stephen Schultz is musical director for the University Theatre production.

lfoulton and Schultz are both University faculty members. The cast of University

Theatre students is led by Sally Bublitz, a graduate student from Birmingham, Miss.,

as Lilli Vanessi and Katherine; Michelle Fransen, a graduate student from Blooming-

ton, Minn., as Lois Lane and Bianca, and Ken Risch, a graduate student from

Manitowoc, Wis., as Fred Graham and Petruchio.

Performances will be at 8 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, and 3 p.m.

Sundays through tmrch 5. Admission is $4.50 for the general public and $3.50 for

students and senior citizens. Tickets are sold at Rarig Center (phone 373-2337

for reservations). Full price tickets are also sold at Dayton's. MAT vouchers

are accepted.

-UNS-
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MUSIC STUDENTS REJECT
'u' FACILITIES REQUEST

(FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE)

A delegation of Twin Cities campus mtisic students and alumni appeared before the

Legislature Monday to ask that the University of Minnesota request for improved music

facilities not be granted.

More than 40 people representing Minnesota Support for Music appeared before the

education subcommittee of the Senate Finance committee, which was hearing the Univer-

sity's request for new buildings and remodeling.

OWe are in desperate need of better facilities and some attention," said Shelley

Johnson, a junior in music from Edina.

But, she added, the Legislature should not fund the University's $3.6 million

request to remodel Fraser Hall for the music department until there has been further

study to determine whether the remodeled building would satisfy their needs. Fraser

Hall was vacated by the Law School last month when it moved into its new West Bank

building.

lilt's the consensus among the faculty that Fraser Hall is inadequate," said John

Locke, a music senior from 11inneapolis. He said that remodeling is too expensive and

that humidity control in old bUildings is poor and can cause damage to musical in-

struments.

Music students became vocal with their demands in September when they staged the

first of two musical protest rallies on campus.

In their request for new facilities, they claimed that they have too few prac-

tice rooms (20 for 750 music majors), that those they have are not sound-proof, that

security is inadequate, and that the spread of music department facilities among

11 campus buildings is hard on morale.

(MORE)
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The University request would include the remodeling of Fraser, an addition to

the building and possible expansion into neighboring Appleby Hall, which will be va

cated when the College of Pharmacy's new building is completed.

liThe physical location of Fraser Hall is such that an addition can be constructel

which will allow the music program to be housed in contiguous space adequate in both

quantity and qual1ty,a states the University's request book.

The University's official request s~ates that although details have not been

worked out, the remodeled facility wouldallew the department, which is now scattered

into 11 buildings, to move into a single :s!te,and would improve practice rooms and

provide better security.

Committee Chairman Roger Moe, DFL-Ada, said he has been getting a lot of mail on

the subject. "The letters really paint a bleak picture. I didn't realize it was as

bad as the letters tell me."

;11 don't think anyone is blowing things out of proportion, If Johnson said, Ifwhen

piano majors can't practice because the piano doesn't have all the keys on it or has

pedals missing.;J

IfSome of the greatest artists in the world have performed on out-of-tune pianos

in Scott Hall,1J Locke said.

liThe request was thrown together to appease us, ,; Johnson said, adding that she

would rather see the Legislature fund a study of the music facilities than the Uni-

versity's request.

The University is seeking $68,758,196 in improved and new facilities from the

1978 Legislature. Neither the recommendations of Gov. Rudy Perpich nor the alloca

tions of the House Appropriations education division have recommended any new funding

for the music facilities.

In 1959 and 1963, the University requested funds for remodeling of Scott Hall,

which houses the main music offices and auditorium. Both requests were rejected.

The 1973 Legislature appropriated $100,000 in planning funds for a new building

but requests for working drawings were rejected in 1976 and 1977.

(AO,29;Bl;CO,7;D7;E15) -ID~S-
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ANSl·1ERS TO COLD QUIZ
PUT TIME-l-lORN MYTHS TO REST

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

Humans have been putting up with runny noses, watery eyes and itchy throats since

Adam and Eve were thrown out of their virus-free paradise.

Ever since then, anxious mothers have been shouting at their kids, "Zip up your

jacket or you'll catch cold!" But is that worry justified?

Generations of sneezing cold victims have spread strong-smelling salves on their

chests. (Two hundred years ago they called their remedy a burgundy pitch plaster--

today we call ours Vapo-Rub.) But does it help?

Beliefs about how colds are prevented, caught and cured have been passed on as

freely as the viruses. No wonder a lot of us are in the dark where the true facts

about colds are concerned.

You can find out just how much you do or don't know about the common cold by

taking the following quiz. Answers are based on research on the common cold and on

an interview with Charles Drage, director of the Pulmonary Section at University of

Minnesota Hospitals.

1. Will getting chilled give you a cold?

2. When are you most likely to catch a cold from someone else?

3. How do you know whether it's a cold or the "flull that is making you

miserable?

4. Should you see a doctor when you are sick with a cold?

5. Will antibiotics help a cold?

6. Should you take a cough suppressant?

7. Do menthol salves help you breathe?

(r10RE)
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Will massive doses of vitamin! C help you rid yourself of a cold?

Does a cold steam vaporizer do any good?

flllli

Research has shown fairly conclusively that getting chilled has nothing to

do with catching a cold. British studies conducted during World War II, and more

recent American studies have proven this old tale false.

Why has the belief persisted? Drage suggests it may be because the first sign

of a cold is often a chilly sensation. When a person later realizes that he or she

has come down with a cold, the blame for that early chilly feeling is often placed on

a drafty room or some other external culprit.

2. You are most likely to catch a cold from someone with severe cold symptoms

--a runny nose, a wet cough and sneezing. However, since the contagion factor varies

somewhat with the type of cold virus, it is possible to catch a cold from someone

whose symptoms haven't yet appeared.

A cold is spread by '1droplet nuclei, 11 and the best spreading mechanism is a

sneeze or cough. You cannot catch a cold by handling things touched by a person sick

with a cold.

According to Drage, it is very difficult to avoid exposure to cold viruses.

"When you are in a crowded room, like a movie theater, especially when the ventila

tion is poor, you are bound to be exposed to at least some virus particles. 1I

3. People often think of influenza--the ';flull--as a gastrointestinal distur-

bance marked by nausea and diarrhea. They are wrong. It is extremely rare to have

gastrointestinal disturbance with influenza, Drage said. "If you're vomiting, you

probably have another one of the hundreds of viruses," he said.

Influenza usually makes people much sicker than colds do. Fevers soar, muscles,

head and eyes ache and bed is the most inviting place. With colds, on the other

hand, most people can continue to work.

4. Drage suggests seeing a doctor if you have the shaking chills, pain in the

ear, or pain and tenderness over the sinuses. Long-lasting symptoms should also send

you to the doctor, he said. A cough lasting more than three weeks should be checked,

as should the coughing up of yellow-green material--an indication of a bacterial

infection. (MORE)
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5. Antibiotics will not help the common cold. A cold is caused by a virus,

and antibiotics can only kill bacteria. Cold complications which are bacterial, such

as infections in the sinuses, middle ear or lungs, are relatively rare.

A "just-in-casell treatment with antibiotics, which some doctors recommend, is a

mistake, Drage said. ';There may even be a risk in using antibiotics which are not

needed. Antibiotics given prior to an infection can result in an infection resistant

to that antibiotic,lI he said.

6. Coughing is a natural clearing mechanism. Thus, if your cough is clearing

your chest of material, it is performing a necessary function. On the other hand, if

your cough is merely an unproductive, dry, hacking cough, a cough suppressant may

help.

7. Strong-smelling menthol salves have been a part of mothering for genera-

tions. They have no medicinal effect, however, according to Drage. Breathing the

vapors may make you feel more comfortable, but only psychologically. Salves and

petroleum jelly must never be put in the nose or the back of the tongue, as they can

be inhaled into the lungs.

8. The >lC" in vitamin C might well stand for controversy. Since Nobel prize

winner Linus Pauling advocated its use for cold prevention and treatment, there have

been scores of studies, both proving and disproving his theory.

One of the more reliable studies, undertaken at the University of Toronto, con-

eluded that vitamin C may have a limited beneficial effect on cold symptoms in some

people. However, the most recent study, completed last year on 870 Navajo children,

showed no benefits from its use.

9. Cold steam vaporizers only add mositure to the nose and the back of the

throat, not to the lungs. Drage said they have little benefit, at least in adults.

Because vaporizers tend to become contaminated with bacteria, they must be cleaned

daily with an antibacterial agent.

Drage suggests drinking plenty of fluids, which help loosen thickness in the

chest. HWater is the best expectorant that we know of," he said. At least one of

Grandma's time-honored remedies still makes sense.
-UNS
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UNIVERSITY RODEO CLUB
TO SPONSOR RODEO SATURDAY

(FOR nnmDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact RONAELE SAYRE, 373-7516

An Intramural Rodeo, sponsored by the University of Minnesota Rodeo Club, is
;

set for Saturday (Feb. 11) at the new'Livestock Pavilion on the St. Paul campus.

The event is open to the general' public. Registration will begin at 1 p.m.,

and will be followed by a demonstration of riding and roping techniques. The

actual rodeo competition will start at 3 p.m.

Entry fees are $3 for individual events, and $12 for team events. A portion

of the entry fees will be awarded to the top four contenders in each event. The

Rodeo Club hopes to raise enough money to sponsor a regional intercollegiate rodeo

next October at the Hippodrome on the fairgrounds.

Scheduled events Saturday will include bareback bronco riding, calf roping,

a greased pig contest, goat tying and barrel racing. Bronco riding and bu1l-

riding events will be on a bucking machine because of limited space.

The rodeo will close with a queen contest and a dance.

-Ul'JS-
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ANGELA DAVIS TO SPEAK
SATURDAY AT UNIVERSITY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Angela Davis, author, lecturer and activist, will discuss liThe Sixties: A

Revolution," at 8 p.m. Saturday (Feb. 11) in Northrop Auditorium at the University

of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

Davis, a member of the Central Committee of the U.S. Communist Party, was on

the FBI Ten Most Wanted List in 1971, charged with murder and conspiracy in

connection with the death of a judge during a jail break in California. She was

later acquitted by a jury.

The lecture, sponsored by the Coffman Union Program Council, the University

YWCA and the St. Paul Student. Center, is free and open to the public.

-OOS-
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Kirsch. Rouser Room Gallery;
cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. non.-Sat.,
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UNIVERSITY OF l1INNESOTA, HINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
Feb. 12-18

Sun., Feb. l2---St. Paul Student Center Galleries:
Edin, North Star Gallery; Photographs by Ron
African Baskets by Margaret Sautter, display
noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Feb. 24. Free.

Sun., Feb. l2---Jaques Gallery: "Rails of the Uorld" by J. Fenwick Lansdowne.
Bell Museum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Through April 9~ Free.

Sun., Feb. 12---Natural History Films: "Private Life of the Herring Gulllt
"Flying Birds." Bell Uuseum of Natural History aud. 1:30 and 3 p.m.

and
Free.

Sun., Feb. l2---University Gallery: Recent Photographs from Light Gallery; Living
Arts of West Africa. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 110n., Wed. and Fri.,
11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through March 10. Free.

!

Sun., Feb. l2---University Theatre: HNo Place To Be Somebody" by Charles Go'rdone,
directed by Elton C.Wolfe. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Mon., Feb. 13---Book Exhibit: "The Literary Hen I s Painting: Four Great Yuan l-lasters. 1

East Asian Library, Wilson Library. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. rwn.-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Through March. Free.

lion., Feb. l3---Related Arts Gallery: "Images of Guider," a photographic ethnology
of a Uest African town,by Robert Lavenda. Third floor, Coffman Union. Open
all day. Through Feb. 24. Free.

Mon., Feb. l3---Coffman Gallery: "The Wake and the ~esurrection of the Bicentennial
Negroi' by Faith Ringgold, Gallery I, through Feb. 24; l1etalwork by Carol
Nolting Deming and Carol Neal Anderson, Gall~ry II, through }~rch 3. Coffman
Union. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Frio Free.

Mon., Feb. l3---Cartoons:
hall, Coffman ·Union.

"Perils of Pauline'J and '60s Newsreels. Theater-lecture
11:10 a.m. 25¢.

Hon., Feb. l3---Nova Film Series: lfThe Plutonium ~nection." North Star Ballroom,
St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Feb. l3---Natural History Films: "Private Life of the Herring Gull" and
"Flying Birds." Bell Museum of Natural History aud. 12:15 p.m. Free.

lion., Feb. l3---U Film Society: "Kodou. 1I Bell l1useum of Natural History aud.
7:30 p.m. $1.75.

Tues., Feb. l4---Uiilm Society: ·"Generator Factory" and "Rehearsal at the Peking
Opera. II Bell Huseum of Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m. $1.75.

(OVER)
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INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
IN Hffi1AN RIGHTS GROUPS

(FOR I~1EDIATE RELEASE)

Those interested in international human rights issues may wish to apply for

one-year internships to work with international human rights organizations.

The internship program is supervised by Prof. David Weissbrodt of the Univer-

sity of Minnesota Law School and financed through a Ford Foundation grant, which was

recently increased to an annual $100,000.

In the past, interns have been placed with such groups as Amnesty International,

the International Commission of Jurists, and the Interfaith Center on Corporate

Responsibility.

Amounts of the subsistence grants that accompany the internships will depend on

the cost of liVing in the area in which interns would live. They average from

$7,200 to $8,400 a year, with travel and insurance allowances.

Weissbrodt said that interns should have some experience in human rights work,

but can come from a variety of fields such as law, religion, journalism and the

social sciences.

Inquiries and requests for applications should be sent to: Ann Blyberg,

administrator, International Human Rights Internship Program, Law School, 229 19tb

Ave. S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455. Deadline for appli-

cations is April 15, 1978. Applicants need not be residents of the United States.

-Ul'TS-
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH ACTIVITIES
SCHEDULED AT U OF M

(FOR I}~DIATE RELEASE)

Films, art exhibits and a forum on housing problems will be presented by the

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, as part of Black History Month.

A full-length Senegalese feature film entitled "Kodouil will be presented by the

University Film Society at 7:30 p.m. Monday (Feb. 13) in the Bell Museum auditorium

on the East Bank.

The film, winner of the 1976 European Film Festival prize, is the story of a

young girl from the bush of Senegal who defies tribal tradition. Director Ababacar

Samb, one of a dozen or more film makers from the French-speaking, West African

country, will be present for the screening.

Admission will be $1.75 per person.

liThe Living Arts of West Africa" is the title of an art exhibit at the Univer-

sity Gallery in Northrop Auditorium through March 12. The exhibit is open to the

public from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday; 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Tuesday and Thursday, and from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday.

A two-day housing forum is set for Friday and Saturday, Feb. 24 and 25,on the

West Bank. The forum is meant to give Twin Cities residents and officials the

opportunity to discuss and examine housing conditions, problems and programs.

Topics to be examined will include housing conditions in Twin Cities black

communities, the private sector's response to black housing needs, and equal housin~

opportunity in the Twin Cities.

Panel participants will be representatives from private and government units

involved in housing.

(MORE)
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"E. qual Access to Housing: A Continuing Problem" is the topic of the keynote

address to be presented by Robert C. Weaver, former secretary of the Department of

Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and currently a distinguished professor of

urban affairs at Hunter College, City University of New York.

Weaver will speak at 8 p.m. Friday, Feb. 24, in the Great Hall of Coffman

Union on the East Bank.

The forum is sponsored by the Minneapolis Foundation, General Mills Corp., and

the University of Minnesota. For more information, contact Roger Banks, 373-3174.

Nigerian handcrafted textiles will be featured in an art exhibit at the Gold

stein Gallery in the St. Paul Student Center from Feb. 24 through March 17.

The exhibit is open to the public from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through

Friday. For more information on the exhibits, contact Fred Smith, 376-4840.

-UNS-
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'u' ENROLLMENT SLOWS DOWN;
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS DISCUSSED

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of rUnnesota Board of Regents, which two years ago debated

whether to limit the anticipated growth of the student body, Friday (Feb. 10) dis-

cussed how to cope with last year's enrollment decline and slow growth predicted for

the next three years.

Donald P. Brown, vice preSident for finance and development, released data show-

ing that the number of University students could fall short of the projected poten-

tial growth for 1980 by more than 11,000.

In 1976~ the University administration had predicted a dramatic "enrollment

bulge;; to peak at a possible 67,247 students by 1981 without enrollment limits. At

that time, the regents voted to limit enrollment to 60,800 in 1980. Enrollment in

1976~ however, increased to 55,761 compared to a projected 58,274.

10 1976 was probably the peak year for enrollment at the University of Minnesota,"

Brolom said. ':l.Je are now predicting that the bulge we had been talking about will not

materialize and that our enrollment over the next few years will be flat, or up

slightly, at best.:!

Brown attributed the changes to costs of attendance, prospects of employment

upon graduation, and an improved job market for people who would otherwise go to

college.

The enrollment issue surfaced as part of the regents' discussion of policy

guidelines for the administration in preparing the University's request to the 1979

Legislature.

The board members approved a motion by Regent Robert Latz, a Golden Valley

attorney, that they delay any action on the biennial request until the board has had

more time to study the implications of the new enrollment projections.

(MORE)
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Tuition increases could be a factor in the decline in the number of students,

Latz said. "t-Ie may be pricing people out of the market and we should move on that

question before we put to the board the request for the next biennium,1I he said.

"There is no subject of greater urgency to the University," said Regent David

Lebedoff, a Minneapolis lawyer. "We may have actually reached that magic point at

which our tuition has discouraged attendance. l'

Regents Lauris Krenik of Madison Lake and Lloyd Peterson of Paynesville, both

farmers, voted against the motion to delay work on the biennial request. They

pointed to enrollment growth on the University's four outstate campuses as evidence

that tuition has not beccme prohibitive.

liThe state is picking up three-fourths of the educational costs of the student

and I think we should keep that in mind, II Krenik said. "Tuition is only a small part

of the total costs of attending the University."

As a result, Krenik said, it would be better to increase student financial aid

that would consider all of a student's costs rather than limiting tuition increases.

Stanley B. Kegler, vice president for institutional relations,said the cost of

a tuition freeze would be about $8 million if trends of the past two years could be

projected to the 1979-81 biennium.

Tuition data is complex and varies among colleges within the University, Kegler

said. HIn some colleges,1l he said, "we could set tuition at $10,000 a slot and we'd

fill them, and in other areas, such as liberal arts, enrollment is quite responsive

to changes in tuition. lI

Enrollment projections take on increased importance as the University's budget

becomes tighter, Brown said.

When enrollment fell in 1977, the University collected less tuition income than

it had anticipated. As a result, the retrenchment process initiated by President

c. Peter Magrath last month was necessary to avert a projected $800,000 deficit in

the current budget. The University had ended the previous year with a $1 million

deficit.

(HORE)
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When the University asked the 1977 Legislature for more faculty positions to

handle the projected enrollment bulge, ithe Legislature responded by telling the

University to fund new positions through increased tuition income.

One of the implications of that policy, Brown said, is that colleges and

campuses that are still growing would have to pay for their staff increases at the

expense of those colleges that are losing enrollment.

"We are budgeted so tightly and our resources are so constrained, that the

enrollment projections become very important," Brown said.

HAll of us in higher education played the numbers game when we were growing,"

Kegler said, Hand now, in a sense, we want to change the ground rules on the way

down."

He said the challenge will be to develop a method of legislative appropriation

that moves away from student-faculty ratios and places greater emphasis on the

University's research and service missions.

-UNS-
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MINNESOTA-WISCONSIN
NEAR PACT ON
VETERINARY EDUCATION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Wisconsin and Minnesota officials have agreed on the major principles of an

agreement to send more Wisconsin students to the University of Minnesota School of

Veterinary Medicine, Stanley B. Kegler, University vice president for institutional

relations, announced today.

Kegler said that Wisconsin officials have agreed to pay part of the costs of

constructing new facilities on the St. Paul campus in exchange for an increase in the

number of Wisconsin students in the class.

Wisconsin would receive at least eight new spaces in the fall of 1978 if the

contract is approved and the Minnesota Legislature approves a bonding bill for a new

building, Kegler said.

Gov. Rudy Perpich and the Minnesota Legislature are withholding action on the

University's request for a $19.1 million expansion of veterinary medicine facilities

until an agreement with Wisconsin has been reached.

Currently, Wisconsin sends 17 students per class of 80 to the University's

veterinary school. The proposal would allow Wisconsin to send 35 students in a

projected class of 120.

Under the proposal, Kegler said, Minnesota would recover $8,389 of the annual

educational cost per student for the first 17 students and the full cost of $17,168

for the additional 18 students.

The costs that Minnesota would recover include $1,866 in resident tuition

charged to the student and a federal grant of $735 per student.

Wisconsin would pay $2,617 per student per year for the use of the new building

if it is funded by the 1979 Minnesota Legislature, Kegler said. This charge would

be applied toward all 35 students.
(MORE)
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Kegler said approval of the proposed contract has become a political issue in

Wisconsin reflecting both a partisan debate and a rural-urban debate over whether

Wisconsin should build its own veterinary school.

The proposed contract was negotiated by representatives of Perpich, Wisconsin

Gov. Martin J. Schreiber, legislative leaders of both states,University officials

and Clyde Ingle, executive director of the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating

Board, Kegler said.
/111/1

REGENTS APPROVE STOLL CONTRACT

Cal Stoll, head football coach at the University of Minnesota, has job security

for the next three years. The Board of Regents Friday approved the extension of his

contract for two years beyond its 1978 expiration date.

University President C. Peter Magrath said that Stoll's salary will be con

sidered in June when the regents consider raises for other University employees.

Regents Michael Unger and Mary Schertler said they withheld judgment on the

proposal last month because they wanted to get the views of Minnesotans on the con

tract extention.

III think the football coach, under difficult circumstances, has done a good

job," I1agrath said.
/11111

REGENTS OPPOSE VOSS BILL

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents Friday votea unanimously to oppose

the bill which would amend the state constitution and eliminate the University's

charter autonomy.

The bill, introduced by Rep. Gordon Voss, DFL-Blaine, would propose a referen

dum to eliminate the provision in the Minnesota constitution giving the Board of

Regents relatively independent budgetary authority.

-OOS-
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CHICANO TASK FORCE
REPORTS TO MAGRATH

(FOR IMl1EDIATE RELEASE)

Concerns of Chicano students and faculty at the University of Minnesota and

recommendations for meeting their needs have been outlined in a task force report to

University President C. Peter Magrath.

The report was presented to the University Board of Regents student concerns

committee Thursday.

Centralization of services for Chicano students, increased efforts to recruit

Chicano students, faculty and civil service employees, and an outreach program for

the Chicano community are recommended in the report.

The request for llan autonomous Chicano supportive services unit ll was the first

of several recommendations. It is similar to a recommendation included in the Ameri-

can Indian Concerns Task Force report, which was presented to Magrath last September,

and reflects a growing trend on the campus for ethnic and racial groups to request

their own service units and centers in preference to uniting under the heading of

llminority. Ii

"I accept the report,1l Uagrath said in a final meeting with the task force. "In

spite of retrenchment, it is important that we maintain momentum in meeting special

student needs.;;

Magrath said he had I;no ideological position" on whether or not services for

minority students should be centralized or divided according to different ethnic or

racial groups. 11Whichever way gets the job done is best," he said.

He estimated that it would cost more than $440,000 if all recommendations of

the Chicano task force were implemented.

(MORE)
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Phillip Carey, coordinator of the Office of Minority and Special Student Affairs,

has been assigned to continue working with the Chicano task force, as well as the

American Indian task force and other minority group task forces, in investigating the

possibility of implementing their recommendations.

"It is critical that the University of Hinnesota reaffirm its commitment to im

proving the status of Chicanos in higher education and redouble its efforts to that

end," the report stated. The report pointed out that Chicanos are the largest

minority group in the state (about 50,000 permanent residents), and stated that while

overall enrollment on the Twin Cities campus increased between 1969 and 1974, the

number of Spanish-surnamed students dropped. Other minority groups showed increases

during the same period.

In addition to the support services center, the increased recruitment efforts

and the outreach program, the report recommended the establishment of a bilingual!

bicultural teacher education program, increased participation of Chicanos in various

internship programs~ an increase in funding and space allotment for the present

Chicano Cultural Center, a guarantee that the Chicano studies department llill be pro

vided adequate funding and space, and a continuation of the Task Force on Chicano

Concerns to act in an advisory capacity to the president of the University.

Maria Baltierra, a medical student, and the late Richard Bailey, dean of the

General College, served as co-chairmen of the task force. The report was drafted by

Fred Lukermann, chairman of the geography department, and Arturo Madrid, chairman of

the Spanish and Portuguese department.

-illlS-
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REGISTRATION TO OPEN FEB. 20
FOR U OF M SPRING EXTENSION CLASSES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Mail registration for spring quarter Extension Classes at the University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities, will open Feb. 20 and continue through March 16.

More than 2,000 classes will be offered both on campus and in several neighbor

hood locations throughout the metropolitan area. There are no entrance requirements,

and a high school diploma is not necessary. Some classes meet during the days and

on weekends, and spring quarter classes begin March 27.

In-person registration will begin March 7 at eight Twin Cities registration

offices. On campus, registration will be in 101 Wesbrook Hall, where students may

register from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays until March 16. The office will close at

4:30 p.m. March 10.

Students may also register in either of two downtown locations: MacPhail Center,

1128 LaSalle Ave., Minneapolis, or the registration and information booth on the

Skyway level of the American National Bank Building, Fifth and Minnesota, St. Paul.

The St. Paul office is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays until March 20. At Mac

Phail, students may register between 8:30 a.m. and 8 p.m. March 7 and 16, snd be- .

tween 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. March 10, and between 8:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. March 8, 9,

13, 14 and 15.

Registration also begins March 7 at four suburban locations, for courses

scheduled at these locations: Richfield Senior High School, 7001 Harriet Ave. S~,

Richfield; Carl Sandburg Junior High School, 2400 Sandburg Lane, Golden Valley;

Minnetonka School District Administration, Community Services Office, 261 School

Ave., Excelsior; and Roseville District Office, 1251 West County Road B2, Roseville.

Registration at these offices is from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays from March 7

to 16.

For an Extension Classes Bulletin, call 376-3000. Those interested in counsel

ing and program advice should call 373-3905 for a daytime or evening appointlllent.

For general information about Extension Clagges~ call 373-3195.

-UNS-
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REGISTRATION TO OPEN FEB. 20
FOR U OF M SPRING EXTENSION CLASSES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Mail registration for spring quarter Extension Classes at the University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities, will open Feb. 20 and continue through March 16.

More than 2,000 classes will be offered both on campus and in several neighbor

hood locations throughout the metropolitan area. There are no entrance requirements,

and a high school diploma is not necessary. Some classes meet during the days and

on weekends, and spring quarter classes begin March 27.

In-person registration will begin March 7 at eight Twin Cities registration

offices. On campus, registration will be in 101 Wesbrook Hall, where students may

register from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays until March 16. The office will close at

4:30 p.m. March 10.

Students may also register in either of two downtown locations: MacPhail Center,

1128 LaSalle Ave., Minneapolis, or the registration and information booth on the

Skyway level of the American National Bank Building, Fifth and Minnesota, St. Paul.

The St. Paul office is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays until March 20. At Mac

Phail, students may register between 8:30 a.m. and 8 p.m. March 7 and 16, and be

tween 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. March 10, and between 8:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. March 8, 9,

13, 14 and 15.

Registration also begins March 7 at four suburban locations, for courses

scheduled at these locations: Richfield Senior High School, 7001 Harriet Ave. S.,

Richfield; Carl Sandburg Junior High School, 2400 Sandburg Lane, Golden Valley;

Minnetonka School District Administration, Community Services Office, 261 School

Ave., Excelsior; and Roseville District Office, 1251 West County Road B2, Roseville.

Registration at these offices is from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays from March 7

to 16.

For an Extension Classes Bulletin, call 376-3000. Those interested in counsel

ing and program advice should call 313-3905 for a daytime or evening appointment.

For general information about Extension CIR9Acs, call 373-3195.
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BAD tiEATHER SEASON
JUST BEGINNING

By Michael Finley
University News Service

l/

If you are congratulating yourself on making it through most of the bad weather

season, here is some news that will break your heart~

Winter is Minnesota's safest season. The disaster season has not yet begun.

IIHistorically, the \'lorst storms occur at the end of winter--in 11arch--and at the

very beginning--in November,11 said Clifton Halsey, extension conservationist and head

of the University of Minnesota weather emergency preparedness program.

liThe spring floods come in April, 'Hay and June are the worst months for torna-

does, and flash floods continue through the summer, along with other severe summer

storms--which takes us to forest fire season in the fall and then right back to

November blizzard season, Ii Halsey said.

In addition, there is always the possibility of nuclear war--the original reason

for the emergency preparedness program--which is always in season.

I:Back in the early 1960s, there was quite a lot of worrying about nuclear war.

Khrushchev had taken his shoe off at the United Nations, and people were making

all sorts of plans for fallout shelters and decontamination procedures.

l/Then, around 1968, there was a lot of reassessing and everyone decided to tie

civil defense procedures together with weather emergency procedures, so as to be more

acceptable to the public. There are similarities between the two. Nowadays, we

hardly ever hear about nuclear war plans. Once in a blue moon someone writes in and

inquires,1I he said.

Although nuclear war is less pregnant a possibility than it once was, we don't

have to worry about not having something else to worry about. Between the federal

government's disaster directives and the research by extension people, a big fat

folder of disaster options has been compiled. Your county agent has one. Included

(MORE)
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in its recommendations are how to:

-2-

salvage flood-soaked mattresses;

repair submerged tractors;

store milk during electrical breakdowns;

remove massive amounts of mildew~

thaw frozen udders;

move fallen trees;

get rid of animal carcasses;

minimize rodent and insect infestation;

stay alive overnight stuck in a snowbank; and

feed 50 from a fondue pot.

The Disaster Handbook anticipates just about everything, from how to claim tax

deductions for destroyed property to what to do about contaminated wells, wet books,

injured trees, questionable livestock feed, soggy shoes, post-flood disease control,

insurance claims, funny smells,ruined food, impure water, poisonous snakes, light

ning, tornadoes, ice buildup, insulation, windbreaks, power failures and botulism.

The advice on what to do after a nuclear attack should be distributed to the

leaders of every nation.

In fact, a glance at information in the handbook may well alter permanently

one's notions about what constitutes a disaster, and about how thoroughly things like

tornadoes interfere with our routines. When disaster strikes, we all find ourselves

camping' out, whether it's vacation time or not.

The wonder of it all is that it most certainly can happen here. Minnesota is

famous for its blizzards, ice storms, floods, tornadoes, forest fires. The past few

years have only underscored our vulnerability, according to Halsey. Remember the

Fridley tornado of 19651 The 1975 lIs torm of the century, II a blizzard that claimed

six lives? The flood in Little Falls last year? And who ever dreamed that south

Minneapolis would be submerged as it was in last summer's flash floods?

Minnesota is not even immune to hurricanes. Every so often we feel the kick

at the tail of a storm coming up from the Gulf Coast.

For lovers of the exotic disaster, the worst earthquake in the history of the

United States occurred not in San Francisco or in Alaska, but in our solid neighbor,

(MORE)
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Missouri, on Dec. 16, 1811. A million square miles trembled, and the Mississippi

flowed backward.

Also, you never know what cornfield a volcano may sprout from.

Less exotic is Halsey's program to train Minnesota homemakers in emergency

procedures. Representatives from local groups meet from time to time, role-play

disaster scenarios, and ask themselves the very difficult question: "What would I

do?"--if a tornado wete spotted, if they were out on the road in an electrical storm,

if a dam broke nearby?

After the session, the representatives go back to their local groups and tell

others what they have learned. People make lists of things to have on hand in case

of bad weather, and consciousness of weather emergencies is raised.

We probably take good, peaceful weather too much for granted. The weather

emergency prepa-redness prog-ram reminds us that there is a gray cloud outside the

silver lining.

-UNS-
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ART/NOT ART?
TOPIC FOR CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Is a hole in the ground art? Are dog tracks across a canvas art? Is an image

art when it appears in the mind of its creator, or only after it is transferred to a

visual medium?

These and other similar questions will be discussed during Minnesota's first

national mini-conference on art at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Monday

and Tuesday, Feb. 27 and 28.

liThe Big Question: Art/Not Art?" is the theme of the two-day public event, which

will feature speakers Philip Guston, a New York painter; Marcia Tucker, art historian

eud director of the New Museum in New York, and Harold Rosenberg, a New York art

critic, writer, educator and social philosopher.

"With the distinct possibility that novelty in the '60s offered 'anything goes'

and pluralism in the '70s offers 'everything goes,' there occurs once again the need

to address the always crucial question of 'What is art?'" said Prof. Raymond Hendler,

who conceived the idea of the event which is sponsored by the University of Minnesota

studio arts department.

The conference will open Monday (Feb. 27) with a presentation by Tucker at

9:30 a.m. in the Great Hall of Coffman Union, followed by a talk by Guston at I p.m.

Rosenberg will speak at 8 p.m. that evening in the auditorium of Willey Hall on

the West Bank. A reception will follow.

Tuesday morning (Feb. 28) there will be a question and answer session with the

speakers in the Great Hall of Coffman Union beginning at 9:30 a.m. and moderated by

Herman Rowan, ehairman of the studio arts department.

(MORE)
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Martin Friedman. director of Walker Art Center in M1nneapolis~ will moderate a

panel discussion including all the speakers at 1 p.m. Tuesday in the Great Hall.

A selected group of Minnesota artists will particip~te in an exhibition of about

60 works in the West Bank Union art gallery during the conference. "The Big Question"

is the title of the exhibition. There will be a public reception for the artists

from 3 to 5 p.m. Monday (Feb. 27).

There is no admission charge for any part of the conference.

-UNS-
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CHILDREN'S ART CLASSES
SET AT U OF M

(FOR Iln1EDIATE RELEASE)

Registration is now open for spring quarter children's art classes at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota, Twin Cities. Open to children from 5 to 10 years old, the

classes meet Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., April 1 to June 3.

The classes emphasize the exploration of art in many media, rather than formal

training in art techniques. Also emphasized are composition, design, and the child's

feeling of self-worth as an artist.

The fee is $20. For more information or to register, contact Virginia Eaton

at the University's Institute of Child Development, 373-9851 or 373-2390.

-Ul~S-
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LAST YEARS 111
NURSING·HOMES
NOT INEVITABLE

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

The old woman is sitting in her liVing room, unable to decide ~lhat to do. She

wants to go to a nursing home even less than she wants to become a burden for her

children.

Yet the home she has always been proud of is suddenly too much trouble. Her

lovely lace curtains are dusty because it has become too difficult for her to take

them down for cleaning. She does not eat nearly as well as she used to, since bend-

ing down to cook things in the oven makes her dizzy.

Hore and more people suffer problems like this every day as American "grays. II

But one researcher, who has been studying lifestyle options and attitudes of elderly

people for six years, has some solutions.

lOWe need to restructure American communities for the aged, and we can do it

starting tomorrow for very little money," said John O'Brien, a University of Minne-

sota visiting professor of sociology, on leave from Portland State University in

Oregon. Some of the solutions he suggests have already been put to work in various

American, European and Canadian communities.

Many elderly people, even those with serious health problems, prefer to stay in

their homes. They should be able to do so, O'Brien said. Some of the things he

suggests include:

--Neighborhood block homes--A volunteer in each neighborhood would offer in-

formal, temporary help to elderly neighbors. Services could range from straightening

out a problem with a Social Security payment, to the sharing of nutritious recipes.

If more complicated problems arose, this person could contact the proper agency for

help.

(MORE)
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--Peer counseling--Elderly people could meet in each neighborhood and share

problems with each other.

--"Well elderly" clinics--Organized along the same lines as "well baby" clinics,

these clinics would provide routine checks for high blood pressure, diabetes, glau

coma, and other problems common in older people. Existing facilities or mobile vans

could be used.

--Neighbor aides--Volunteers, both young and older people, could check on elderly

neighbors twice a day, watch homes when the elderly residents have to leave, and

perform other simple chores.

--Respite care--When relatives and neighbor "aides ll need time off, volunteers

could care for elderly people the way substitute teachers are called upon when full

time teachers are ill.

--Aid to families with dependent parents--Government aid could be enlisted to

help families take care of their own older members. The trade-off would be fewer

elderly people in expensive institutions.

--Health groups--Just as bridge clubs meet in local lIy' s" and high-rise ap·art

ment buildings, IIhealth clubs i' could too. Experts on nutrition, budget planning and

other topics of interest to older people could talk to the group each month.

--"Gero-cardS"--Such cards could be used to purchase goods and services.

--Personal care agencies--Elderly people could callan such agencies for help

with household and personal chores.

--Endowments for the elderly--Foundations could fund convocations for older

people. Such convocations might want to collect oral history, or first-hand accounts

of neighborhood history, for instance.

O'Brien, who has 39 more options, says many options are necessary since elderly

people choose nursing homes for a variety of reasons. Anything from one serious

accident, to chronic illness, to recurring small problems can force such a decision.

Most of the problems encountered by the older person can be solved, if the environ

ment is changed, he said.

(MORE)
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Communities interested in putting some of his options to use should begin at

their county public health departments.

Ever since the Elizabethan Poor Laws were used in England, the institutionali

zation of elderly people has seemed like punishment, or the lazy way out, even when

it is necessary, he said. IIEven now, we tend to put the blame for the problems on

the elderly person's health or on the family, rather than on the community where the

blame and the coromitment belong, i: he said.

IoFor 40 years, people have been eutraged at the plight of the elderly, O'Brien

said. "Starting now, l-le have about 25 years to do something about it.
1i

By then,

the size of the elderly population will be much larger, more ;;vocal': and "clamoring,"

he said. Like elderly people today, tomorrow's older generation will not want

massively expensive programs, but ways in which they can contribute to the community

and help themselves.

-UNS-
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'PAINTERS PAINTING'
TO BE SHOWN AT COFFUAN

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Painters Painting, II the first full-length motion picture on American painting

from 1940 through 1970, will be shown in Coffman Union theater at the University of

Minnesota Sunday (Feb. 19) at 2 and 8 p.m. and Tuesday (Feb. 21) at 8 p.m.

The film was produced and· directed by Emile de Antonio.

Twenty-two painters are featured. They include William de Kooning, Helen

Frankenthaler, Jasper Johns, Robert Motherwell, Jackson Pollock, Bob Rauschenberg,

Andy Warhol and Hilton Kramer. Most of the movie is devoted to the painters talking

about themselves and their work.

Admission is $1.50 for the general public and $1 for University of Minnesota

students.

-OOS-
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MADRID IS 'FOREIGNER'
IN HIS OWN COUNTRY

By Judy Vick
University News Service

Arturo Madrid is sometimes asked IiWhat country do you come from?"

A slender man with graying dark hair and dark eyes, Madrid, 39, is soft-spoken

and does not respond with anger. But he has devoted a large part of his life to

closing the gap that this question reveals in the knowledge many HAngloY
; Americans

have about Chicanos.

Madrid, who chairs the Spanish and Portuguese department at the University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities, is an American. He was born and grew up in northern New

Mexico, where his Indian ancestors had lived for centuries and his Spanish ancestors

had settled in the 16th century--about three centuries before most northern European~

emigrated to the United States.

Most of Madrid's efforts in closing this gap have been directed to informing

the majority population about Chicanos and to bringing his people into higher

education as students, teachers and administrators.

As co-editor of the recently completed Task Force on Chicano Concerns report

to University President C. Peter Magrath and in his numerous other national and

local activities, Nadrid terms himself a i'broker"--one who is working to bring the

Chicano community and the higher education community together.

;'r see myself working in the University for the interests of Chicanos, without

in any way compromising my standards as an academic. I see myself as a resource

person for Chicanos," he explained.

Madrid is a founder and chairman of the executive committee of the National

Chicano Council on Higher Education, an active participant in the Minnesota Chicano

Federation, and works with the Educational Testing Service and the Carnegie, Ford

and Danforth Foundations in their programs for higher education for Chicano and

other minority people. nlORE)
----------------------------~~~~~~-
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At the University, he initiated a lecture series in the Spanish language that

has been well attended by people from the Twin Cities communities, and he will testi

fy during this legislative session on several bills supported by the Minnesota

Chicano Federation.

The reason for the emphasis on education in Madrid's activities is his belief

that education can provide the answers to most of the concerns of his people about

"good jobs, good housing, good medical care and protection under the law. 1I

"People who don't have education frequently don't get very good employment," he

said. "You need a high school diploma to get almost any kind of job, you need at

least a bachelor's degree to get a minimally rewarding job and you need a profes

sional degree to really share in the kinds of advantages that American society pro

Vides."

Some of those advantages have been available to Madrid. He earned his bache

lor's degree at the University of New Mexico and his master of arts and doctor of

philosophy degrees from the University of California, Los Angeles. Before joining

the Minnesota faculty in 1973, he taught at Dartmouth College for five years and at

the University of California, San Diego, for three years.

One of his biggest advantages in working toward his goal of better education

for more of his people is the ease with which he move~ between the Chicano and Uni

versity communities.

"We need him in higher education, but we can also count on him when a problem

crops up in the community," said Tony Perez, Chicano instructor and counselor in the

General College. IlHe has very good rapport with University administrators, with

community people, and especially with students. 1f

"He has a low-key approach, a same-level kind of attitude that works very well.

Because of this he has been able to establish credibility, II said Jose Trejo, di

rector of the Governor's Office for Spanish-Speaking People. "Education is the most

important issue in the Spanish-speaking community, and he has done a lot to give the

young people the understanding that education can be a tool for changing the system. i
'

(MORE)
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Madrid is also recognized by University officials as especially effective in

"translating!; in the other direction.

liRe is particularly effective in translating into ,the majority's terms the

minority's perception of their place in the majority culture,ll said Fred Lukermann,

professor and chairman of the geography department who worked with Madrid as co

editor of the task force report.

liThe subtle understanding he can convey both ways is a most important con

tribution.

IIBut, most important,ll Lukermann added, "is that he knows who Arturo Madrid is

and where he is coming from.':

-UNS-
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DISEASES CAUSED BY MORE THAN GERMS
OR

YOUR PERSONALITY CAN MAKE YOU SICK

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

':Her ulcer was caused by nerves. Ii IiHe , s the heart-attack type. i! "\-lhat a hypo

chondriac ••. 1'

Most people have heard that ulcers t heart attacks t asthma and tension headaches

can be partly ilpsychological.li But few realize that medical psychology, a relatively

new field, is just beginning to discover some of the psychological factors associated

with diseases: whYt with equal exposure and even equal hereditary susceptibility, some

people get sick sooner, some later, some severelYt some mildly, and some not at all.

An overview and preview of meoical psychology was presented this week by William

Schofield, health care psychologist at the University of tlinnesota t Twin Cities t at

the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in

Washington t D.C.

Cancer is one disease being investigated for early psychological factors t Scho

field said. So far, no definite "cancer personality type" has been identified, but

there does seems to be a link to psychological behavior. Cancer can occur when the

cell's genetic coding is disturbed, and the body's hormones, blood and nervous system

can affect this coding. The missing link is how our psychological situation can

affect our hormones and other systems. Research is also under way comparing "fast"

and ilslowli cancer patients--those who have the same cancer but die more quickly or

slowly than the average prediction would support.

Evidence is much clearer, Schofield said, on some of the psychological factors

associated with coronary heart disease and hypertension--the so-called Type A per

sonality traits of compulsiveness, aggressiveness and driving ambition.

There seem to be two common psychological factors here, and possibly in other

diseases t Schofield said. One is the individual's response to stress. Some people

lead hectic lives but do not see them as especially tense, while others seem to

create their own excess tension. Chronic tension appears to reduce the flexibility

of the bOdy's response to disease.

This tension varies for the individual, causing a fluctuating index of suscepti

bility to disease. !lIn the year after a significant family death t for example, more

illnesses occur in the family,!! Schofield said. And it appears that stress and

depression reduce the bodyv s resistance to disease.

(MORE)
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Researchers are now focusing on whether even ;;good stress" such as a wedding

can contribute to problems, too. Contrary to the popular charts of "life changes,"

good and bad tension may not be equally dangerous.

Of course, not all people who could be considered psychological IIhigh risks"

develop diseases, Schofield ssid. This is because there is no single cause for any

disease and disease agents vary considerably in their power. The probability of

illness, though, is significantly higher for these people and much more work needs

to be done.

Also needing more attention is why some people typically develop gastrointesti

nal problems, others have more trouble with their respiratory systems, others with

nervous system or muscular disorders, and still others have almost no problems at

alL "Prospective studies of large samples of people who are initially free of

disease are now under way here at Minnesota and elsewhere,1l Schofield said, "but

they take a long time to yield useful information. tl

Medical psychology has been slow in developing because the medical profession

has focused on physical diseases and psychology on mental illness, Schofield said.

Health care psychology was not recognized as a specialty by the American Psychologi

cal Association until 1976.

Centuries ago, ancient physicians believed that diseases could be attributed to

imbalances of four basic bodily fluids or t:humors. II Apoplectic fits, for example,

were thought to stem from an overabundance of the choleric humor, or bile, the humor

associated with hot tempers.

With the new methods of medical psychology, the ancients may yet be vindicated.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF lIIN1>ffiSOTA, HINNEAPOLIS AiID ST. PAUL CAHPUS EVENTS
Feb. 19~25

Sun., Feb. 19---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: "lo1atercolors and Oils" by Rose
Edin , North Star Gallery; Photographs by Ron Kirsch, Rouser Room Gallery;
African Baskets by 11argaret Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Non.-Sat.,
noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Feb. 24. Free.

Sun., Feb. 19---Jagues Gallery: "Rails of the Horld" by J. Fem:lick Lansdolme.
Bell rfuseum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. lron.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Through April 9. Free.

Sun., Feb. 19---Hatural History Films: "Baobab: Portrait of a Tree." Bell Museum
of Natural History aud. 1:30 and 3 p.m. Free.

Sun., Feb. 19---Concert: Dizzy Gillespie with University Jazz Ensemble I.
Northrop Aud. 2 p.m. Free.

Sun., Feb. 19---Film: "Painters Painting. 1I Theatre-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
2 and 8 p.m:--$l students, $1.50 public.

Sun., Feb. 19---University Gallery: Recent Photographs from Light Gallery: Living
Arts of t'1est Africa. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. lIon., t~ed. and Frio,
11 a.m.-3 p.m. Tues and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through March 10. Free

Sun., Feb. 19---University Theatre: "Kiss r1e Kate" by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert l~ulton. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sun., Feb. 19---U Film Society: "Heart of Glass. Ii Bell }-fuseum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

Sun., Feb. 19---Concert: Concert Choir. Scott Hall aud. 3 p.m. Free.

Non., Feb. 20---Book Exhibit: "The Lit~rary Men's Painting: Four Great Yuan
Uasters. cr East Asian Library, Wilson Library. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Hon.-Frio,
9 a.1Il.-5 p.m. Sat. Through lIarch. Free.

Hon., Feb. 20---Related Arts Gallery: "Images of Guider," a photographic ethnology
of a West African to~m, by Robert Lavenda. Third floor, Coffman Union. Open
all day. Through Feb. 24. Free.

Mon., Feb. 20---Coffman Gallery: "The Wake and the Resurrection of the Bicentennial
Negro" by Faith Ringgold, Gallerv I, through Feb. 24; Uptahlork by Carol
:10lting Deming and Carol Neal Anderson~ Gallery II, through March 3. Coffman
Union. 10 a.m.-4. p.m. llon.-Fri. Free.

(OVER)
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Mon., Feb. 20---Cartoons:
hall, Coffman Union.

"Perils of Pau1ineli and '60s Newsreels. Theroter -lecture
11:10 a.m. 25¢.

• 1

lion., Feb. 20---Nova Film Series: "The Renewable Tree." North Star Ballroom.
St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Mon., Feb. 20---Natura1 History Film: "Baobab: Portrait of a Tree. il Bell Huseum
of Natural History aud. 12:15 p.m. Free.

lion., Feb. 20---Films: China Series by Felix Greene. Bell 11Useum of Natural
History aud. 7~30 p.m. Free.

l1on., Feb. 20---The Whole Coffeehouse: Woody Shat-1 and His Concert Ensemble.
Coffman Union. 7:30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at liSA TOO, Positively 4th
Street, Blue Moon Records and at the door.

Tues., Feb. 21---Convocation: "Ecological Stresses on a Caribbean Coral Reef" by
Frank Barnwell. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues., Feb. 21---Fi1m: Video tape by Rick Weise. 320 Coffman Union. 3:30 p.m.
Free.

Tues., Feb. 21---U Film Society: "Oil Fields," "Prof. Tchien," and ::Behind the
Scenes at the Peking Circus." Bell Huseum of Natural History aud. 7~30 and
9~30 p.m. $1.75.

Tues., Feb. 2l---Fi1m: "Painters Painting." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
8 p.m. $1 students, $1.50 public.

Wed. ~ Feb. 22---Jazz Concert: Sid Farrar, piano. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul
Student Center. Noon. Free.

Wed., Feb. 22---Lecture: "What is Shakespeare Good For?H by Thomas Clayton. 350
Anderson HalL 3:15 p.m. Free.

toled., Feb. 22---U Film Society: "Andrei Rublev." Bell Museum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 p.m. $1.75.

Thurs., Feb. 23---Film:
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.

"Start the Revolution lUthout Me. II 310 Anderson HalL
Free.

Thurs., Feb. 23---U Film Society: IlAndrei Rublev." Bell Uuseum of Natural History
aud. 7 :30 p.m. $L 75.

Thurs., Feb. 23---Concert: University Symphonic Chorus and Orchestra. Northrop
Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Feb. 23---University Theatre: "Kiss Me Kate" by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert Moulton. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Thurs., Feb. 23---Lecture: "Form and Image Content in Hanet"'by Alain de Leiris.
125 Hilley HalL 8:15 p.m. Free.

Fri., Feb. 24---International Festival: Booths from different countries. North
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Booths open 10 a.m.-6 p.m., variety
show at 7:30 p.m. Free.

(HORE)
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Fri., Feb. 24---Concert:
Union. 12;15 p.m.

-3-

Uusic Department Students.
Free.

Ski-U-Hah Lounge? Coffman

Fri.? Feb. 24---Lecture: "Society and Culture in Uuslim Hest Africa.'i 307-308
Coffman Union. 1 p.m. Free.

Fri.? Feb. 24---U Film Society: "Death Race 2000. n Bell Huseum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 p.m. $2.

Fri.? Feb. 24---Lecture: ilEqual Access to Housing ••• Continuing Problem" by Robert
C. lveaver. Great Uall, Coffman Union. 8 p.m. Free.

Fri., Feb. 24---Punchinello Players: ·'Bus Stop" by lUll1am Inge, directed by John
Grider. North Hall theater. 8 p.m. $2.

Fri.? Feb. 24---Recital: Duncan Uci~ab, piano. i-Jorthrop Aud. 8 p. m. Free.

Fri., Feb. 24---Uniyersity Theatre; aKiss He Kate" by Cole Porter? directed by
Robert Iloulton. ~fuiting theater, P~rig Center. 8 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Fri., Feb. 24---The Hhole Coffeehouse; Roosevelt Sykes. Coffnan Union .. Doors
bpen 8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at lISA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue
LIDon Records and at the door.

Sat., Feb. 25--:-U Film Society: "Death Race 2000." :3ell Huseum of i!atural History
aud. 7:30 p.m. ~2.

Sat., Feb. 25---Punchinello Players: "Bus Stop~' by lUlliam Inge, directed by John
Grider. Horth Hall theater. 8 p.m. $2.

Sat., Feb. 25---University Theatre: IIKiss He Kate\: by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert 1loulton. tfuiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sat., Feb. 25---The ~fuole Coffeehouse: Roosevelt Sykes. Coffman Union. Doors
open 8:30 p.m. ~3.50. Tickets on sale at USA TOO, Positively 4th Street,
Blue l100n Records and at the door.

-tlNS-
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OLD WEST TALES
TO BE TOLD IN RARlG

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Annie Oakley, Kit Carson, Buffalo Bill, Calamity Jane and other characters of

the Old West will be featured in a story-theater production for children at the

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Saturday, Karch 4.

"Tales of the Old West" will be presented at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in the Stoll

thrust theater of Barig Center on the West Bank. Timothy Ta1en, a graduate student

from Dayton, Ohio, is directing the cast of students.

Admission is $1.50. Tickets are on sale at Barig Center and Dayton's.

flUD

NOTE TO NEWS PEOPLE:

The play will also be presented for groups of school children at 9:45 a.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 28, through Friday, March 3, and Monday, March 6, through Thursday,

March 9. News people are welcome to attend any of these performances. Phone

373-~377 for reservations.

-UNS-
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BABIES El10TIONS DEVELOP SLOWLY:
KEYS TO COMPETENCE IN PRE-SCHOOLERS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

An infant can show rage as early as its third month of life, and a sense of

wariness develops by four-and-a-half months. Joy is possible at seven months, fear

of strangers at nine months and defiance by 18 months. But pride, love and guilt do

not develop until a child is nearly three.

Along with these common emotional milestones, babies develop different styles

of emotional development. The ones with secure attachments to their main "care-

givers" develop into pre-schoolers with considerable emotional and social competence.

These findings were announced this week by Alan Sroufe, child development pro-

fessor at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, at the annual meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science in Washington, D.C.

Sroufe has traced the development of emotion in babies and young children and

has found that it is possible to predict which children will become competent pre-

schoolers by studying their relationships to their caregivers between 12 and 18

months.

"Even by two years old, secure children will be more enthusiastic, persistent,

and cooperative in solving problems than insecure children will be,1I he said.

Secure two-year-olds know how to use their parents as resources in solving difficult

problems, such as weighting down a lever to open a heavy candy box.

By three-and-a-half years old, secure children can function competently in

nursery school, Sroufe said. They are self-directed and good at suggesting activi-

ties to other children. They are assertive, but at the same time will be sympathet-

ic to others' distress. They can set goals for themselves that stretch their abil-

ities. "Apparently, Sroufe said, 11secure children have learned early how to explore

and master thpir envil:oompnt: and function lIdt'hin C'lpar, firm limits."

(MORE)
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Feeling secure is one of the three key emotional goals of infancy, according to

Sroufe. The first emotional goal is learning to cope with tension. Retween three

and six months old, a baby learns to laugh instead of cry when confronted with ex

citement. Secure attachment to parents is usually achieved by nine months. The

last goal of early childhood is to achieve a sense of independence as a person.

"This usually occurs by 18 months and initiates new feelings in the child, such

as defiance, shame, and a positive self-concept,ll he said.

Emotions develop gradually in babies, and proceed through several stages,

according to Sroufe. He has traced anger, fear, and joy through the four phases of

awareness, anticipation, intention and meaning.

I:A primitive kind of rage can occur even in a newborn baby," he said, "if the

baby i s head is held still." By three months rage is established. By five months a

child will get angry when interrupted. At seven months, true anger occurs because

the baby knows that the interrupter intends to interrupt the activity. Still

later, by 12 months, the child is capable of sustained angry moods.

Wariness and fear proceed in a similar way, from a reflex-like startle in the

newborn, to true anxiety by 12 months, Sroufe said.

Pleasure begins with the spontaneous sleeping smiles of the newborn infant, a

sign of relaxation after tension, Sroufe said. Later, the baby can smile in antici

pation of attention from the parent, and by four-and-a-half months, laughs aloud;

"Love is not truly within the child's repertoire until he or she is about three

years old," Sroufe said.

By that time, the child is emotionally experienced.

-UNS-
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GOVERN}lliNT OFFICIALS TO SPEAl(
AT HUBERT II. lIill1PHREY INSTITUTE

(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)

Two federal government officials will speak Wednesday (Feb. 22) at the first

publicly announced events sponsored by the University of Minnesota Hubert H. Humphrey

Institute of PubliC Affairs.

John Sullivan, assistant administrator for Asia for the Agency for International

Development in Washington, D.C., will speak at 12:15 p.m. in 310 Anderson Hall on

the West Bank. His topic will be IIU.S. Foreign Assistance. 1I He will also discuss

the U.S. Congress and foreign policy.

Tom Joe, consultant to President Carter on welfare reform, will speak at 3:30

p.m. in room 55 of the new Law School building on the West Bank. His topic will be

liThe Future of t>lelfare Reform. Ii Joe is also consultant to the Secretary of Labor

and the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare and is currently working with the

Department of Labor in the development of a manpower approach for welfare reform.

Joe was closely associated with the development of Titles XVI and XX of the Social

Security Act.

One of the functions of the institute, officially named for the lates~nator last

fall, is to bring officials and experts together with faculty, students and the

public for the discussion of public policy issues.

fUM

NE\~S CONFERENCE:

John SUllivan, high-ranking Agency for International Development official, will

hold a news conference Wednesday (Feb. 22) at 1:30 p.m. in B-12 Morrill Hall at

the University of Minnesota. He will talk and answer ~uestions on the worldwide

food problem, prospects for the new foreign aid bill drawn up by the late Senator

Hubert H. Humphrey, and his recent trip to Asia.

-UNS-
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'END OF MY ROPE'
EXHIBITION AT COFFMAN

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Three-dimensional fiber sculpture, rope sculpture, weavings and batiks will be

included in an exhibition of work by Roberta Kremer in Coffman Union Gallery at the

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, March 6 through March 31.

"At the End of My Rope ll is the title of the exhibition, which will open with a

public reception from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. March 6.

Kremer is an instructor and a student in the doctoral program in art education

at the University of Itlnnesota. In addition to study in the United States, she has

studied crafts in Morocco and textiles in Guatemala. She has preViously had ex-

hibitions of her work in Minneapolis at the Woman's Art Registry of Minnesota

(W.A.R.M.), "3 Rooms Up" and Northland Gallery at the University of Wisconsin,

Superior.

Coffman Gallery is open to the public with no admission charge from 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA SENIORS
TO LEAVE REPORT CARD FOR TEACHERS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Seniors at the University of Minnesota will be getting report cards in the

coming weeks. But this time it will not be the teachers grading the students.

About 7,000 seniors, in nearly every college on the University's Twin Cities

campus, will be grading the teaching ability of the faculty people who have taught

the students in their major courses of study.

The Minnesota Teaching Evaluation Project, sponsored by student government, was

first suggested four years ago. But as student government leaders involved in the

plan left office and graduated, the project was neglected.

The idea was introduced aBain last spring by Terry Marchiniak, a College of Lib-

eral Arts senior, and for the first time received the necessary support.

The faculty people who will be evaluated will be those who have taught day

school courses between the fall of 1973 and the summer of 1976. Each student will

evaluate from 5 to more than 10 teachers, said Marchiniak, coordinator for the proj-

ect. Medical School, Graduate School, Extension Classes and University College will

not be included in the project.

On the rating forms, the seniors will be asked to estimate the percentage of

time an individual teacher is clear and interesting, organized, shows respect to the

student's maturity, assigns realistic amounts of work, gives tactful and honest feed-

back to students, and encourages questions and comments.

Results of the evaluation will be pulled together and published in a "student

survival kit" which should be available by early summer, Marchiniak said.

The evaluation plan has been presented to members of the administration and to

academic departments throughout the University, and while some faculty members are

concerned about the wording of the survey, Marchiniak said, most feel it will be

useful in helping faculty people strengthen their teaching.

(AO,7;Bl;CO,7;DO,7jE15jF3,4jGl5) -UNS-
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'u' OPERA WORKSHOP
TO PRESENT 'MANON'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Jules Massenet's romantic classic opera "Manont: will be presented by the Uni-

versity of Minnesota Opera Workshop at 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Sunday, March 3,

4 and 5,in Scott Hall auditorium on the Twin Cities campus.

Vern Sutton, associate professor of music, is directing the production, which

will be sung in English. Students Emily Schmit and Anne Clarke alternate in the

title role.

The opera is based on Abbe Prevost's novel about the mercurial rise and fall of

a country girl who becomes the toast of Paris, courtesan of the wealthy and,

finally, a deported criminal.

Admission is $3 for the general public and $2 for students. Reservations can

be made by phoning 373-3546.
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HANDMADE BOOKS TOPIC
AT WINTER SEMINAR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The production of handmade books, including paper selection, binding, design

and type, will be discussed at the winter seminar of the Associates of the James

Ford Bell Library.

"An Evening with Emerson Wulling, Private Printer,': is set for 8 p.m. Honday

(Feb. 27) in Wilson Library at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

Wulling, proprietor of the Sumac Press of LaCrosse, Wis., will discuss the

work involved in producing the entirely hand set and printed publications produced

by Sumac Press.

Membership in the Associates is open to the public for a $7 membership fee and

can be made by contacting Carol Urness, assistant curator, at 373-2888.

The Bell Library is a 10~000 volume collection and the only library in the

world dealing exclusively with European exploration and the history of commerce from

1400 to the end of the 18th century. It includes writings of Columbus, Ptolemy and

Marco Polo in editions printed before 1501.
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lUNNESOTA ARTISTS EXHIBITION AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

About 20 Minnesota artists will participate in an exhibition in the West Bank

Union Gallery of Willey 'Ball at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Monday

(Feb. 27) through March 10.

About 60 works, including paintings, sculpture, photographs, prints and environ-

mental art, will be shown.

The opening Monday from 3 to 5 p.m. is being held in conjunction with the

national mini-conference on liThe Big Question: Art/Not Art?" on the campus Monday

and Tuesday.

Among the participating artists are Mary Abbott, Guy Baldwin, Cameron Booth,

Peter Busa, Thomas Cowette, Raymond Hendler, Susan Lucey, Cork Marcheschi, Warren

MaCKenzie, George Morrison, Malcolm Myers, Katherine Nash, Wayne Potratz, Zigmunds

Priede, Thomas Rose, Herman Rowan, Jane Starosciak, Sharon Stockwell and Stewart

Turnquist.

The West Bank Union Gallery is open to the public with no admission charge

from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday.
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NEW DRUG CO~mINATION HELPS
BONE MARROW TRAilSPLAl.-qT PATIEi~TS

(FOR It~DIATE RELEASE)

A new combination of drugs may enable University of Minnesota physicians to

treat more people whose bone marrow has stopped protecting them from infection and

bleeding.

Until now, people with leukemia, severe immune deficiency disease, or aplastic

\ ~

J

anemia could receive a bone marrow transplant to reconstitute their infection-fight-

iug ability only if they had a brother or sister who was genetically compatible.

A successful bone marrow transplant requires a match of markers known as

histocompatibility antigens. Anything less than a perfect match increases the chance

that the patient's body will reject the transplanted bone marrow, or worse, that the

i'foreign" marrow will "attack'; the patient.

Compatible matches occur in identical twins and often occur among brothers

and sisters. Parent-child transplants are not usually considered because only half

of a child's genetic code comes from each parent.

But University physicians, using a combination of three drugs--methotrexate,

antithymotic globulin and prednisone, have successfully transplanted bone marrow

into a lO-year-old girl who did not have a genetically compatible sibling.

In January of 1977, Ciquien (pronuunced SEE-quin) Dokes, daughter of Mr. and

~lrs. Howard Dokes of New Orleans, La., was diagnosed as having severe aplastic

anemia.

She is an only Child, but antigen typing and matching done on her parents in-

dicated she and her father were partially matched. Her family physician referred

her to the University of Minnesota, the closest bone marrow transplant center, where

she was admitted in !larch, 1977.

-illJS-
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'Ciquien and her father were not an 'AI match, but were close. This, combined

with our progress in treating graft-vs.-host reaction (foreign marrow attacking the

recipient), suggested it was time to try,'; Dr. John Kersey said.

She had a bone marrow transplant a month later and was sent home in June.

Ciquien and her parents returned recently to the University for a check-up. Another

member of the bone marrow transplant team, Dr. Phyllis t'larkentin, said Ciquien '~has

excellent bone marrow function. I:

The rlinnesota transplant team hopes the success of Ciquien's transplant will

have major significance. "Trarl'sp1ant groups at Hinnesota and elsewhere have been

limited in the number of individuals who could have marrow transplants, because only

about 40 per cent of the recipient candidates have an 'Ai matching sib1ing,P Kersey

said.

"We're now ready, willing and able to transplant people we wouldn't have done

tl-70 years ago, I' he said.

The r1innesota transplant team has done 35 bone marrow transplants since 1974.

According to Warkentin, 16 of these people are still living, having survived from

two months to three years since their transplants.

Warkentin and Kersey believe the results of Ciquien Dokes' transplant sh.u1d

encourage the expansion of bone marrow transplantation to combinations of donors and

recipients previously considered impossible. Parents, other relatives and possibly

unrelated individuals could be used as donors in the future.
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AID OFFICIAL SAYS POLITICS
SHOULD BE SEPARATED FROM
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) official said Wednesday that

American politics should be separated from international agricultural development

programs.

John H. Sullivan, AID Assistant Administrator for Asia, spoke at the University

of ltlnnesota, Twin Cities, in the first stop on a week-long tour of the Midwest to

promote passage of a bill introduced by the late Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey. The bill

would reorganize AID.

Sullivan said that the bill would create a Cabinet-level agency called the In-

ternational Development Cooperation Administration to replace AID and a number of

other foreign assistance programs in other federal departments.

The bill is the continuation of reform begun in 1973 when support for American

foreign assistance programs fell to the lowest level since World War II, Sullivan

said.

Since that time, he said, officials have emphasized agricultural development,

with an emphssis on small farmers, rather than industrial development in foreign

policy.

"Labor intensive agricultural production holds a great deal of potential for

increased employment and building the base you need for carrying forward a develop-

ment program," Sullivan said.

These development programs, he said, can increase employment by emphasizing the

small producers in the less developed countries. But such aid cannot reach every-

one.

(MORE)
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"I don't like to use the term, 'poorest of the poor,' because that makes us

sound like a welfare program," he said. "1 don't know if we have programs to reach

people at the bottom of the economic ladder. II

The kinds of programs under Sullivan's supervision in Asia concentrate on food

and nutrition, population planning and health, education and human resources devel

opment and other activities.

"Strictly political aid like that going to the Middle East right now is greater

than all these programs I'm discussing," he said, adding that AID's programs can get

lost in the political priorities of the State Department to which AID is responsible.

Sullivan used the example of a $5 million helicopter that President Richard

Nixon gave spontaneously to Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. The helicoptor cost

was paid out of AID's international disaster funds. "That kind of abuse could not

occur under the new agency," he said.

Sullivan said the new agency would include the Peace Corps, the Food for Peace

(PL480) program, and U.S. involvement in United Nations programs. It would improve

the coordination of programs currently scattered throughout several departments, he

said.

The new agency would have permanent legal status as opposed to the temporary

status that AID has had since it was created in 1960. This could aid in recruiting

career officials, he said.

Sullivan was the first outside speaker to address a class of the School of

Public Affairs since it was renamed the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public

Affairs at the University of Minnesota.
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HID-fO TO NEWS PEOPLE

The Minnesota Supreme Court will conduct its proceedings in the new University

of Minnesota Law School building at 10:30 a.m. Monday (Feb. 27). The hearing will

be in room 25.

The court will hear arguments in the case of State vs. Robert J. McCormick,

in which Minnesota has appealed a ruling from the district court at Stillwater that

it has no jurisdiction in the case. McCormick is a divorced father who allegedly

took his children out of the state despite the fact that he did not have legal

custody.

Jane Prohaska, assistant attorney general, and Molly Raskind, assistant state

public defender, will argue the case.

No cameras or tape recorders will be allowed in the room while the court is

in session.
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Sun., Feb. 26---Jaques Gal~: "Rails of the vJorld by J. Fenwich Lansdol-me.
Bell l!useum of Uatural History. 9 a.n.-5 p.m. Hon.-Sat., l-S p.m. Sun.
Through April 9. Free.

Sun., Feb. 26---Natural History Films: l:paddle to the Sea, I: "Rise and Fall of
the Great Lakes H and "The Bie Lake." Bell Uuseum of Natural History aud.
1:30 and 3 p.m. Free.

Sun., Feb. 26---University Galli.!z: ;'Recent Photographs from Light Galleryl: and
"Living Arts of Uest Afri.ca.:l Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Hon., VJed. and
Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and l~urs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through ~iarch 10. Free.

Sun., Feb. 26---University Thea!!!.: HKiss He Kate" by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert Uoulton. Hhiting theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.J;'I. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizans. Tickets on sale at Rarie Center and Dayton's.

Hon." Feb. 27---.!!ook Exhibit: ;;The Literary Hen' s Painting~ . Four Great Yuan
Hasters. 11 East Asian Library, llilson Library. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Hon.-Frio,
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. Through lIarch. Free •

.l:!on., Feb. 27---Goldstein Gallery~ Nigerian Handcrafted Textiles. Hcneal Hall.
a a.m.-4 p.m. 11on.-Fri. Through !1arch 17. Free.

lion., Feb. 27---St. Paul Student Center Galleries ~ :lBatik, Batik, Batik" by
Joan Gray, Kay Lemke and Carolyn Petersen, North Star Gallery; Oils and llater
colors by Faith Lowell, Rouser Room Gallery~ Jewelry by Th~ight IIyle, display
cases. 0 a.n.-10 p.m. l1on.-Sat., noon..;;lO p.M. Sun. Through Barch 31. Free.

lion., Feb. 27---Hest Bank Union Gallery: ~1innesota Artists Exhibition. Hilley
Hall. 8 a.m::7 p.m. Hon.-Frio Through Harch 10. Free.

rIon., Feb. 27---Coffman Gallery: "Images of Guider, 'I a photographic ethnoloey of
a lolest African town~ by Robert Lavenda, Gallery I~ "Jellelry: Its Form and
Function, II metahlork by Carol Neal AIlderson and Carol Nolting Demine, Gallery
II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. rIon.-Frio Through IIarch 3. Free.

lfun., Feb. 27---Cartoons:
hall, Coffman Union.

PPerils of Pauline;' and. '60s Newsreels. Theater-lecture
11:10 a.m. 25¢.

Hon. ~ Feb. 27---Nova Film Series: "Inside the Golden Gate." North Star Ballroom,
St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Hon., Feb. 27---Natural History Filr.ls~ "Paddle to the. Sea, 1 ['IUse and Fall of the
Great Lakes r

: and "The Big Lake. nell UuseU1!l of llatural Ilistory aud.
12:15 p.m. Free.

Hon., Feb. 27---U Film Society:' "Alway~ for Pleasure.'J Bell Huseun of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9 p.m. $2.

(OVER)
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Tues., Feb. 28---U Film Society: "Peking Duck" Soup. Ii Bell Uuseum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75.

l'1ed., Harch l---Concert: Brad rlomsen, piano. nortb Star Ballroom, St. Paul
Student Center. Noon. Free.

Hed., 11arch l---Performance: llRejoice"lI: Fionnula Flanagan and Garret O'Connor
presenting the 't:.'Ork, life and times of James Joyce and his l>10men. Theater
lecture hall, Coffman Union. 3 p.m. Free.

lfed., Uarch 1---U Film Society: I1Four Nights of a Dreamer. f1 Bell Huseum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9~15 p.o. $1.75.

Thurs., March 2---Family of Uan Film: "Children. II North Star Ballroom, St. Paul
Student Center. Noon. Free.

Thurs., Uarch 2---Pilm: "Juliet of the Spirits." 310 Anderson Hall. 2:30 and
. 7:30 p.m. Free:-

Thurs., Uarch 2---Recital: Voice 3tuclants~ 2:15 p.n. Conversations
TIith the Artist: Gerard Souzay, 3 p.m. Scott Hall aud. Free.

Thurs., lIarch 2---University Theatre: "Kiss lie Kate" by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert Uoulton. Whiting theater, Rarie Center. 8 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Frio, Barch 3---U Film Society: liSalo , or the 120 Days of SodoM. I: Bell r1useum of
Natural History aud. 7~30 and 9:45 p.m. $2.

Frio, Uarch 3---.Qp~ra Horkshop: "1Ianon" by Jules Hassenet, directed by Vern Sutton.
Scott liall aud. 8 p.M. $3 public, $2 students.

Frio, Uarch 3---University Theatre: IIKiss Me Kate" by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert Houlton. Whiting theater, Rarie Center. 8 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Fri., llarch 3---The '¥hole Coffeehouse: Randy Weston. Coffman Union. Doors open
8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at 11SA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue
Moon Records, and at the door.

Sat., liarch 4---University Theatre: "Tales of the Old West' directed by Timothy
Talen. Stoll theater, Rarig Center. 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. $1.50. Tickets on
sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sat., Harch 4---U Film Society: I1Salo, or the 120 Days of Sodom. II Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. "7:30 and 9:45 p.m•. $2.

Sat., March 4---0pera vlorkshop~ "Hanon;; by Jules Uassenet, directed by Vern Sutton.
Scott Hall aud. 8 p.m. $3 public, $2 students.

Sat., Barch 4---University Theatre: IlKiss He Kate" by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert Moulton. tlliiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sat., lfarch 4---The ""hole Coffeehouse: Randy Ueston. Coffman Union. Doors open
8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at liSA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue
Moon Records, and at the door.

-UHS-
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The program ~ll include selections by Bach, Corelli, Kameau, Marais and

:SU:~C:~;~MOO:nL BALL N.I ~7
100 CHURCH ST. SE. t Cfp
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 .
FEBRUARY 24, 1978

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDy VICK, 373-7515

LECLAIR TRIO
TO PERFORM AT 'u'

The LeClair Trio, a noted ehamber music group, ~ll present a free, public

Members of the trio are Richard Walz, baroque violinist; Alison Crum, gambist,

recital of baroque music at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, at 8 p.m.

Monda" March 6, in Scott Han auditorium.

and Elaine Funaro, harpSichordist.

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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GERARD SOUZAY RECITAL
IN SCOTT HALL AUDITORIUM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

French baritone Gerard Souzay, with pianist Dalton Baldwin, will present a re-

cital in Scott Hall auditorium at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, at 8 p.m.

Tuesday, March 7.

Souzay will present the Schubert song-cycle "Die Winterreise" in c9tJ1lllemoration

of the l50th anniversary of Schubert's death, and in memory of the late Danish singer

Aksel Schiotz, who taught at the University of Minnesota from 1956 to 1958.

Admission to the event will be $6 for the general public and $3 for students.

Souzay is noted as an interpreter of German lieder and the French art song. He

has sung on almost every continent of the world and is a recipient of his country's

highest award, the Legion of Honor.

In addition to the recital, Souzay will participate in a "Conversation with the

Artist," from 3 to 4 p.m. Thursday (March 2) in Scott Hall, following a Schubert

vocal recital by University students. He will conduct a master class at MacPhail

Center for the Performing Arts in downtown Minneapolis at 7:30 p.m. Friday, March 3.

The "Conversation" and Schubert recital are open to the public with no admission

charge. Tuition for the master class is $5.

Souzay'e appearances are sponsored by the University departments of music, music

education and concerts and lectures, the Center for Austrian Studies, MacPhail

Center, the Twin Cities Opera Guild, Inc.,and private patrons.

Tickets for the Souzay recital can be purchased at the door or by mail from

104 Scott Hall, 72 Pleasant St. SE., University of Minnesota. Minneapolis, Minn.

55455.

-UNS-
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'WHEN IN DOUBT, FORM A COMMITTE I?
RESEARCH REVEALS WHY IT'S DONE

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Smoke, eloquent statements, the spice of politics and the aroma of boredom are

the ingredients of most committee meetings. Many people have served on at least

one, whether it's the committee on corporate social responsibility, a neighborhood

save-the-elms group, an executive search committee or the committee to discuss dis-

cipline on the school bus.

The art and politics of committees and their members have been the subjects of

research at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, and seven key types of commit-

tees have been identified--from the "ritualized committee,ii which gives all com-

mittees a bad name, to the high-stakes I;big stall committee. \I

"Actually, you can tell quite a bit about people and organizations by observing

how many and what types of committees they are involved in,:' said Uary Lippitt,

management professor for the College of Business Administration.

Good managers know by intuition how many committees to appoint, when to get one

going, who to appoint, what instructions to give, and what time limit to set, she

said.

People who are asked to serve on many committees are showing something about

themselves, she said. They may be in a department whose tasks typically overlap

those of another department, they may be especially effective politically on com-

mittees, or may help their organization the most by serving on its committees, she

said.

Lippitt has observed committees and how they are managed for several years and

has found seven types so far:

Sandbag committee--This type is set up by the administrator to block a proposed

change without alienating those who want it. The approach used here, Lippitt said,

(l-fORE)
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is to appoint lots of people who favor the change, then give them a vague charge and

a long time to report back. The best ;' change advocates'l are the very busy 11 figure

heads" of the opposition. The result: a bogged down, s~ndbagged issue, supervised

by a trusted subordinate.

Smooth change committee--~fuen the manager actually wants a change in policy but

needs to persuade the people who must implement it, this kind of committee is cre

ated. Those with the highest stakes in the issue are appointed, and they are en

couraged, through the manager's presence and a reasonably specific charge, to arrive

at the conclusion that the policy change was the committee's own idea.

Ritualized committee--This type is set up to ratify the administrator's decision

where the stakes are relatively low for everyone, but where the issue involves some

change in customary work patterns within the organization. Typical 'Icommittee

people!; are appointed to go through the ritual.

The "big stall" committee--When factions are agitating strenuously for a change

that the manager opposes, the stakes are high, and the ~dministrator's autharity on

the issue is questioned, a stall is often engineered. Representatives of all the

opposing views, the more unaccommodating the better, are assembled with a vague

charge. They are steered away from all possible solutions so that they will even

tually~ grudgingly, accept the status quo.

"Coax it ll
c~ittee--This type is typically formed when the adm.inistrator wants

a change to be adopted wholeheartedly by those who have high stakes in the issue.

Ideas are planted and carefully nurtured, sometimes by introducing members to inside

information and influential people.

Expert panel--When the manager has no solution in mind for an important issue

and wants to be involved with experts in arriving at one, this type of committee

often is formed.

Advisory committee--A less important problem, a vague charge, and a large group,

without the administrator, are usually involved here. Not much happens.

(MORE)
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An organization with many of these committees, Il task forces," or "advisory

groupsli_-or even regular meetings of a standard group of people--is an organization

that is out of "sync,1I Lippitt said.

Such an organization has many of what she calls "authority-task gaps,"1 which

occur when the tasks to be accomplished do not follow the organizational chart of

responsibilities or even the authority patterns in the organization.

Disjointedness and proliferation of committees happen most often in certain

kinds of organizations, Lippitt said. Such organizations may be highly regulated

by the government, so that the authority of the managers is not distinct. Companies

with changing technologies, those with dramatic market changes, and those with high

personnel turnover rates are also committee-prone--because the tasks change much

faster than the authority lines. Public agencies, universities, hospitals and vol

unteer groups. notoriously hard to govern. are also great creators of committees.

Even though frequent committee formation is a symptom, committees are not

always a bad thing, Lippitt stressed. Forming a committee is at least a recognition

that a problem exists, and often is better than passing the buck, imposing a solu

tion, hiring a consultant, relying on outdated "behavioral treaties" between people

on how to divide up the work, or allowing a problem to spread and fester into a

bigger power struggle. In some cases, committees are the best way to get the job

done, she said.

-OOS
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INTERNATIONAL HUMAl.~ RIGHTS
TOPIC FOR UNIVERSITY LECTURE
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illnternational Human Rights" will 'be discussed in a lecture by David Weissbrodt

at the University of Uinnesota, Twin Cities, Thursday (March 2).

Weissbrodt, an associate professor in the University Law School, will speak at

8 p.m. in 2-620 Health Sciences Unit A.' There will be no admission charge.

The talk will be about the relationships between theory and practice, and

between declarations of human rights and assurance of these rights to the citizens

of one's country. Weiss~rodt will consider concrete ways to improve human rights,

and the limits to a concern for international human rights.

The lecture is sponsored by the University philosophy department, Cross-

Disciplinary Studies of the College of Liberal Arts and the Minnesota Forum.

-UNS-
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'u' LIFTS HIRING FREEZE;
CUTS BUDGET $1. 4 HILLION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota has lifted its hiring freeze, but administrators

still face a cut of some $1.4 million from the institution I s $216 mill:f on Dudg4='t h.'lse

for next fall, according to Donald P. Brown, vice president for finance.

The problems are intensified by an immediate $800,000 mid-year budget cut to

avert a projected deficit at the end of the fiscal year, Brown said.

11First, we face a mid-year retrenchment in which we are going to literally re-

duce the budgets of certain departments right now,ll he said.

The budget difficulties stem fram adjusting the budget to enrollment declines

when enrollment growth--and increased tuition income--was expected last year.

The hiring freeze was imposed in January when President C. Peter Magrath

announced that the University had ended the last fiscal year with a $1 million deficit

and faced a potential $800,000 deficit for this year.

The freeze, along with reversion to central administration of any unspent money,

was designed to reduce the budget by $400,000. liThe other half, we are taking from

units, for the most part, that had enrollment declines," Brown said.

Enrollment, however, was not the only criterion used to make cuts. Some re-

ductions were made where it was anticipated that the colleges could most likely

afford them, Brown said.

Brown said that the largest immediate budget cuts would be from the College of

Liberal Arts (CLA), with a reduction of $125,000, the College of Education at $75,000,

and the central administration and College of Veterinary Medicine, each with a cut of

$50,000.

(HORE)
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The temporary cuts this year will not be carried over into next year's budget

automatically, Brown said. Instead, a different formula will be used to reduce the

University's instructional budget base by $1.4 million for 1978-79.

Some $800,000 will come from the base to carryover the reduced budget resulting

from present enrollment levelS. An additional $600,000 will be cut to create a

$300,000 reserve in case enrollment drops even further next year and to pay another

$300,000 in other University commitme~ts.

Enrollment reached the record level of 55,761 in fall, 1976, and then began

falling to 55,077 last fall. The greatest declines were in the colleges of liberal

arts and education.

Brown released tentative figures showing that CLA will lose $360,733 from its

$19 million budget base next year, the College of Education will lose $133,882 from

its $7 million budget and the colleges of agriculture, forestry and home economics

will lose $106,778 of their $5.8 million budget base.

Brown said that the cuts were not strictly related to enrollment declines. If

funds were allocated mechanically to follow the enrollment, Brown said, CLA would

have been penalized $500,000 and some other units that experienced enrollment growth,

such as the Institute of Technology, would get increases.

CLA Dean Frank Sorauf said that his college had anticipated a temporary cut of

about $125,000, but he said that the $361,000 for next year was a surprise.

"The first thing that needs to be said is that this $361,000 is on top of a

$600,000 budget cut last year," Sorauf said. "This is a million-dollar cut over two

successive years. One million dollars is five and one-half per cent of our payroll."

He said that CLA is working out a plan for making the cuts, but he does not yet

know which departments will be hit the hardest.

The major funding considerations in CLA will be where the enrollment pressures

exist and a desire to protect the quality of the college in areas where it has been

built up over the years, Sorauf said.

(MORE)
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"If we had any easy options) they were used up last year," he said.

The cuts will be made by eliminating vacant positions, possibly dismissing non

tenured faculty members, cutting the number of teaching assistants or cutting the

number of civil service employees in the cbllege, he said.

Despite the fact that CLA enrollment has declined, Sorauf said, many of the

students 1n the college have shifted to more expensive programs such as the creative

arts, or professional areas such as journalism.

'I. In a time of stable budgets, you can do some reallocating for shifting student

demand patterns,lI Sorauf said. lilf you use your flexibility for the purpose of

cutting the budget, you lose your abilitty to reallocate."

This situation, he said, I'has just left us incap~ble of coping fully with the

problems of some programs such as journalism. II

Eloise Jaeger, assistant dean of the College of Education, said that cuts in

that college will Iiseriously affect" some departments. "The dean will consult his

administrative council, composed of chairpersons of each department. All departments

will be affected in some way by the cuts, Ii she said.

Sorauf said he is concerned about the future of the fine arts,the humanities

and the social and natural sciences at the University of Minnesota. "That core of

arts and sciences is at the center of the business of this University. It is what

the reputation of this University rests upon. I think that budget cuts of this

magnitude are a threat to programs that are at the cent'er of a great University," he

said.

A number of colleges, such as the College of Business Administration, the Law

School, the Institute of Technology and those in the health sciences, suffered the

minimum across-the-board cutback of less than half of one per cent of their budget

base, Brown said.

-UNS-
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'u' STUDENTS WIH
INT'L 1100T COURT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A team of University of Minnesota law students won the regional international

moot court competition last weekend (Feb. 25) in Detroit. The international moot

court focuses on questions of international law.

John Kost, a second year law student from Moorhead, was selected the outstanding

speaker at the competition of students from 10 midwestern law schools.

The teams debated an issue concerning the treatment of prisoners of war from

the fictional countries of Indepesh and Balistan. Balistan was suing for the release

of its soldiers at the end of hostilities while Indepesh was seeking compensation

for the harsh treatment of its citizens as Balistan's prisoners during the recent

war.

The team was required to argue both sides of the case with teams from the other

schools. The competition was judged on overall presentation, briefs, and the best

individual speaker.

Minnesota won first overall and second in briefs. Besides Kost, team members

included Sheldon Brown, William Foster, Diane Hanson and Sherry Resler. All are

residents of the Twin Cities area.

The team will travel to Washington in April for international competition

against more than 150 schools from several countries.

-UNS-
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TREATMENT OF CHILDHOOD AUTISM
TAKES A FEW S-TEPS INTO 20TH CENTURY

By 11'erri Mandel
University News Service

Julie is a pretty six-year-old girl with brown hair and innocent eyes. For the

past hour, she has been in a trancelike state in the corner, repeatedly spinning a

cube on its edge.

Her mother calls, but as usual, she doesn't seem to hear. Finally, her mother

stops the cube to catch Julie's attention, and Julie erupts in a piercing scream,

throwing her toys around the room.

This example was, and in many cases still is, typical of life with an autistic

child. It has been only within the past dozen years that revolutionary strides

have been made in the way autism is perceived and treated.

The term "autism" comes from the Greek word H auto ," meaning ilself." The au-

tistic child lives in his or her own world, seemingly unable to relate to or make

eye contact with other people. Autism was long regarded as a personality disorder

and was treated only by psychotherapy. As a result, most of the children diagnosed

as autistic were relegated to state hospitals for custodial care. Few had parents

wealthy enough to send them to private psychiatric hospitals.

Travis Thompson, professor of psychiatry and psychology at the University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities, says that "recent findings indicate that, with early in-

tervention and treatment, an autistic child will be able to become, by age six,

only mildly retarded, slightly dyslexic, and otherwise normal and able to function

well amongst his peers." (Dyslexia is a learning disability which makes reading a

difficult skill to acquire.)

Without this kind of treatment, autistic children remain very much like Julie.

Julie's mother must take great pains to keep Julie's routine the same. If she

(MORE)
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should remove Julie's clothing in the wrong order, Julie will throw a tantrum and

continue her screaming until the correct ~rder is restored. This desire for same

ness seems t~ be the autistic child's way of imposing order on his or her surround

ings, perhaps because the input to the brain is so muddled.

The untreated autistic child is extremely difficult to toilet train, and appca~s

to feel nothing when indulging in an activity such as banging his or her head

against the wall. For some reason, autistic children do not receive or interpret

messages of pain in a normal way.

Julie's parents spent years in a" fruitless search for some help for Julie--a

problem common to parents of autistic children. A psychiatrist finally told them

Julie was autistic, and placed the blame on a 'Icold, unloving mother.;' He capped

his diagnosis by stating that Julie was "incurable."

But Julie's parents also have two normal, well-adjusted children, and her

mother loves her very much, despite the difficulties involved in raising her.

Actually, researchers now know that autistic children are victims of some sort

of brain malfunction which prevents them from using sentences with any degree of

understanding, or from speaking at all. Their condition causes them to be com

pletely confused by the influx of sights and sounds that normal people take for

granted. Although their five senses are not impaired, the way in which these senses

interact and are interpreted by the brain is abnormal. Julie, for instance, cannot

focus on more than one thing at a time. If her mother holds her, offers her food,

and speaks at the same time, Julie will be aware only of the food.

Ivar Lovaas of UCLA, using an intensive media campaign, has had success in

finding autistic children between a few months and three years of age. The signs

parents are encouraged to watch for include;

--a dislike of certain noises, but unresponsiveness to sounds, especially the

spoken word,

--difficulty in sleeping, with constant bedtime tantrums and night-time wake

fulness;

(MORE)
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--a child who does not seek out social contact, such as crawling to his mother

and lifting his arms in anticipation of being picked ?p;

--rigidity or limpness when held;

--staring at spinning objects for long periods of time, scratching constantly,

or making odd, repetitive movements at the periphery of his vision.

One of the most frustrating aspects of autism is the autistic child's diffi

culty in returning affection. Sometimes, after Julie's mother has her safely tucked

in bed and leans over for a goodnight kiss, Julie will slap her, and then move her

fingers in an odd ritual that is a sure sign of an autistic child.

According to Thompson, most of the behavior problems Julie demonstrates are the

result of her attempts to cope with her perceptual problems. Because she does not

react normally to people and situations, her family reacts to her with confusion.

The autistic child is not affectionless, but must have control over the times that

affection is given. Affection must be given to an autistic child when he or she

needs it, and must be kept separate from all other activities.

The first step in teaching the autistic child is to gain some degree of compli-

ance. Julie must be taught that tantrums will not get attention, that only proper

behavior will do that. The next major objective is to teach languaget~ the child.

If an autistic child is still mute by age six, the chances of that child developing

any language skill are near zero. Without some form of communication to beg1uwith,

Thompson said, no progress can be made.

Researchers have found behavior modification and sign language to be extrem~ly

good ways of teaching autistic children. Parents can be taught skills which can aid

them in teaching their own children.

Thompson and his wife, Anneke Thompson, are two of a mere handful of profess-

ionals in the Twin Cities who are equipped to deal with autistic children. Thompson

worked originally with retarded people, and then found that many of the same skills

were transferable to autistic children. The key differences are that compliance and

communication must be established earlier. Whereas a retarded child can learn to

tie his shoes in five trials, an autistic child needs 50 trials to learn the same

skill. (MORE)
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Even children whose autism has been as neglected as Julie's has can be taught.

How much she can be taught depends upon her degree of retardation. Researchers feel

that early intervention preschools and home training programs for children who are

between one and three years old must be developed.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, ,UINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
11arch S'-ll

I
!

Sun., Uarch S---St. Paul'Student Center Galleries: "Batik, Batik, Batik" by Joan
Gray, Kay Lemke and Carolyn Peterson, Harth Star Gallery; Oils and Watercolors
by Faith Lowell, Rouser Room Gallery; Jewelry by Dwight Hyle, display cases.
a a.m.-lO p.m. Sun. Through I-larch 31. Free.

Sun., Narch S---Jaques Gallery:
Museum of Natural History.
April 9. Free.

"Rails of the World" by J. Fenwick Lansdowne. Bell
9 a.m.-S p.m. MOn.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun. Through

Sun., Harch 5---University Gallery: "Recent Photographs from Light Gallery" and
IILiving Arts of West Africa. tl Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon., Wed. and
Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through March 10. Free.

Sun., March 5---University Theatre: "Kiss He Kate" by Cole Porter, directed by
Robert 110ulton. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m. $4.50 public, $3.50
students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sun., }:Iarch 5--U Film Society: "Salo, or the 120 Days of Sodom." Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:45 p.m. $2.

Sun., l"larch 5---0pera Workshop: "11anonll by Jules Uassenet, directed by Vern Sutton.
Scott Hall aud. a p.m. $3 public, $2 students.

Han., March 6---Book Exhibit: "The Literary Men I s Painting: Four Great Yuan
Hasters." East Asian Library, Wilson Library. 8 a.m.-S p.m. Mon.-Frio, 9 a.m.
5 p.m. Sat. Through tJarch. Free.

Mon., l:Iarch 6---Goldstein Gallery: Nigerian Handcrafted Textiles. McNeal lIall.
8 a.m.-4 p.m. Hon.-Frio Through Uarch 17. Free.

Hon., March 6---West Bank Union Gallery: Minnesota Artists Exhibition. Willey
Hall. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. lfon.-Frio Through Harch 10. Free.

Mon., Harch 6---Coffman ,Gallery: "At the End of Hy Rope," Fibers and Batiks by
Roberta Kramer, Gallery I, through Uarch 31; "Windows, Doors, and Stairways,"
Sculpture and Drawing by Karen Singer and Tom Donch, Gallery II, through March
30. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free.

Mon., March 6---Cartoons:
hall, Coffman Union.

"Perils of Pauline" and '60 Newsreels. Theater-lecture
11:10 a.m. 2S¢.

Mon., March 6--Nova Film Series: IIWhere Did the Colorado Go?" North Star Ballroom,
St. Paul Student Center. lloon. Free.

(OVER)
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Mon., March 6--N~tural History Films: '~P,rivate Life of the Starling," "The Snake:
Villian or Victim, "and lithe Spider," Bell 11useum of Natural History aud.
12:15 p.m. Free.

Mon., Narch 6---Film:
7:30 p.m. Free.

Animation Festival.' Bell Museum of Natural History aud.

Mon., l~rch 6---Poetry Reading:
Gallery II, Coffman Union.

Kate Green Pierre Delattre and Nancy Ortenstone.
7 :30 p.m. Free.

}lon., March 6---Recital: Leclair Trio, baroque music. Scott Ball aud. 8 p.m.
'Free.

Tues., March 7---Recital: Gerard Souzay, baritone. Scott Ball aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Wed., March 8---Recital: Brad Momsen, piano. Horth Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student
Center. Noon. Free.

Wed., March 8---tecture Demonstration: Bread and Puppet Theatre Company. 12:15 p.m.
Acting Workshop, 3 p.m. Experimental theater, Rarig Center. Free.

Thurs., Uarch 9---Family of Uan Film Series: "Teenagers." North Star Ballroom,
St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Thurs., Harch 9---Film: liOn the Beach." 310 Anderson Hall. 2 :30 and 7 :30 p.m.
Free.

Thurs., Harch 9---Concert: New York Brass Quintet. Scott Hall aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Fri., Uarch lQ---Films: lilt's a Gift,"'8 p.m., and "Reefer Hadness,~j 9:30 p.m.
Rouser Room, St. Paul Student Center. Free.

-Ul~S-
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FORDS GIVE $2 TIlOUSAND
TO HfIH INSTITUTE

(FOR n~DIATE P.ELEASE)

Former President Gerald R. Ford and his wife, Betty, have given $2,000 to the

Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the University of ~~innesota.

The check, signed by both Gerald and Elizabeth Ford, was personally presented

to University of Hinnesota President C. Peter r"agrath 1o1hen he met with Ford recently

in California.

Both former President Richard M. Nixon and Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis also

have each given $1,000 to the drive sponsored by the University of Minnesota

Foundation.

About $7 million of the $20 million goal has been donated. Plans call for the

fund-raising to be completed July 1. The drive was announced last July in

Washington, D.C., by Vice President Walter F. Mondale, who serves as honorary

chairman.

-tTNS-
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U OF 11 STUDENTS STILL
FINDING TEACHING JOBS

(FOR U~EDIATE RELEASE)

Teaching jobs, chronically hard to find, are still being found by most recent

graduates of the University of llinnesota, Twin Cities, College of Education, a

recent placement survey shows.

Ninety-four per cent of the students who graduated with bachelor of science

degrees during the 1976-77 school year found full- or part-time jobs, according to

the survey. About 75 per cent of these were education jobs of some kind, while the

rest were clerical, sales, or administrative.

"This 94 per cent placement rate is about the same as in previous years," said

William Edson, director of the Education Career Development Office. He and Thomas

Hummel completed the yearly survey for the office.

To maintain this rate in spite of a decline in job openings, the college has

reduced undergraduate enrollment since 1969. Currently, less than half of the

students in the College of Education are undergraduates, with the rest being already

employed teachers or administrators who have enrolled as graduate students.

For new teachers, the placement survey isolated the areas most likely to lead

to full-or part-time work. A 100 per cent placement rate was found in foreign

languages and cultures, music therapy, business education and industrial education.

Other areas nearly as favorable were social studies. physical education, recreation

and park administration and agricultural education.

However, about 20 per cent of the new teachers took part-time employment,

especially in foreign languages, art, music education and therapy, school and

community health, physical education and home economics.

(MORE)
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Placement in science, art education and mathematics showed definite declines

from previous years.

l~ost of the graduates who found full-time teaching jobs found them in

~linnesota, and more of these jobs were in rural areas than in past years. The

Minneapolis and St. Paul school systems hired 13 per cent of the graduates, the

seven-county suburban area employed 34 per cent, 13 per cent of the teachers found

work outside rtinnesota and one per cent took jobs outside the United States.

"The College of Education plans to continue to adjust enrollments to the

market for teachers and educators in classrooms and other settings, such as public

and private adult education," Edson said. "Post-graduate work for teachers will

continue to receive lots of emphasis too," he said.

-UNS-
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NY BRASS QUINTET AT 'U'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The New York Brass Quintet will perform and present a lecture-demonstration with

student participants Thursday (~~rch 9) at 1:30 p.m. in Scott Hall auditorium,

University of Minnesota, Ttfin Cities.

The event is open to the public with no admission charge.

Robert Nagel, who plays the trumpet, founded the quintet about 20 years ago.

They have performed extensively allover the world. Other members are Alan Dean,

trumpet; Paul Ingraham, horn; John Swallow, trombone, and Thompson Hanks, tuba.

-UNS-
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IffiMO to NEWS PEOPLE

Everything the regents ever wanted to know about tuition policies but didn't

have time to ask will be the subject of two two-hour sessions of the University of

Minnesota Board of Regents beginning at 10 a.m. Thursday (Mar. 9) in the regents'

room, 238 Horrill Hall, on the Ninneapolis campus.

The discussion will be part of the monthly regents' agenda this Thursday and

Friday. The second part of the "Tuition in Perspectivel> discussion will be April 13

in connection with next month's meetings.

The University Hospitals needs and a proposed new hospital will be among subjects

discussed at the physical plant and investments committee at 3 p.m. Thursday in the

regents' room.

A public hearing on the scope and composition of a faculty collective bargaining

unit on the Duluth campus will be held as part of the board's committee of the whole

meeting at 8:30 a.m. Friday in the regents' room.

The committee of the whole will also discuss assumptions that will go into the

University's biennial request to the 1979 Legislature.

On Thursday evening, the board will meet with faculty leaders to discuss how to

manage the University in the face of stable or declining enrollments. This meeting

is scheduled for 5:30 p.m. Thursday in the east wing of the Campus Club on the fourth

floor of Coffman Union.

The schedule of regents' meetings is as follows:

--special meeting on tuition, 10 a.m., Thursday, regents' room.

--Student concerns committee, 1:15 p.m., Thursday, regents' room.

--Educational policy and long-range planning committee, 1:15 p.m., Thursday,

300 Morrill Hall.

--Faculty and staff affairs committee, 3 p.m., Thursday, 300 Morrill Hall.

--Physical plant and investments committee, 3 p.m., Thursday, regents' room.

--Joint meeting of regents and faculty consultative committee, 5:30 p.m. Thurs-

day, Campus Club.

--Committee of the whole, 8:30 a.m., Friday, ~egents' room.

--Regular monthly meeting of the full board, 10~30 a.m., Friday, regents' room.

Other notable items on the agenda include tha approval of the memorandum of

understanding for financing the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, during

the educational policy and long-range planning committee meeting, and the discussion

of an intertm report on University outreach programs, Quring the committee of the

whole meeting. -UNS-
(AO,1,26,Bl)
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'u' EVENING CHILD CARE CIDfIER
OPENS REGISTRATION FOR SPRING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Registration is now open for the University of lfinnesota evening child care

center, which will be open four nights a week during spring quarter in the Armory

Building on the ltinneapo1is campus.

The center is licensed by the State of Minnesota and can accommodate 20 children

between the ages of 5 and 12. Hours are 5 to 10 p.m. Monday through Thursday. The

center is for the children of University students, staff and faculty members.

A project of the United Evening Educational Enhancement Program, the center

was last open a year ago and operated throughout the 1975-76 school year.

Quarterly fees range from $30 for one child one night a week to $165 for four

children four nights a week.

Judy Klammer} center coordinator, said that the center is staffed by student

volunteers whose activities at the center relate to their coursework.

For registration information, contact the United Evening Educational Enhance-

ment Program, 235 Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. SE., University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55455 or call 376-3042.

-Ul'1S-
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FIRST HEART TRANSPLANT
PEPYO~MED AT 'u' HOSPITALS

(FOR Un~DIATE RELEASE)

The 44-year-old man who received the state's first heart transplant Saturday at

University of Minnesota Hospitals is out of intensive care and is recovering in the

transplant unit.

The Twin Cities area man, who received his na~ heart in a five-hour operation,

was not expected to live another six months without the transplant, according to

University cardiologist Jay Cohn.

"~.Je recommended the transplant because his chances of survival should be

considerably improved," Cohn said.

Neither the recipient's nor the donor's names have been released, upon request

of the families. The donor was a male auto accident victim who died Saturday. His

two kidneys already have been transplanted to other patients, and his corneas are in

the Minnesota Lion's Eye Bank, awaiting transplantation later this month.

The heart recipient was admitted to University Hospitals about six weeks ago,

after he suffered a serious myocardial infarction. Because of the resulting wild

heart beats and the fact that his heart stopped about 20 times, he·was given massive

doses of Bretylium, an experimental heart drug, and could not leave the Hospitals'

coronary care unit.

The procedure, the first ever attempted in ~f~nnesota, began about 2 p.m. and

was completed about 7 p.m. According to John Najarian, head of surgery, the donor

was a better than hoped for match.

The transplant was a cooperative effort between cardiologists Jay Cohn, Charles

Jorgensen and Jeffrey Schwartz, and transplant surgeons Demetre Nicoloff, William

Lindsay, Charles Helton and Robert Emery.

(MORE)
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Richard Howard, a University surgeon who participated in three heart transplants

last year at Stanford, and Najarian are coordinating the post-operative care.

If all goes well, "he could be hospitalized about four weeks, or maybe a little

longer, because this is our first one," Najarian said.

The protocol for the transplant and follow-up care is similar to the procedures

pioneered by Norman Shumway of Stanford University.

Shumway has done more than half of the 225 heart transplants attempted in this

country and has the most active program by far, although there are five or six other

heart transplant centers in the ~rorld, Najarian said. Shumway's success rate after

one year is 70 per cent, and after three years is 50 per cent.

"There are other questions we ~~uld like to answer besides why heart transplant

recipients have a tendency to develop coronary-artery disease within three years of

their transplant," Najarian said. "For example, h0t'1 effective is our anti-rejection

serum, how important is tissue typin~, and can we corroborate Dr. Shumway's results?"

Najarian said this is the first transplant in a pro~ram he hopes will eventually

include five or six transplants a year.

The recipient has already survived the first critical point with his newheart-

he is out of intensive care and recovering from the strain of surgery, Najarian said.

The next crisis point could be expected in seven to 10 days if the recipient's

immune system tries to reject the grafted heart, he said.

"l-Te expect the rejection to be reversible because of our anti-rejection serum

and the diagnostic techniques we will be using that have been used successfully by

Dr. Shumway's team," Najarian said. "If be doesn't have a rejection crisis "Tithin

90 days, he should have smooth sailing."

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY POLICE REPORT
SLIGHT CRnIE INCREASE

(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)

Crime increased a little over four per cent last year on the University of

Minnesota Twin Cities campus, according to the annual report of the University

Police department.

The problem areas continued to be thefts of personal property, totaling

$113,138, and thefts of office equipment, valued at $57,927.

University police chief Eugene Wilson said that the theft problem is aggra-

vated by the ready availability of things to steal. Police reports indicate that

many of those items stolen--purses, books and various types of equipment--are left

unattended on tables, desks and in empty classrooms, despite repeated police appeals

to students, faculty and staff members.

Wilson said efforts will be stepped up to teach people on campus how to pro-

teet personal and University property. "Hopefully, we can impress on our citizens

that everyone does not have the same respect for other people's property," he said.

University police have begun visiting sorority houses to check house security

and to give lectures on self-protection and other crime prevention measures, the

report states. The program will be expanded to the dormitories this year.

The incidence of vandalism to campus buildings, and the number of fraudulent

checks written also increased last year.

About 100 cases of crimes against people were investigated by University

police during 1977. Seven more robburies occurred in 1977, and even smaller in-·

creases were reported for aggravated assault and misdemeanor sex offenses, such as

indecent conduct, sexual exposure and indecent liberties.

(MORE)
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The number of bicycles reported stolen decreased by six per cent from 1976,

and is down 41 per cent from the number stolen in 1975. Approximately half of all

the bicycles stolen on campus last year were licensed. Police arrested 37 juveniles

and 11 adults in connection with bicycle thefts during the year.

In his annual report, Wilson said the police department experienced new prob

lems during the Gopher football season as a result of excessive drinking at pre

game tailgate parties.

Wilson also said the department has received a number of inquiries regarding

its enforcement of the Minnesota Indoor Clean Air Act from other states contemplat

ing similar legislation. "Apparently we are the only police department which has

openly declared an obligation to enforce this type of law," Wilson said.

-Ults-
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WOMAN GOES FROM
RESERVATION TO MEDICIl\TE

By Ronaele Sayre
University News Service

The training of a medical doctor is a long process.

Lois Steele could have gone through that training twice during the dozen years

it took her to reach medical school.

It was not a direct or easy route from the Fort Peck Indian Reservation in north-

eastern Montana to the University of Minnesota Medical Schools in Duluth and the Twin

Cities.

In between, there was a distinguished career as a high school teacher, a college

teacher and administrator, recognition as an Houtstanding educator of America," and

service as director of a program to get other Native American students into medical

careers.

Today, as a first-year resident in family practice at Methodist Hospital in St.

Louis Park, Steele looks back on the things that have happened to her since she grew

up on the reservation, and admits hers has been an interesting life.

At 14, she worked in a pool hall on the reservation to help her mother raise

enough money to support six children. Her dreams were not of a medical career. "I

didntt even know what a doctor did," she said.

Because she did not speak or write, she was put in a class for "slow" children

on the reservation. "I had learned to talk with Japanese playmates when we lived in

Arizona and my father was with the Bureau of Indian Affairs at a Japanese detention

center. I was also left-handed and couldntt write with my right hand. The best al-

ternative was to just sit in class," she said.

When school officials later gave her a nonverbal IQ test, she was moved out of

the "slow" class.

Steelets harsh life on the reservation became a "whole different life" when oil

(HORE)
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was discovered on the family land. The change in the family financial status made

it possible for Steele to attend a Catholic boarding school in Illinois.

':It was there that I learned to study, II Steele said. "They had a set time for

lights out, but I don't need more than six hours of sleep a night. I rigged a study

lamp in the closet and studied in there." Her good grades made it possible for her

to choose her own room and roommate.

During the next few years, she took classes at colleges and universities in

North Dakota, Montana and Colorado, married and had two children.

Graduating in 1961 from Colorado College with a bachelor's degree in zoology

meant many hours of lab work and experiments, made more difficult by the challenge

of caring for her daughter. "I was a nursing mother, so I just took the baby, put

her in a papooseboard and hung her on the wall at the lab while I did the experi

ments. I also took her in the papooseboard to the zoo for class projects. She

doesn't like zoos to this day,n Steele said.

It was while teaching in a rural Montana community that Steele began to develop

an interest in medicine. liThe nearest doctor was 50 miles away, and in winter you

couldn't get there. A girl on the basketball team had a dislocated shoulder, and

there was nothing to do but pull it back into place," she recalled.

Steele took the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT), passing it without

realizing it is rumored to be one of the most traumatic experiences prospective

medical students must go through. Her application to various medical schools

brought interesting responses, and rejection.

"I was told that I was not a good candidate, despite my 3.8 grade point aver

age, too old at the age of 28, and lacking stability because I was divorced and the

mother of two children," she said.

She continued her teaching and her schooling, and after earning a master's

degree in biology from the University of Montana, became dean of women in 1970 at

Dawson College in Glendive, Mont. Two years later an offer came from the University

of North Dakota to assist with the InMed Program, aimed at getting Native Americans

into medical careers. Shortly after joining the program Steele became director.

(MORE)
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lilt itiwas very exc ng.
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We had a traveling medicine wagon that went to 22 res-

ervations, and developed a g8m& to show the Indian students the many challenges they

would encounter in pursuing a medical education," she said. About 30 of the students

they reached this way eventually went on to medical school, nearly half of the total

number of Native American doctors in the entire country.

She began applying to medical schools again, and in 1974, was accepted by the

University of Minnesota, Duluth, Medical School. She was 34 at the time she started

classes in medical school. At the end of her two years at Duluth, she was named

outstanding woman student in the medical school.

As a recipient of a Public Health Service Scholarship, Steele "owes" the Public

Health Service three years, but plans to make her career with that agency anyway.

Although her residency at suburban Methodist Hospital will not give her as

much contact with Native American patients as she might get at an inner city

hospital, Steele is eagerly looking forward to the next three years. III feel I am

going to learn the best medicine there is to learn,1l she said.

-UNS-
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MEl·IO TO NEWS PEOPLE
\

Snow Belt speakers from the United States, Canada, Sweden, Iceland, England and

Denmark will converge on a still-wintery Minneapolis, Minnesota, Sunday, March 19 ,

through Tuesday, March 21, for a conference on the "livab1ell winter city.

The conference is sponsored by the University of Minnesota and will be at the

Spring Hill Center, a few miles west of Minneapolis.

William Rogers, director of the University's World Affairs Center, has been

generating and collecting ideas submitted from allover the world. Suggestions on

making winter cities more pleasant range from coloring factory smoke pink to planting

more evergreen trees and building more skyways to connect buildings. The schedule

is as follows:

Sunday, Harch 19--3 p.m. "Introduction to the Winter City Concepts," William

Rogers; "The North American Winter City Today," Frederick Gutheim, George Washington

University, Washington, D.C ••

--8 p.m. llThe Livable Winter City Tomorrow," Edmund Bacon,

Vice President, Mondev International Ltd., Montreal.

Monday, March 20--9 a.m. "Building the New Alaskan Capitol," Roy Helms,

Executive Director, Alaska State Council on the Arts, Anchorage; "Coping with Dark-

ness, Wind, and Rain," Ole Svensson, Planning Consultant, Copenhagen.

--2 p.m. PThe Winter Garden: Landscaping for the Winter City,"

Glenn Ray, Executive Secretary, Minnesota State Horticultural Society; "Human

Activity in the Winter City," Graham Ashworth, University of Salford, Lancashire.

--8 p.m. "North of 600
," Boris Culjat, architect, Drottning-

holm, Sweden; Joseph Buslovich, architect-designer, Minneapolis, and Thordur

Thorbjarnarson, city engineer, ReykjaVik, Iceland.

Tuesday, March 21--9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Discussion groups, "Aspirations, Ideas,

Constraints: What Is To Be Done? Plans for Action. ll

(B1,8,E9,18;F17;Gl,2,3,4) -UNS-
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Richard D. Haines has been named editor of the University of liinnesota Alumni

News t effective June It 1976. Alumni News is sent to nearly 20 t OOO members of the

University Alumni Association.

Haines is currently editor of the K-Stater and director of university publi-

cations at Kansas State UniversitYt l1anhattan t Kan. He has held a variety of news

and public relations positions at The Wichita Eagle-Beacon~ Cessna Aircraft Company,

the Boeing CompanYt The Topeka Capital-Journal and The Pratt Daily Tribune.

He earned a master of arts degree in journalism and mass communication at the

University of Minnesota in 1976 t and a bachelor of science degree in technical

journalism at Kansas State UniversitYt Manhattan, Kan. t in 1958.

During his career t Haines was won six major professional honors t including a

Time-Life Magazine Achievement Award in 1969.

-m.Js-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, UIl'ffiEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
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Sun., Barch 12---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: "Batik, Batik, Batik" by Joan
Gray, Kay Lemke and Carolyn Peterson, North Star Gallery; Oils and Water
colors by Faith Lowell, Rouser Room Gallery; Jewelry by Dwight Hy1e, display
cases. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-10 p.m. Sun. Through March 31. Free.

Sun., iiarch l2---Jagues Gallery: "Rails of the World It by J. Fenwick Lansdowne.
Bell ~luseum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Aeril 9. Free.

Sun., March l2--Natural History Films: "The Right Whale: An Endangered Species"
and "And So Ends." Bell Uuseum of Natural History aud. 1:30 and 3 p.m. Free.

Sun., liarch 12---Chamber l1usic: Woodwind Ensemble. Scott Hall aud. 8 p.m. Free.

l'1on., March l3---Book Exhibit: "The Literary Men's Painting: Four Great Yuan
Masters. II East Asian Library, Wilson Library. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.
5 p.m. Sat. Through March. Free.

Mon., March l3---Goldstein Gallery: Nigerian Handcrafted Textiles. McNeal Hall.
a a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through I~rch 17. Free.

Mon., March 13---Coffman Gallery: "At the End of :Hy Rope," Fibers and Batiks by
Roberta Kramer, Gallery I, through Harch 31; "Windows, Doors, and Stairways,"
Sculpture and Drawing by l<aren Singer and Tom Donch, Gallery II, through ~~rch

30. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free.

Mon., March 13---Natural History Films: "The Right Whale: An Endangered Species"
and IIAnd So Ends. 11 Bell l{useum of Natural History aud. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., l1arch l4---Fi1m: "Night of the Living Dead." 110 Anderson Hall. 2: 30 and
7:30 p.m. Free:-

Thurs., March l6---Film: "Magic Christian." 310 Anderson Hall. 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Free.

-UNS-
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lUi MAY SEEK TUITION FREEZE,
AID TO ARTS AND SCIENCES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath said rising tuition costs and

declining support for the arts and sciences will be taken into account when the Uni-

versity prepares its request for the 1979 Legislature.

Magrath said that University officials will document the impact of a partial

freeZe on tuition. Tuition has continued to increase because it is set at a per-

centage of the University's instructional budget. Currently, tuition pays about

24.5 per cent of the University's instructional costs, with the rest coming from

legislative appropriations.

At the same time, Magrath released the administration's plan for a roughly 8

per cent tuition increase next fall. Tuition for resident college of Liberal Arts

students, for example, would increase from $254 to $271 per quarter. Nonresident

tuition would increase from $724 to $772. The percentage increases would be

slightly higher in other areas.

The tuition increases, as part of the 1978-79 budget plan, as well as the plans

for the 1979-81 biennial request, are subject to approval of the Board of Regents

next month. They were presented to the board for information Friday.

Magrath said that the biennial request should also take into account the impact

of budget cuts that have resulted from declining enrollments in some areas of the

University.

"I am upset that certain types of programs, most particularly those in some

areas of the basic sciences, arts, and humanities, as well as some of the social

sciences, find it difficult to attract easy public support for their needs," he said.

l1agrath said that he would try to give "special emphasis" to the basic sciences

and programs within the College of Liberal Arts that "are often the least understood

and the least popular when it comes to funding decisions and support. 1i eLA lost

$360,733 from its budget base in the current retrenchment.
(AO.l.14:Bl.lO:CO.l,nO.l:F.15) -UNS-
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'U' TO VOTE STOCK
ON AFRICA RESOLUTIONS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota will vote its stock in favor of shareholder resolu-

tiona that prohibit expansion of the involvement of American corporations in South

Africa. The action was taken Friday by the Board of Regents on five resolutions in-

volving nine corporations in which the University owns stock.

"We will be asking these corporations to refrain from further expansion in South

Africa, because expansion would be an expression of confidence in the present govern-

ment," said Board Chairperson Wenda Hoore of Hinneapolis.

IiSouth Africa is unique and for most of us the present situation in that country

defies definition, II she said. HWith the Rhodesian resolution, nowhere else in the

world is a government based on racism--the exploitation of the black majority by a

white minority.!'

University President C. Peter Magrath supported the position that was forwarded

to the regents by a faculty-student committee on social responsibility in investments.

Their recommendations were over the opposition of Donald P. Brown, University vice

president for finance.

Brown and the regents who dissented on three of the resolutions said the Univer-

sity should follow its normal procedure of abstaining on controversial resolutions to

call attention to the issue.

liThis is not a disagreement over objectives but a disagreement over tactics,1I

Brown said. "We have no economic power per se. The number of shares we own is

trivial. The only power we have is to debate and publicize these issues. It is

important to know that, if management of a company opposes the proxy, it will not

pass. ,;

(110RE)
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Magrath said the University Ilcrossed a line;' to advocating a position on the

proxies when it actively pushed for adoption of the Sullivan principles by companies

in which it holds stock. The Sullivan principles, named for a General Motors

board member, call for equal employment practices by American corporations having

operations in South Africa.

The board unanimously passed resolutioris to ask the First National Bank of

Boston to cease loaning money to the government of South Africa and a call for dis

closure of bank loans to the government and private investors by Citicorp, Continen

tal Illinois and the J. P. Morgan companies.

The Regents voted 6~3 on whether to require Eastman Kodak to cease selling film

to the government because it is used for identification cards and whether to ask

U.S. Steel not to expand its mining and processing operations in the country.

Regents Lauris Krenik of Madison Lake and Lloyd Peterson of Paynesville, who

voted against these resolutions, said that, since the corporations supported the

Sullivan statement, an expansion of their operations would provide increased jobs

for blacks.

The board voted 8-1 on a proposal to prohibit three oil companies--Mobil,

Standard Oil of California and Texaco--from selling oil to South Africa for resale

to Rhodesia in violation of the United Nations ban on sales to Rhodesia.

-UNS-
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MAGRATH URGES
NCAA REFORM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath Monday called for Congres

sional action to reform the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) if the

agency does not reform itself.

In his prepared testimony, Magrath told the House Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations about the l'enornouB powers and questionable practices" that the

NCAA used against the University during a two-year controversy over the eligibility

of three basketball players.

Magrath charged that Gopher center Mychal Thompson was "singled ouea for harsh

treatment. Thompson's eight-game suspension for selling his complimentary tickets

"remains on the record books as the most severe sanction ever accorded in such a

situation," Magrath said.

lilt is clear that he--and, to a lesser extent, Mr. (David) Winey and Mr. (Phil)

Saunders--was singled out to pay two additional debts, the first incurred by an

overzealous basketball coach who had escaped unpunished, and the second incurred

by a University administration that had resisted the NCAA's coercive enforcement

procedures,1l he said.

Magrath said that the coach, Bill Musselman, had left the University when the

NCAA began its investigation and that the second "debe was related to statements

made by Magrath and University Vice President Stanley Kegler about the NCAA.

Magrath said that the NCAA criticized a statement in which he solicited funds

to pay legal fees in the court fight against the NCAA. He spoke during halftime

at a Gopher football game.

"Less than three days later, I received a terse letter from the assistant

director of the association requesting that I provide him with a verbatim copy of

my halftime remarks and, furthermore, that I send him copies of any public remarks

that I had made previously, or would make at any time, regarding the NCAA.

"Again, the implicit message was clear: I should not engage in such unsports

manlike behavior as publicly criticizing the organization--regardless of what the

First Amendment to the Constitution declares, 11 Magrath said.

(MORE)
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Magrath said that the NCAA used "what amounts to competitive blacklisting" to

force the University to declare players Winey anc Thompson ineligible. After the

University lost its appeal to the Eighth:Circuit Court in St. Louis, it was willing

to go to the U.S. Supreme Court.

"But, ultimately, we could not match the next ante in the NCAA's power play tac

tics; we could not risk the right of every basketball player in the Big Ten Confer

ence to participate in post-season NCAA tqurnaments, and that was precisely the

decision confronting the University on Oc~. 24, 1977, the day the Assembly Committee

on Intercollegiate Athletics reluctantly voted to declare Mychal Thompson and David

Winey ineligible," he said.

Magrath said that, had the University acted otherwise, the other Big Ten

schools would have been faced with a choice between refusing to compete with the

Minnesota basketball team or having their teams put on probation.

"So in the end,ll Magrath said, "I'm afraid we buckled under to the pressure.

I'm afraid we could not say to all the basketball players in the Big Ten Conference

that we were willing to sacrifice their rights because of our troubles with the
NCAA. I:

Magrath said the NCAA is a "protected monopolyll that maintains its power in part

through annual distribution of $24 million in television revenue to its members,

many of wham have financially pressed athletic programs.

"University administrators and athletic directors are well attuned to this harsh

economic reality and are understandably reluctant to jeopardize an ireportant source

of supplemental income by resigning from the association.

IlThey also realize that institutional probation can be equally catastrophic,

resulting in denial of national television coverage, the forfeiture of an important

recruiting vehicle, and the loss of critical revenue," he said.

By singling out some schools for "intimidationll and "threats of reprisals, I;

the association impresses all of its members with the ~nsequences of questioning

the NCAA, Hagrath said.

"The real tragedy, of course, is that in attempting to punish an institution or

its administration, the NCAA often tramples upon those individuals the organization

is pledged to protect, namely, the student athletes, 'I he said.

Magrath said that one !ltop ranking i1 NCAA official said the University could

hold due process hearings for the athletes charged with wrongdoing as long as the

players were found guilty.

"The 'right decision,' as he went on to explain, was to fulfill our institution

al obligation to the NCAA and only then to worry about the facade of due precess,"

Magrath said.

(rlORE)
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ill could not help but conclude that this officer was far less interested in

constitutional or legal principles than he was in impressing upon me the high cost

of membership in his organizatio~. Unfortunately, the dues he demanded could only

be paid by sacrificing the rights of the three students," Magrath saido

Magrath admitted that the University made some mistakes in its dealings with

the NCAA, particularly in advising Thompson that he did not need to be present at

the first hearing on his eligibility.

But, he said, neither the basic issues nor the implications of certain actions

were.as clear and understandable at the time as they are today.

"My conclusion, Mr. Chairman, is both considered and sobering: If the National

Collegiate Athletic Association cannot reform itself--and that is my personal pre

ference--then Congress must intervene and mandate such an action," Nagrath told the

committee.

"Any enforcement agency whose practices and procedures, at best, are ineffective

and, at worst, violate the very principles they are intended to further, must be

reformed or replaced," he said.

Also present at the hearing were: Kegler, Thompson, Winey, Saunders, former

University hockey player Reed Larson and his attorney, Ron Simon, and Paul Giel,

director of intercollegiate athletics.

-UNS-
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FOODS RESEARCHER TO RECEIVE
'u· ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)

Foods research specialist Pauline Paul will receive the University of Minne-

sota's Outstanding Achievement Award (OAA) Thursday, March 30, in a ceremony follow-

ing an alumni dinner of the colleges of agriculture, forestry and home economics.

Paul, who earned a master's degree in foods research from the University in

1937, was nominated for the OAA by the College of Home Economics. Vice President

Henry Koffler will present the award at the Alumni Club, on the 50th floor of the

IDS Center, about 8 p.m.

Now director of the School of Human Resources and Family Studies at the Univer-

sity of Illinois, Paul has been a researcher, teacher and administrator in private

industry and at the University of Nebraska, the University of California, Davis, and

Michigan State University. She went to Peru to participate in an AID mission on

food and nutrition problems.

She is co-author of a textbook, "Food Theory and Applications, Ii and author of

an Encyclopaedia Britannica section on food preservation. Paul earned a Ph.D. degree

from Iowa State University and has received many awards and honors in her field.

-UNS-
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ELECTRIC FISH: MORE THAN
A FLASH IN THE PAN

By Janet C. Morse
University News Service

Eavesdropping on a group of fish can be an electrifying experience. Two species

of freshwater fish have developed a distinctive way of communicating via electrical

signals.

Researchers would like to know what the fish are saying to each other. By plac-

ing an electrode in the water~ they can hear the electrical signals, which s'Ound like

radio static. The challenge is to figure out the meaning of the messages conveyed by

these zaps and buzzes.

Carl Hopkins, assistant professor of ecology and behavioral biology at the Uni-

versity of t1innesota, Twin Cities, has received funds to study and identify relation-

ships between electrical communication and social behavior.

Most animals use sounds or visual signals to exchange information. The fish

Hopkins is studying are the only known species that communicate naturally using

electrical impulses.

Since this rare exchange system was discovered only 20 years ago, not much is

known about how it evolved or what the various types of signals mean.

The species under investigation are found in Africa and South America. Both

groups are known to possess highly specialized organs for transmitting and receiving

electrical impulses.

A primary goal of the research project is to determine how ecological conditions

influence the evolution of animal communication systems.

Because of the dark, murky water in which these fish live, other, more common

modes of communication would be ineffective. Electric. current, however, seems to

work very well. liThe signals are conducted almost instantaneously from sender to

(MORE)
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receiver and appear to be broadcast in all directions, '1 Hopkins said.

The range of the signals is limited to approximately one meter, but the signals

are relatively unaffected by objects lying in their path.

Hopkins also hopes to determine how the fish process the electrical information

they receive. ~roat does a long buzz and a short click mean? Have they developed

their own version of the Morse code?

At present, little is known about the information transmitted by the signals.

But when electrocommunication was observed in the gymnotid fishes of South America,

researchers found that this communication follows a stimulus-response pattern.

Attacks and aggressive displays often follow periods of rapid, high frequency

transmission. And dominant fish transmit at a higher frequency than subordinates.

According to Hopkins, nsignals may correlate with an animal's position within

or off its territory,with the proximity of rivals, competitors. mates or members of

the same social group. II Both species of l;electrical" fish are capable of modulating

the frequency of the pulse discharge. This ability to adjust the rate of current

enables a fish to vary its message from a mating call to a battle cry.

One theory currently being tested is that the fish use the pulse as a "signa

ture'J to identify themselves to their peers. When the signals are viewed on an

oscilloscope--an instrument much like a television that shows electrical current as

a wave of light--the shape of the wave is characteristic of the sex and species of

the fish under observation. The pattern may range from an almost straight line to

one with many dips and curves.

Because the electrical signals are relatively easy to monitor and study, in

comparison with other modes of communication, Hopkins may be able to formulate some

general rules of sensory processing that can be applied to human functioning. liThe

study of electroreception should provide much new information about nervous inte

gration and stimulus filtering," Hopkins said.

(l10RE)
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>-'- Other species of fish, including catfish, have electroreceptors (organs that

receive electrical signals), but they do not have organs that produce current. The

electroreceptors may represent the beginning of a primitive system that would some

day lead to the sophisticated exchange described above.

Although there has been no evidence of this phenomenon in Minnesota, many lakes

have never been checked for electrical activity among their inhabitants.

-m~s-
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INSTITUTE AT U OF ~

TO TRAUT AGAINST SEXIS:'1

(FOR II1HEDIATE RLLEASE)

A national institute on sex bias in education will be held at the University

of 11innesota, ~lin Cities, June 13 through 17. The purpose of the institute is to

teach educators methods of reducing sex bias and ways to expand career options for

both sexes throuBh education.

Two educational leaders from each state will be selected to attend. Nominations

will be accepted until 11arch 31.

Conducted by Project BOID~ FREE, a U.S. Office of Education program, the insti~

tute is open to educators from elementary and secondary schools and institutions of

higher education. Participants will be trained to teach others when they return to

their schools.

For applications write to Project BORtI FREE National Institute, 240 Burton Hall,

178 Pillsbury Dr. SE., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455, or call

Prof. L. Sunny IIansen at (612) 373-0202 or Beverly Mills-Novoa at (612) 373-5558.

-UNS-
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'u' TECrll~OLOGY ALm~~I TO I1EET

(FOR Il1HEDIATE RELEASE)

Company politics--or how to avoid getting caught in the political meat grinder

at work--will be the subject of a luncheon meeting Wednesday, March 29, at noon in

the Sheraton Hotor Inn" Lloomington.

The prozram, the first in a series of three on politics in organizations, is

open to all alumni of the University of 111nnesota's Institute of Technology and

their guests. The cost is $5 per person.

The speaker, Blaine Cooke, is a professor of business administration at the

University and former senior vice president for marketing at Trans World Airlines.

For reservations, call the Ilinnesota Alumni Association at 373-2466.
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373-3879

Reproduction through nuclear transplantation--the procedure commonly known as

cloning--is the subject of a scientific work to be published in June by the Univer-

sity of Minnesota Press.

~loning~ Nuclear Transplantation in Amphibia by Robert G. IlcKinnel1 will be the

first published monograph devoted exclusively to a study of the cloning procedure.

HcKinnell, professor of genetics and cell biology on the University of Hinnesota's

Twin Cities campus~ reviews the methods and results of nuclear transplantation ex-

periments with amphibia.

tlcKinnell, who has been studying cloning for 20 years, said that nuclear trans-

plantation so far has been successful 6nly in lower animals, such as afloebae) nnd

among higher animals, in frogs, toads, and salamanders. The first successful nuclear

transplantation experiments in higher animals) which took place in Philadelphia 25

years ago, utilized the common leopard frog) he said.

Even if it were technically feasible to do so, there is no need to produce a

human being through the cloning procedure, McKinnel1 said. He explained that} as

a scientist; he performs cloning experiments to gain new understanding of or answers

to particular questions, and that asexual reproduction is not one of the objectives.

Fundamental questions relating to cell differentiation) cancer, development of

the immune response and aging can be addressed through existing cloning techniques

with amphibian species. It is not necessary to wait for the development of comparable

techniques for use with mammals such as rabbits or mice, he said.

The cost of research is a major consideration, he said. A cloning laboratory

that uses frogs is far less expensive to operate than, for example, a mouse labora-

tory devoted to mammalian experiments. (HORE)
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McKinnell said the clonine procedure involves inserting hereditary material-

the nucleus of a cell--into an egg that has been deprived of its maternal chromo

somes. Frogs genetically identical to nucleus donors have been produced in such

experiments.

In his book, McKinnell points out that results of the cloning technique are

often oversimplified and are sometimes misleading, and he discusses conditions that

may lead to success or failure in achieving cloning.

An extensive section on methodology deals with preparation of microscopic

tools, micromanipulation procedure, husbandry and reproductive biology of amphibians,

dissociation of donor cells and activation and enucleation of mature ova.

The work, which will be priced at $22.50, is generously illustrated.

-UlIJS-
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MYSTICAL DEVOTIONAL MUSIC
OF PAKISTAN TO BE PERFORMED

(FOR nnmDIATE RELEASE)

Qawwali music--mystical devotional songs of Pakistan--will be performed by the

Sabri brothers and a group of musicians in a concert at 8 p.m. Wednesday, March 29,in

175 Willey Uall on the University of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus.

The program is sponsored by the.South Asian Music Student Association. Tickets

will be sold at the door. Admission is $4 (students $3).

Qa~fali songs combine Persian mystical poetry and Hindi devotional verse. The

songs are the devotional music of Sufism, a mystical branch of Islam, and are per-

formed mainly in Urdu, the language of Pakistan.

Qawwali songs praise Allah, the prophet Muhammad and the Islamic saints and

tell of mystical love. At the beginning of each song, the soloist chooses passages

from well-known poems. The instruments--two harmoniums and several types of drums--

spin rhythmic patterns and follow the who improvises on his original theme.

Although Qawwali music originated in religious practices, it has also become a

popular form of music in Islamic countries. The Sabri brothers troupe has appeared

throughout Asia and Europe and toured the United States in 1975.

-U1I1S-
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'u ' TECrll~OLOGY ALm~~I TO 11EET

(FOR I!1HEDIATE RELEASE)

Company politics--or how to avoid getting caught in the political meat grinder

at work--will be the subject of a luncheon meeting Wednesday, March 29, at noon in

the Sheraton Hotor Inn~ Bloomington.

The program, the first in a series of three on politics in organizations, is

open to all alumni of the University of rlinnesota's Institute of Technology and

their guests. The cost is $5 per person.

The speaker, Blaine Cooke, is a professor of business administration at the

University and former senior vice president for marketing at Trans World Airlines.

For reservations, call the Ilinnesota Alumni Association at 373-2466.
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SILVERSTEIii AT 'u'

(FOR Ir1UEDIATE RELEASE)

Violinist Joseph Silverstein will present a master class at the University

of Minnesota, Twin Cities, from 9 a.m. to noon Friday. }1arch 31, in Scott Hall

auditorium. There will be no admission charge.

Silverstein is an assistant conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. He

frequently conducts the Boston Symphony and Boston Pops, as well as other major

orchestras.
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FUNGUS CAUSES SWINE INFERTILITY
BUT NAY HELP HUffAJ:JS

By H. V. Santelman
University Hett1s Service

Many substances produced by lowly fungi have had profound effects on humans.

Penicillin is probably the best known, and LSD is another.

Although zearalenone, an estrogen produced by fungi of the genus Fusarium, may

never have the impact on human society that penicillin and LSD have had, it is po-

tentia1ly important.

For a long time, veterinarians and hog farmers were concerned about production

problems in breeder swine. Something was causing infertility in brood sows and

swelling of the vulva and mammary glands in gilts. Something ~as having a feminizing

effect on young males, causing their testes to atrophy and their mammary glands to

enlarge. A qUick study of the symptoms caused researchers to suspect that some kind

of estrogen was involved.

In the 1930s the problem was first linked to the animals' consumption of moldy

grain, especially corn. But what substance in the corn was the cause? No one knew

for sure.

Then in 1963, on the University of Minnesota's ~lin Cities campus, plant pathol-

ogists Clyde Christensen and Chester Mirocha cultured the fungus in the laboratory

and succeeded in isolating the compound responsible for the farmers' production

losses. It was zeara1enone and it was indeed an estrogen, although not the same kind

of estrogen ,produced by animals.

iVhen grain infected with the fungus Fusarium was stored in a cool place, the

fungus produced relatively large amounts of zearalenone. Pigs that ate the grain

received a dose of estrogen as well.

But the story does not end here. Because zeara1enone is an estrogen, some of its

derivatives have been tested for use as oral contraceptives. One derivative,
(MORE)
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Frideron, is being used in Europe to alleviate postmenopausal discomforts. Some forms

of zearalenone may even be effective i~ treating certain types of breast cancer.

~IWe are testing to see if we can get regression of cancerous growth-with some

success--although we haven't had very good remission so far,P said Mirocha, who is

now working with David Kiang of the oncology department on this aspect of the drug's

use.

Aside from its potential as a beneficial agent, zearalenone still causes concern

because of its possible toxic effects. This concern primarily is about domestic ani

mals) since they are more likely to consume poor quality grain than humans are.

Mirocha and H. J. Kurtz, a veterinary pathologist at the University, have investi

gated the effects of zearalenone on swine and are researching the retention of the

drug in an animal's body. This year they are expanding their research to include

dairy cattle.

"We have had many complaints from dairy farmers of abortions from unknown causes.

We hope to be able to account in part for some of the infertility problems, n Mirocha

said.

The Food and Drug Administration is concerned about possible human consumption of

zearalenone. Tha FDA wants to know if it is present in the cereal products we ~at

and if it is possible that zearalenone builds up in animal tissue or dairy products.

If it is present in the human food chain, at what level might it produce toxic

effects? Small amounts of zearalenone have been found in cornflakes and cornmeal in

Canada, Hirocha said, but so far there is no evidence of its having had any toxic

effects.

Should we worry about consuming zeara1enone? ~:As far as we know, it has been

around as long as corn has been around,il Kurtz said. 'The difference is that now we

know about it. I still feel safe eating my bo\-ll of cornflakes) even though it's

possible that a little moldy grain may have gotten in along the way."

11irocha, Kurtz and others are working to answer the questions that remain about

the drug's effects on human and animal health and to discover just how it produces

those effects.
-UNS-
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WI1ITER OVER BUT NOT FORGOTTEN~

EXPERTS PLAN AHEAD

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

"Blossom by blossom the spring begins.' But winter's rigors are not forgotten

in the Snow Belt.

International speakers converged on IIinnesota this week to propose ideas for

making winter more livable next year and from now on.

They proposed, among other things, decorating cities and neighborhoods with

orange flags and red telephone po1es~ using evergreen trees as brakes against winter

winds, producing sunglasses equipped with defrosting fluid, lacing the city with

airborne, enclosed sidewalks. and spending a lot of time in bed.

Ideas like these; some presented seriously, others more than a little fanci

fully, fle"1 like snowflakes in a final blizzard during the ';livable winter cityH

conference organized by University of liinnesota world affairs professor William

Rogers. Conference participants met at--you guessed it--the Spring Hill Center in

Orono, Hinn.

Ole Svensson, a planning consultant from Copenhagen, described how Denmark copes

with its winters of rain, wind and darkness (the January sun in Denmark shines only

slightly more than six hours a day).

"Don't fight it--accept it," Svensson said, shot-Ting slides of indoor plazas and

covered sidewalks. present in even the smallest Danish to\qns.

In one Danish town. trees planted in "green belts l
: stripe the city and brake

the vigorous North Atlantic winds. Simulated wind tunnels are used to test new

housing designs too, and new homes often are painted bright red or blue, to join

many of the older houses of warm red bricl~ and red tile roofs,' Svensson saiel.

;'Danish people don't welcome the winter with outdoor sports the wy the Nor

wegians do, thouBh,i he said. "Ue pay more attention to the interior environment

of our houses and to indoor recreation. l

Sharing one's outdoor recreation with moose and grizzly bears was part of the

presentation of Roy Helms. executive director of the Alaskan State Council on the

Arts. Alaskans will vote next fallon a bond issue to build a new capitol city. he

said, possibly with ;:green belt transie' areas planned to accommodate migrating

moose herds.

(HORE)
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llArchitects aren vt trained to build in the north,;: Helms said. Sunshine and

natural beauty should be maximized in northern architecture and beauty should not be

considered an extravagance.

Natural wool and gold colors, traditionally the favorites in Norse and Aoglo

Saxon saeas, should be used in enclosed city parks arid large public rooms in apart

ment bUildings) according to Frederick Gutheim~ professor at George Washington Uni

versity.

Guthelm stressed the difficulty of I;melting the bureaucracy;' enough to warm up

winter. Sometimes up to 140 separate actions and decisions may be required to make

a single change, he said.

Hore Snow Belt radicals are being molded in the f:hotbed" of winter city schools,

\Jilliam Rogers added. He brought to the conference samples of art and ideas sent to

him by school children from allover the world. Drawings of yellow and orange

fences. brightly decorated fireplugs, llwinter people" with antennae to be used as

direction finders in blizzards, and furry warm mustaches were among his samples.

Rogers recommends warm colors like brown and orange, and materials like brick

and wood for winter city architecture. Energy could be saved by building more under

ground offices and parking~ and evergreens should be planted more extensively for

color~ warmth and fresh air) he said.

Snow Belt cities have to catch up with their Sun Belt colleagues, Rogers said.

People living in the southern parts of the world had to develop cool buildings in

the centuries before the air conditioners. But northerners, who invented the stove

5,000 years before the air conditioner came on the scene~ just threw more wood on

the fire.

It may be time to throw more ideas on the fire instead, he said, adding that

next winter is only a few months away.

-Ul'lS-
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SHOKING IS 'UNCOOL' HAY BE
BEST ARGUMEET FOR TEENS

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

How would you go about convincing a group of teenagers not to smoke?

Would you warn them that smoking causes cancer, emphysema and heart diseaRe?

Or, would you tell them that smoking causes bad breath and yellow teetn,burns holes

in clothes and makes a person sickening to kiss?

If you chose the first option, consider this: most teens think they are going to

live forever, and the teen years are the beginning of the "what do adults know, any-

~lay? "attitude.

Adolescents also are very interested in being :'cool' and I1with it.;' This is

undoubtedly why so many start to smoke, in spite of all the anti-smoking campaigns

they have been bombarded with since early childhood.

It is also the reason why researchers at the University of Minnesota. Twin

Cities, think a Ilsmoking is ugly and uncool il campaign might work best.

ObViously. health warnings are not working very well. Most beginning seventh

graders do not smoke, yet one junior high school principal estimates that by the time

ninth graders leave his school, a third of the girls and a quarter of the boys are

regular smokers.

Other tactics in the war against smoking are needed. The health of generations

depends on finding the most effective tools of persuasion.

Researchers at the Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene and department of social

pharmacy are testing the hypothesis that peer influence and social arguments are

effective in preventing early teens from starting the smoking habit.

Cardiologist Russell Leupker and social psychologist C. Anderson Johnson have

chosen 1~600 seventh graders from four Robbinsdale, 11inn., junior high schools to

participate in RASP, the Robbinsdale Anti-Smoking Project.

(MORE)
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In three of the schools, several techniques designed to discour~Ge snokin~ are

being tried. Students in the fourth school will serve as a control group.

t~en school opened last fall, the researchers determined the number of seventh

graders in the four schools who were already smokers, through self-reports and

thiocyanate saliva tests.

In school A, they used questionnaires to identify the seventh graders who were

looked up to the most by their classmates. These ;'peer opinion leaders,;; as social

psycholoGist Johnson calls them, spent a day in seminars at the University of rtinne-

sota.

"The program focused on the immediate consequences of smoking, such as smelly

breath and yellow teeth, not on the cancer they might get 30 years from nOl-I,"

Johnson said. .IIt was educational, but at times it was almost like a revival meet-

ing.'

During the seminar, the seventh grade opinion leaders also prepared videotaped

anti-smoking ricommercials,;' which dealt with difficult smoking situations. One

commercial, for instance, demonstrates how a teen can turn down a proffered cigarette

and still be cool.

Seventh graders in school A have viewed these tapes, in which the kids they

admire tell them that smoking is dumb. They are also participating in small group

discussions on smoking, led by the opinion leaders trained for this task at the

seminar. In addition, half the students in school A will be asked to write a short

argument against smoking. A composite videotape of these arguments made by the kids,

themselves, will be shown to the whole class.

Cardiologist Luepker hopes that this study will have useful applications in

other areas~ as well.

\;Cigarette smoking is a drug behavior--it' s just more socially acceptable than

other drugs,;' he said. liThe things learned in this study should be applicable to

other drug behavior. This isn't research just for the sake of research. We're

trying to develop something that can be used in real classrooms in the real world.::

-UHS
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'u' LIBRARIES RECEIVE
STEINBECK COLLECTION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A comprehensive collection of books and other material by and about Nobel-

Prize-winning American author John Steinbeck has been given to the University of

Minnesota by Milton H. Altman, a St. Paul book collector.

Appraised by a New York rare book dealer at a value of $39,085, the collection

consists of more than 600 books, several hundred periodicals, a large quantity of

clippings, pamphlets, photographs and some letters and manuscripts.

All first editions and many later editions of Steinbeck's novels, collections

of short stories, plays and non-fiction works are in the Altman collection, along

with Steinbeck's contributions published in other books and periodicals. The

collection also includes a great deal of biographical and critical material about

the author.

Austin McLean, Chief of Special Collections for the University Libraries, said

the gift is the most important literary collection donated to the University in many

years and will be an important resource for Steinbeck scholars.

"This ranks as one of the finest Steinbeck collections ever to be assembled,"

McLean said. HEach volume has been kept in near mint condition."

Steinbeck received'the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1962. His works include

"The Pastures of Heaven," ';Tortilla Flat," "In Dubious Battle, II "Of Mice and Men,"

"The Red Pony," "The Grapes of Wrath, It !'Cannery Row" and many short stories.

The collection is maintained in the Special Collections and Rare Books division

in Wilson Library.

The library is open to the public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF IU:.-mESOTA, HIi.f.JEAPOLIS Al:m ST. PAUL Cl\l1PUS EVENTS
March 26-April 1

I :'-I

I
f

Sun., darch 26---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: "Batik, Batik, Batik!: by Joan
Gray, Kay Lemke and Carolyn Peterson, Harth Star Gallery; Oils and Water
colors by Faith Lowell, Rouser Room Gallery; Jewelry by ~light Hyle, display
cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Hon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through i1arch 31. Free.

Sun., j::iarch 26---Jaques Gallery: "Rails of the Horld" by J. Fentiick Lansdmme.
Bell i'luseum of Hatural llistory. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. !lon.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Through April 9. Free.

Han., i.-larch 27---Book Exhibit: \;The Literary 101en' s Painting: Four Great Yuan
llasters. ,! East Asian Library, Wilson Library. 8 a.m.-S p.m. rion.-Frio, 9 a.m.
5 p.m. Sat. Through Harch. Free.

Hon., Harch 27---Coffman Gallery ~ I;At the End of Hy Rope," Fibers and Batiks by
Roberta K.ramer, Gallery I, through Barch 31; "l-1indows, Doors, and Stairways,"
Sculpture and Drawing by Karen Singer and Tom uonch, Gallery II, through March
30. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. llon.-Frio Free.

lIon., i1arch 27---i1usic: Lazy Bill Lucas. North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student
Center. lioon. Free.

t~ed., Harch 29---Jazz and Poetry: IlUotherchild. a The ~-Jhole Coffeehouse, Coffman
Union. 8 p.m. Free.

Thurs., lfarch 30---Demonstration: Climbing, by !1ark Terrell. St. Pnu1 Student
CenL:r. Joan. Free.

Sat., April l---TI1e Whole Coffeehouse: Sun Ra, jazz piano. Coffman Union. 7:30
p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at rlSA TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue (loon Records
and at the door.

-UHS-
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'STAR OF BETHLEHEM' EXPERT
TO BE HONORED BY FUlm

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact W. R. HAFLING, 373-7514

University of Minnesota astronomy professor Karlis Kaufmanis will be honored

with a fund in his name, the Kaufmanis Speakers' Fund.

Sponsored by the department of astronomy, the fund honors Kaufmanis' 27 years

of public lectures on astronomy, and in particular his l'Star of Bethlehem" lecture.

Kaufmanis will retire this June.

During his tenure at the University, Kaufmanis has given more than 90t) public

lectures, authored or co-authored 20 textbooks, and taught more than 26,000 students

in his introductory astronomy course. He has been awarded the College of Liberal

Arts Distinguished Teacher Award, an all-University award for outstanding service

to the education of students, the Katie Award for the best performance on Minnesota

Educational Television, and has had a scholarship established in his name by the

students of Gustavus Adolphus College.

Contributions to the Kaufmanis Speakers t Fund may be sent to the University

of Minnesota Foundation, 107 Walter Library, 117 Pleasant St. SE., Minneapolis,

Minn. 55455. The fund will be used to bring distinguished scientists and lecturers

to the University of Minnesota to promote public education in astronomy.

-OOS-
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WILL RESEARCH FI~mINGS

DISAPPOINT GrNSENG ROOTERS?

By Michael Finley
University news Service
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What costs $100 a pound, grows under sheds, is an endangered species, supposedly

cures all ills, and looks like a naked woman?

The answer: ginseng root. Immensely popular in the Orient, where it is drunk

like soda pop for a qUick pick-roe-up, ginseng has only a vague reputation as a health

food item in the United States.

The wild ginseng root, classified recently as an endangered species, used to

command prices up to $100 a pound. As a cash crop, the root must be gro~m in the

shade~ often under sheds. And ginseng lore has it that the most healthful roots are

those that most closely resemble the female form.

Despite ginseng lore and the claims of health food stores, very little is known

about the plant from a scientific point of vic,~. Emil Staba, professor of pharmacog-

nosy in the University of 11innesota College of Pharmacy, is one of only a few re-

searchers in the Western world who are taking a hard look at ginseng.

Staba has been studying ginseng for seven years. Working with doctoral candidate

Edith Chen, fellow pharmacy faculty member Ronald Sawchuck, and a pair of Wisconsin

ginseng farmers, Staba has made three si8nificant contributions to scientific ginseng

literature.

His first contribution was a technique for growing ginseng tissue culture in a

laboratory. Although similar work was under way in the Soviet Union and in Japan, it

was unclear whether ginseng could actually be grown this way.

Unlike field cultivation. in which seeds grow into full plants, laboratory

tissue culture starts with a blob of ginseng in the hope of ending up with a bigger

blob. Although the blob doesnVt look like an actual ginseng root--which sometimes

really does resemble the human form--it has all the chemical properties of the full

plant. (MORE)
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The second contribution came from Chen's doctoral project on the chemical makeup

of ginseng. Staba set up experiments in which the paths of radioactive tracers were

followed through whole ginseng plants. One major finding of these experiments--and

one that may well revolutionize the ginseng business-~as that the allegedly bene

ficial chemicals in the root, known as ginsenosides, are present in similar propor

tions in the leaves and stem of the plant. This may turn out to be very good news

for people who find domestic ginseng at $40 a pound hard to swallow.

The third contribution is a study of what happens to ginseng when we eat it.

Or, rather, of what happens when rabbits eat it. v1hat portion of the ginsellosid~s,

for instance, actually makes it into the bloodstream? This study is still under way,

but Staba and Sawchuck have already raised some interesting questions about toxicity.

"The national interest in ginseng has become tremendous," Staba said. "Exports

from this country last year totaled $1 million. It's also an important product of

South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines and SloTitzerland."

The American ginseng, Panax quinquefo1ium, differs officially from the Korean,

Panax schinseng, Staba said i and ginseng growers of the Orient are sometimes disdain

ful of the American variety. But Staba knows of no significant scientific difference

between the two.

Claims made for the root by ginseng partisans of all nationalities rank right up

there with those made for Earth Shoes, meditation and laetrile. Many regard it ns an

anti-stress drug. Some say that it can raise low blood pressure and lower high blood

pressure. Others believe that it can stimulate and inhibit muscle spasms. Still

others maintain that it increases protein synthesis in the body, alters glucose

levels in the bloodstream, cures cancer and improves the user's love life.

Staba said that the word for ltsomething that makes whatever's wrong with you

right" is adaptogenic. Itis a curious kind of intuition, and ginseng seems to have

more of it than any medicine or tonic.

Staba's experiments with the chemistry of ginseng neither prove nor disprove

the efficacy of the plant. Some of the ginsenosides show indications of toxicity,

(MORE)
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he said, ~ut there have been few signs of ill effects among rabbits used in the tests.

I1We aren't in the position of saying whether or not ginseng is everything it's

cracked up to be,1l he said. "We are~'t saying it's a utopian drug, but we aren't

saying it isn't, either,"

The jury is still out on ginseng, but Staba isn't worried. Although some gov-

ernments would like to see the root retain its aura of mystery, too many scientists

from too many countries around the world have an eye on it for it to remain myster-

ious. The Swiss are working on geriatric applications. The Russians are growing a

lot of it, although no one knows quite why. And farmers in Merrill County, Wis., are

reaping greater benefits from the miracle drug every year--in the form of cash sales.

Eventually, Staba believes, we will get to the root of ginseng.

-UNS-
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SUMMER ARTS STUDY CENTER
SET IN RESORT AREA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Workshops in theater, music, art, crafts and literature will be offered through-

out the summer in a resort setting during the 10th year of the University of Minne-

sota Summer Arts Study Center.

Beginning June 12, the series of one- and two-week workshops is intended both

for the beginner with a general background in the arts and the more advanced student

seeking additional work in the arts. The workshops are open to the general public,

and can be taken with or without academic credit.

Quadna Mountain Lodge in Hill City, Minn., located amid 1,400 acres of woods,

lakes and meadows, is the site of the study center. Besides the arts workshops,

participants will be able to take advantage of canoeing, golf, tennis, fishing,

boating and swimming facilities.

All workshops are directed by University faculty people and visiting artists.

The Summer Arts Study Center is sponsored by Continuing Education and Extension at

the University of Minnesota, in cooperation with the Grand Rapids Performing Arts

Council.

Course offerings in theater and music this year include Asian performance

traditions, classical guitar, musical theater, and mime and music for children. Art

workshops include aesthetics, drawing, gum printing, painting, photography, pottery

and sculpture.

Among offerings in crafts and design are fabric design, printing and dyeing,

quilting, jewelry making, stained glass and stencil collage. Literature courses in

clude poetry and poetry writing, the image of Europe in American literature, fiction

writing and folklore.

For more information, a detailed description of courses, dates, costs and regis-

tration forms, contact the Summer Arts Study Center, University of Minnesota, 1128

laSalle Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55455, or call (612) 373-1925.
-UNS-
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HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
TOO OFTEN GOES UNTREATED

By Nancy Johnston Hall
University News Service

A recent television commercial shows a happy young mother surrounded by her chil

dren, while the narrator says, "If you won't do it for yourself, do it for all the

loved ones in your life."

This poignant commercial is aimed at the reillions of people with hypertension or

high blood pressure in the United States, who do not or will not take the medication

prescribed for them.

Ten per cent of Americans have hypertension, a serious disease that can cause

strokes resulting in paralysis or death. Half of these people are not aware of their

condition. But two-thirds of those who have seen a doctor take the prescribed anti-

hypertension drugs intermittently or not at all.

i:One of the weakest links in controlling hypertension is patient noncompliance,"

says Dr. Richard Gillum, a University of Minnesota cardiologist, who has been studying

the problem of noncompliance.

Gillum defines noncompliance as the failure of patients to take prescribed medi-

cations or to follow specific regimens recommended by a physician.

It may be difficult to understand why many hypertensives do not take the medica-

tion which is meant to help keep them alive. But Hugh Kabat, assistant dean of the

College of Pharmacy at the University of Minnesota, explains that taking hypertension

medication is often no picnic. The drugs can cause drowsiness, mental depression,

anemia, chronic fever and sore throat and even impotence.

"The patient with hypertension feels well and the doctor tells him he's sick,"

Kabat said. "Then the doctor says 'Now you take this medicine and you'll get well'

and he takes it and he feels terrible."

If hypertension is left untreated, however, the alternatives may be far worse.

Stroke victims who surviv~ ~an lose their powers of speech and memory, and can suffer

severe paralysis. (MORE)
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The choice may seem obvious, but warning patients of these possibilities does

not guarantee compliance. Such unpleasant consequences seem far down the road to

many, while the unpleasant drug side effects are much more immediate.

Studies on noncompliers have revealed several common traits. Many are like the

ostrich who sticks his head in the sand--they refuse to accept the severity and

seriousness of their illness. Most also are less interested in their own health than

are compliers, and have less faith in the efficacy of modern medicine.

Several studies have shown that the more pills a person has to take daily and

the more complicated the instructions, the less likely he is to comply. This is

especially true in hypertension treatment. "Taking so many pills can really be a

burden,:- Gillum said. lilt takes a lot of motivation to be faithful."

In a study of eight pharmacies, Kabat and several of his colleagues in the

College of Pharmacy discovered that compliance in hypertensives could be greatly in-

creased through experimental education programs and monthly blood pressure checks.

Pharmacists in each of the test pharmacies gave hyptensive patients referred to

the project by a physician a 30-day supply of medication. When each patient returned

for a refill, the pharmacist checked the patient's blood pressure, and recorded it

on a patient-profile card.

"The patient needs that reward of seeing that his blood pressure is coming

down, especially when he's feeling bad," Kabat said.

During the Visit, the patient also learned more about hypertension, and the

importance of complying with the doctor's instructions, which often included a hard

to-follow low-sodium diet as well. If a patient failed to get the prescription

refilled, the pharmacy sent an immediate reminder.

After two years, all of the 58 participating patients were complying with their

physician's instructions. The researchers also found, to their surprise, that the

program worked as well in large chain-store settings as it did in small rural pharma

cies.· Nearly all of the pharmacies have continued the program on their own.

Cardiol08ist Gillum feels that physicians need better tools for helping their

patients with compliance problems. Gillum, who is a medical consultant for a Univer

sity Hospital Adherence Clinic that helps patients follow their doctor's regimens, is

(HORE)
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developing a questionnaire that will aid physicians in identifying possible non-

compliers.

Gillum stresses the importance of a good doctor-patient relationship where the

doctor can explain the disease and its treatment carefully, and the patient can talk

about his worries. Other techniques that Gillum suggests include:

--giving the patient clear written instructions in addition to verbal ones.

--suggesting a record-keeping system to the patient. Medication times can be

written on a calendar, for example, then crossed off as the medicine is taken.

--providing special compartmentalized pill containers, similar to birth control

pill packages, to make pill taking less confusing.

Gillum would like to see the compliance problem treated more seriously in

medical schools. "Improving compliance is a skill and an art that practitioners

need to know more about, II he said. "I hope it will become more of a science in the

future--something that will be taught in medical schools just like pharmacology is

today."

-UNS-
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BERTOLT BRECHT PLAY
AT WALKER CHURCH

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Bertolt Brecht's one-act comedy, "Die Kleinburgerhochqeit," will be presented

in German at Walker Community Church in Minneapolis April 6. 7 and 8.

Vicki Mann. teaching associate in the University of Minnesota. Twin Cities,

German department, is directing the cast of University students.

Performances will be at 2:30 and 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday, April 6 and 7 and

at 8 p.m. only Saturday. April 8.

Admission is $2 for the general public and $1.50 for students.

-UNS-
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'WOMEN IN LABOR HARKET'
TO BE DISCUSSED AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

I 'Women 's Position in the Labor Harketl1 will be discussed in a talk by

Marianne Ferber at 8 p.m. Thursday (~~rch 30) at the University of Minnesota.

Ferber, an economics professor at the University of Illinois, Urbana, will

speak in Health Sciences Unit A, room 2-690. She will be a guest on the campus

for two days, will speak on liThe Nel~ Home Economics" at 3:30 p.m. Thursday in

130 Blegen Hall and will lead an informal discussion from noon to 2 p.m. Friday

(March 31) in 496 Ford Hall. All events are open to the public with no admission

charge.

"Occupational segregation has hardly changed, earnings of women working full

time have declined relative to those of men, and, perhaps most important, there

has been no perceptible reallocation of work in the household, II Ferber claims.

She said this is occurring at the same time as lithe rapid increase in the labor

force participation of women in recent years and some well-publicized break-

throughs of women into male preserves."

-UNS-
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SUGAR CONTROVERSY HIGHLIGHTS
NEED FOR MORE RESEARCH

By Bill Hafling
University News Service
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An attack on sugar is an attack on Mom's apple pie, soda pop, breakfast cereal

and chocolate bunnies. Yet many nutritionists are now on the attack, joining the

dentists.

The average person in the United States buys more than 100 pounds of sugar each

year. Few packaged food items are free of sugar, and those that are usually cost

more.

Many highly respected nutritionists and dentists blame sugar for the fact that

98 percent of U.S. children have some tooth decay, by age 55, about a third of the

people have no teeth at all, and that perhaps 20 percent of U.S. children and up to

50 percent of adults are obese.

While some nutritionists blame health problems such as heart disease, diabetes,

hypoglycemia and hyperactivity on sugar, others disagree with some and sometimes all

of the seemingly established facts used to implicate sugar as the culprit. The con-

troversy remains because, as in all areas of nutrition, the research is complicated,

more needs to be done, and the facts are simply not all in yet.

Evaluating the effect of sugar on health "is a long tedious process," Brenda

Johnson, public health ecologist and dental hygienist at the University of Minnesota,

Twin Cities, points out. llThere is so much controversy about the effect of sugar on

health because nutritional studies in human populations are very difficult to do.

"To determine cause and effect relationships, researchers need to control other

variables that could also affect health," she said. "For example, current studies

report that people who consume large amounts of sugar tend to have a higher rate of

coronary heart disease than people who don't consume such large amounts."

(MORE)
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t· I~ confounding factor--one which was not considered separately--was that the
I
! people with coronary heart disease also had high triglyceride levels (fats) in their
i

diet. These could have had more influence on the disease than sugar did," Johnson

said.

The Institute of Food Technologists advises that ;:sugar is a concentrated source

of calories, which can lead to obesity, or it can replace foods in the diet which

provide other needed nutrients."

In his book, Food and Your Well-Being, Prof. Theodore Labuza, well-known Uni-

versity of Hinnesota nutritionist, writes about "maturity onset obesity." He says

that such obesity begins at 20 to 30 years of age, with subtle weight gains of about

five pounds per year.

By eating the equivalent of only one chocolate cream cookie per day (about 50

extra calories) a person will be 50 pounds overweight in 10 years.

In addition, according to nutritionist-writer Jean Mayer, "there is a strong

suspicion that sugar intake may be casually related to diabetes, both indirectly by

promoting obesity and directly as a source of repeated stress on the insulin-produc-

ing mechanism of the body."

Labuz8 points out that diabetes results from failure of the pancreas to provide

an adequate supply of insulin to the body. Many obese people become "insulin re-

sistant," meaning their body's cells cannot take up glucose (a simple sugar) as

easily as before, though there are high levels of glucose in the bloodstream after a

meal. Obese people are two to three times more likely to develop diabetes than are

their slender counterparts.

Sugar also has been suspected of contributing to heart disease, Johnson said,

largely because of reported correlations between the disease and per capita sugar

usage in various nations. However, she said, research by Prof. Ancel Keys and his

colleagues at the University strongly refutes this notion.

Keys' finding is particularly important because heart disease is by far the

number one cause of death in the United States. Though the research showed that

sugar escaped blame, it did show that cigarette smoking was significantly associated

(MORE)
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with later development of coronary heart disease.

Keys observed that Ildietary experiments on animals have been going on for over

60 years in attempts to produce atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease (CHD).

Thousands of successes have been reported in many species but sucrose (common sugar)

was never shown to be contributory."

He concluded that, though the common level of sucrose in many diets is probably

too high, ilthere are plenty of good arguments to reduce the flood of dietary sucrose

without building a mountain of nonsense about coronary heart disease."

}1uch research in nutrition is not so carefully done or as well controlled.

"Experts" often confuse the public when asked nutritional or other health questions

by answering with such phrases as "I am not aware of such ••• " and "I know of no such

studies." Such phrases often simply attest to the supposed experts' lack of aware-

ness of the available data.

Johnson said she reads the available research reports very carefully, looking

for how well controlled the research was, the type of data collected, if the research

has been repeated by other researchers in other settings, what the results were, and

how well the results explain the observable facts over time. Finally, she said, in

nutritional areas especially, she observes how healthy the experts are for their age.

-UNS-
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REMODELING FUNDS
FROM 1978 LEGISLATURE
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The University of Minnesota will begin renovating some of its oldest MinneapoliR

campus buildings for the arts and humanities as a result of a $30.2 million capital

appropriation from the 1978 Legislature.

The appropriation includes $17.6 million for the Twin Cities campus, primarily

in remodeling and planning funds for new building construction.

For example, the Legislature approved $680,000 for working drawings to build and

equip a $17.2 million underground civil and mineral engineering building to the east

of the parking ramp on Washington Ave.

The University was given $410,000 to plan a music building that will not cost

more than $12.4 million to build and equip. A number of music students had protested

to legislators and the University's administration about the poor quality of their

present facilities.

The Legislature allotted $1 million for the remodeling of Folwell Hall, which

houses languages, classics, and speech-communications and was built in 1907.

Nicholson Hall, which has seen a variety of uses since it was first built as a

student union in 1390, will get $1.9 million in improvements for its current use by

General College.

Smith Hall, a chemistry building constructed in 1914, was allocated $2.4 million

for the improvement of vacant chemistry laboratories that do not meet present safety

and scientific standards.

The University also was given $905,267 to remodel Cooke Hall, which was built in

1935, and Norris Hall, which was constructed in 1914. Both buildings are used by

physical education and sports programs.

(MORE)
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An additional $200,000 was appropriated to prepare a r~port proposing remodeling

for the most efficient use of other existing east bank buildings.

No money was allocated for the improvement of Fraser and Appleby Halls on the

east bank. The two buildings are being vacated by law and pharmacy colleges, which

have moved into new buildings.

A $3,673,000 appropriation was allocated for improving and expanding the Minne

apolis campus heating plant. The proposal includes the addition of a boiler in the

Southeast Power Plant acquired from the Northern States Power Company and conversion

of all facilities to coal.

On a University-wide basis, an additional $1 million was allocated for improving

facilities for the handicapped, $1.5 million for energy improvements, and $750,000

to meet Occupational Health and Safety Act standards.

The St. Paul campus received a $3 million appropriation, but it included no new

money for the College of Veterinary Medicine, whose expansion was slowed by an

announcement that Wisconsin plans to build its own veterinary school.

Phase II of the building expansion for the college was revised after the Wis

consin announcement. The building had been dependent upon Wisconsin's continuation

of the reciprocity agreement under which the state paid Minnesota for admitting some

Wisconsin students each year.

As a result of the Wisconsin decision, the Legislature authorized the University

to use unspent money appropriated in 1973 to redesign Phase II to accommodate a

smaller class size. The University will report back to the Legislature next January

with its veterinary building needs.

The St. Paul campus received $295,537 for working drawings for a vocational

education building, $574,103 for working drawings for agronomy and plant genetics,

soil sciences and plant pathology additions, $170,000 for completion of ~fcNeal Hall

remodeling and $300,000 for expansion of intramural sports facilities.

The Duluth campus received a total of $1,343,715. A $50,000 amount was allocated

for preliminary plans and working drawings for a business and economics building,

(MORE)
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$643,223 was allocated for the state's share of a coal-gasification heating plant,

and $218,292 was appropriated for the remodeling of the social sciences, home

economics and huo8nities buildings and Alworth Hall.

The Morris campus received $120,000 for remodeling laboratory facilities in the

science building.

The University's technical colleges at Crookston and Waseca both received new

construction money.

The Crookston campus, with a total appropriation of $3.3 million, gets $2.6

million to construct and equip a food services building and $142,763 to prepare

working draWings for a physical education building and outdoor recreation areas.

The Waseca campus, which received a $2,737,523 appropriation, will use

$2,568,000 for the construction and equipping of a classroom-laboratory building and

an addition to special-purpose laboratories. Some $69,000 will be used for outdoor

physical education facilities.

An additional $2 million was appropriated for the improvement of facilities

on 12 University expertment stations and other research facilities.

The total 1978 Minnesota appropriation for buildings and other capital improve

ments was $107 million.

-UNS-
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SOCIAL, POLITICAL TOPICS
FOB. UNIVERSITY rIUI SERIBS

(FOB. IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The MideS1e East crisis will be the topic for the first evening program in the

University of Minnesota Audio-Visual Library Service spring film series.

Three docUllentaries--t'The Arab Identity: Who Are the Arabs?," ItEgypt: The

'Struggle for~Btabi1ity." and "Saudi Arabia: The Oil Revo1ution"--w111 be shown at

7:30p.m. Wednil!sday (April 5) in the Bell Museum of Natural History Auditorium,

t1niversity and 17th Aves. SE., Minneapolis.

The six-wee~serieswill include documentaries and docudramas on prison reform,

Native American>struggles, the Cuban missile crisis and the American high school.

The works of Frederick Wiseman, Louis Malle and other noted directors will be

featured.

There is no a~ssion c;harge for any of the progr81118. The films are available

for rental through the Audio-Visual Library Service.

The schedule for 1:30 p.m. Wednesday showings is as follows: April 12--"The

Missiles of October,1t a docudrema about the 1962 Cuban missile crisis; April 19--

, "the Glass l1ouse," a dramatization of prison life, by Truman Capote; April 26--"The

__tVar, It a documentary about the 1973 Wounded Knee occupation, and "Broken

,Treaty at: Battle Mouatain," a documentary about the struggles of the Western Sho-

.h9Q.1 Indians to retain their land; May 3--"Bigh School," Frederick Wiseman t s docu

mentary about a large urban high school, and "The Little Teacher, It a short comedy

starring Mary Pickford, and May lO--"Ca1cutta," a documentary about the city of

Calcutta, India.

Each program will run about two hours.

-UNS-
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SOPRANO RECITAL AT 'u'
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Soprano Constance Wilson will present a public recital at the University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities, at 8 p.m. Thursday, April 6.

Wilson, a faculty member at the University, will sing works by Ravel, Webern,

Berg, Casals and Walton. She will be assisted by pianist Judith Bailey.

There will be no admission charge.

I1UI

'u' ARTIST SHOWS WORKS IN VIENNA

Tom Slettehaugh, a member of the art education faculty at the University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities, currently has an exhibition of his work at the Kleine

Gallery in Vienna, Austria.

The showing, including 20 serigraph prints with a nature theme, will be open

through April 13.

-UNS-
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MONDALE, BURGER TO GET
HONORARY 'u' DEGREES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Vice President Walter F. Mondale and U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren E.

Burger will speak at the dedication of the new University of Minnesota Law School

building Tuesday (April 4).

The ceremony begins at noon in Willey Hall, the auditorium-classroom building

adjacent to the new building on the University's west bank campus in Minneapolis.

Entrance to the event is by invitation only.

Both Burger and Mondale, native Minnesotans, will be presented honorary doctor

ate degrees from the University during the ceremony.

Mondale, who was Minnesota's U.S. Senator for 12 years before becoming Presi

dent Jimmy Carter's running mate in 1976, earned two degrees from the University,

a bachelor of arts in 1951 and a law degree in 1956.

Burger, a St. Paul native, attended the University from 1925 to 1927 and re

ceived his law degree from the St. Paul College of Law, which is now the William

Mitchell College of Law, in 1931.

Burger is a former member of the William Mitchell law faculty. He was an

assistant U.S. Attorney General from 1953 to 1956 and was a judge of the U.S. Court

of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit for the following 13 years. In

1969, President Richard Nixon named him Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Monda1e and Burger both entered private law practice after graduation from

law school. Mondale became Minnesota's attorney general in 1960 and was elected to

the Senate in 1964.

The Ceremony will include welcoming addresses by Law School Dean Carl A.

Auerbach, Law School Student Council President Marcus Williams and Minnesota Gov.

Rudy Perpich. There will also be remarks by Sen. Wendell R. Anderson, Minnesota

Chief Justice Robert J. Sheran, and Kelton Gage, president of the Minnesota Bar

Association.

The honorary degrees will be presented by University President C. Peter

Magrath and Wenda Moore, chair of the Board of Regents. Procession and recessional

music will be presented by the University of Minnesota brass ensemble.

-UNS-
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U OF M RESEARCHERS RELEASE
STUDENT DRUG USE SURVEY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

More than half of last fall's entering class at the University of Minnesota,

Twin Cities, have used drugs (excluding alcohol) for other than medical reasons,

according to a study released today by the University's Boynton Student Health

Service.

The study, co-authored by Edward Dvorak and Paul Rupprecht, was delivered to

the American College Health Association meeting in New Orleans, La.

About half of the total number of freshmen were surveyed in this study, which

repeats a 1967 study. At that time, only eight percent of the new students said

they used drugs non-medically. Follow-up studies indicated that by 1970, 46 percent

of the incoming students used drugs non-medically.

Alcohol use during the same period increased from 59 percent in 1967 to 74 per-

cent in 1970 to 84 percent in 1977. In addition to alcohol, the most commonly used

drugs were marijuana and its more potent form, hashish. Of the entering freshmen

who said they were using alcohol at the time of the iatest survey, 38 percent also

said they used marijuana and 13 percent said they used hashish.

Thirty percent of the total group surveyed said they were using marijuana, and

another 26 percent said they had used it in the past but were not using it at the

time of the survey.

The researchers found that drug use among students surveyed differed signi£i-

cant1y depending on sex, college, religious affiliation and level of religious

activity. They also noted that as perceived mental health decreased drug use in-

creased.

(MORE)
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Dvorak and Rupprecht also found that--

--More men than women indicated they were drug users.

--The lowest incidence of drug use was among students registering in the In-

stitute of Agriculture, Forestry, and Home Economics (35 percent), followed by the

Institute of Technology (43 percent), the College of Liberal Arts (58 percent) and

General College (75 percent).

--The lowest incidence of drug use was among Protestants (53 percent), followed

by Catholics (59 percent), those with f'other" religious affiliations (61 percent),

those with no religious affiliations (almost 70 percent) and Jews (70 percent).

--There was higher drug use among Protestant and Catholic students who were not

active in their religions, but there was no statistical difference between Jewish

students in "active:; and P not active" categories.

The study showe the male students as the more frequent drinkers, but also in

dicates that 36 percent of the total number of students surveyed said they took one

or more drinks a week~ 25 percent drank once or twice a month, 15 percent drank less

than once a month and seven percent drank daily.

Although the rate of cigarette smoking decreased from 34 percent in 1967 to

24 percent in 1970 to 20 percent in 1977, the study revealed that statistically

more women were smoking than men and there was a strong relationship between the usc

of alcohol, non-medical drugs and cigarette smoking.

Some 70 percent of the students who said they had used one or more drugs, in

cluding alcohol, started that use before their junior years in high school. Alcohol,

marijuana and amphetamines were the most common first-used drugs.

The researchers found a strong relationship between drug use and attitudes

toward marijuana legislation. Some 78 percent of the current users supported le

galization, while 78 percent of the non-users were opposed to legalizing marijuana.

However, current alcohol users who were non-users of other drugs opposed legalizing

marijuana by a 2 to 1 margin, while ex-users of both alcohol and other drugs favored

legalization by a slight margin.

(MORE)
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The most frequently given reason for using drugs was "for pleasure, enjoyment

and kicks." "Out of curiosity" was the second most frequently stated reason.

The most frequently given reasons for not using drugs were "no need or desire,"

"fear of physical or mental harm," "desire not to become drug dependent" and "moral

reasons."

In their summary the researchers noted the findings that they felt reflected

significant trends and that may have implications for University programs for drug

abuse prevention, therapy and education.

-UNS-
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U OF M TO SPONSOR
KING TRIBUTE MONDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A Martin Luther King Jr. tribute featuring Lawrence D. Reddick as principal

speaker will be held at the University of Minnesota Monday, April 3, the eve of the

anniversary of King's assassination.

IIDr. Martin Luther King Jr.: The Man, the Movement, the Myth and the Media"

will be discussed by Reddick at 1 p.m. in Northrop Auditorium on the Minneapolis

campus.

Reddick, former historian for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,

wrote "Crusader Without Violence," the first published biography of King, and is

active in developing a task force to revive a non-violent civil rights movement and

produce a documentary on the life and works of King.

He also has criticized the recent three-part television show on King as lIa

crude caricature of the man," and has expressed concern "that the film as presented

would give those who never knew Dr. King directly a picture of a weakling rather

than that of a brave and thoughtful hero of the 1960's civil rights crusade. 1I

The tribute is jointly sponsored by the University of Minnesota Afro-American

studies department and the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs.

-UNS-
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U OF M ENGINEERS ELECTED
TO NATIONAL ACADEMY

(FOR RELEASE APRIL 3, 1978)
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University of Minnesota engineering professors L. E. Scriven, Albert van der

Ziel and Kenneth T. Whitby have been elected to the National Academy of Engineering.

The Minnesota three were among 100 U.S. engineers and 19 foreign associates

elected to the Academy this year. Others elected this year included Neil Armstrong,

former astronaut now at the University of Cincinnati, and C. Kumar N. Patel of Bell

Laboratories for his work in mo1ec111ar lasers and optical spectroscopy.

Scriven was cited for his work in coating flows, surface wetting, oil recovery

processes and the application of fluid mechanics to fundamental problems of absorp-

tion.

Author of the text Solid State Physical Electronics (Prentice-Hall), van der

Ziel was cited for his "contributions to the study ot noise in electron devices and

contributions to graduate education."

Whitby, well-known in his field for basic studies of air pollution in Minnesota

and California, was recognized for his work in aerosol instrumentation and for

pioneering measurements of air quality.

Election to the Academy of Engineering is considered the highest professional

distinction that can be conferred on an engineer.

-UNS-
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UiHVEilSU'Y OF rIIUHESOTA, IlIHHEAPOLIS AilD ST. PAUL CA!lPUS EVEHTS
April 2-8

;'

Sun., April 2---Jaques Gallery: lI::tails of the Horld'! by J. Fenl1ick Lansdmme.
Bell ;."useum of :latural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Uon •..,Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Through April 9. Free.

Sun., April 2---The lij}ole Coffeehouse: Sun Ra 1 jazz piano. Coffman Union. 7:30
p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at ~mA TOO, Positively 4th~Street, Blue Moon Records
and at the door.

Sun., April 2---U Film Society: "Citizen's Band." Bell Iluseum of Natural History
aud. 7:30 and 9; 30 p.m. $2.

}~n., April 3---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Oil Paintings by.Virginia
Jackson, Horth Star Gallery~ Photographs by Richard Smith, Rouser Room
Gallery: PhotOGraphs 1Iy the Hong Kong Photographic Society, Terrace Gallery.
8 a.m.-lO p.m. Hon.-Sat., noon-lO p.n. Sun. Through April 28.

11on., April 3---Coffman Gallery: Glass and Ceramic Sculpture by Tom,Fleming, I'WA
Exhibit, Gallery I, through April 14; "Gathered Conclusion, ~I by Tim Costello,
liFA Exhibit, Gallery II, through April 13. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. llon.-Fri •. Free.

lion., April 3---Cartoons: "Perils of Pauline." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. 25¢.

Mon., April 3---Slide-Lecture Presentation: Scuba Diving. North Star Ballroom,
St. Paul Student Center. Hoon. Free.

Tues., April 4---Lecture: Farm Income, Parity, Prices and the Farm Strike. North
Star BallrooI!1, St. Paul Student Center. Uoon. Free.

Tues., April 4---Symposia: i'Cultural Background and Social Reality of Hong Kong,"
by Kimberly Cheng, 2 p.m.; !iTian-Hou, ';1.':lG ~-::Ueen of ::eavGu,~; .. }~~"a:1Jo L:h,
3 p.m.; i'Christianity in a Colonial Context,ll by Reverend Paul Martinson,
4 p.m. 337 Coffman Union. Free

Hed., Apri15--··-Slide-Lecture Presentation: The i:e\, Zoo. Horth Star Ballroom, St.
Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Ued., April 5---Symposia: "Responses to Social Problems: A Comparative Apprecia
tion of the lIong Kong Style and the U.S. Style," by Hai-Tsang Yeung. 337
Coffman Union. 3 p.m. Free.

Hed., April 5---Theatre: I'John Barrymore: Confessions of an Actor. HOne-man shOlT
by David 1~7iat. ~orth Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. 8 p.m. Free.

(OVER)
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Thurs., April 6---Lecture:
Student Center. Noon.

-2-

The Energy Advopates.
Free.

Horth Star Ballroom, St. Paul

Thurs., April 6---Concert: Busic Department Students. Ski-U,-' :all Lounge, Coffman
Uniou. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs.; April 6---Symposia: "Education ~ lIou Hong 1:on8 and the U. S. Utilize their
Perspective Resources," by Kim Shing Lun; 2 p.m.; "Educational Opportunities
for American Students in Asia,:i by Robin Elshan, 3 p.m.; IiI1edical and Health
Services in Hong Kong,1I by Josephine Lo, 4 p.m. 337 Coffman Union. Free.

Thurs., April 6---U Film Society: i1Alice in the Cities ,;1 and "False lIovement. n

Bell iluseum of Natural History aud. 7 :30 and 9~30 p.m. $1. 75.

Thurs., April 6---Dance Performance; Laura Dean. Great Hall, Coffman Union.
8 p.m. Free.

Fri., April 7---Art Exhibit: International Spring Festival. Itelated Arts Gallery,
Coffman Union. Open all day. Through April 9. Free.

Frio, April 7---U Film Society: "The American Friend. II Bell lluseum of Natural
History aud. 7~30 and 9:45 p.m. $2.

Frio, April 7---Concert: Parueen Sultana, classical singer. lIayo aud. 8 p.m.
$3.50.

Frio, April 7---The mlole Coffeehouse: Roy Bookbinder and The Highuood String Band.
Coffman Union. Doors open at 3:30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at lISA TOO,
Positively 4th Street, 'Blue 1100n Records and at the door.

Sat., April 8---U Film Society: liKings of The Road. ii Bell lIuseum of Uatural His
tory aud. 7:30 p.m. $2.

Sat., April 3---The Hhole Coffeehouse: Roy Bookbinder and The Highl'1ood String
Band. Coffman Union. Doors open at 8~30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at lISA
TOO, Positively 4th Street, Blue ;:roon Records and at the door.

-UNS-
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ONE -MAN SHOW SatBDULBD AT
ST. PAUL STUDENT CENTER

IH
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Actor-writer David M. Ktdat will preleDt a one-1llaD show on famed actor John

Barrymore at 8 p.m. Wednesday (April S) in the St. Paul Student Center North Star

BaUroam at the University of Himlesota. There is no admission charge.

Kwiat spent ~re thaD two year.~ther1D&bactaround and anecdotal material
I

about the one-time i millionaire, who died a penniless alcoholic in 1942. The play

is set in a ~Cflo dressing room 111 1940. Barrymore is preparing for his final

performance of 1'Ky Dear Children," which he described as an "insubstantial bit of

fluff .11

lwiat graduated summa cum laude from the University and received the Outstanding

Actor Award. Be completed graduate studies at Florida State University. Last

SUIIIIIler he presented his one-man show at the Edinburgh Festival and at the King's

Read Theatre in London.

HINDUSTANI CLASSICAL MUSIC
nATuRED AT tu' CONCERT

'"
Parween Sultana, one of India's most popular classical singers, will appear in

~rt 011 Frid•• April 1, at 8 p.m. in the Mayo Auditorium at the University of

Hinnesota, Twin Cities.

Sultana is currently on a tour of the United States. In India she 1s featured

at concert festivals throUShout the country and is one of the top classical record-

1ng artists.

The cOl1cert is ·sponsored by the Indian Music Society of Minnesota and the South

Asian Music Students Association. Tickets are $3.50 ($2.50 for students) and will

be 8a1.141»le at the door.

-UNS-
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'u' FACULTY MAY VOTE
ON COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A campaign begun in 1973 for collective bargaining among University of Minnesota

faculty members may be decided next month when ballots are scheduled for mailing to

the 2,356 members of the potential bargaining unit.

One faculty group, however, is trying to delay the election until it--the Uni-

versity of Minnesota Education Association (UMEA)--is allowed to be placed on the

ballot.

The choices currently on the ballot are the University of Minnesota Federation

of Teachers (UMFT), the Twin Cities Chapter of the American Association of University

Professors (AAUP), and no collective bargaining.

The election has been scheduled by the Minnesota Bureau of Mediation Services

(B~IS) to be conducted by mail between April 14 and 27, with the ballots to be counted

at 9 a.m. April 28 at the Kahler Motel in Minneapolis.

The potential bargaining unit consists of the entire Twin Cities campus of the

University with the exception of the faculty in the health sciences and the Law

School.

The BMS denied an effort by tn1EA to become a successor to the UMFT organization,

which had petitioned for the election in 1973. In 1975, many of the members and

officers of UMFT switched their affiliation from the AFL-CIO to the Minnesota Educa-

tion Association (MEA) and changed the name of their group to UMEA.

The UMEA is seeking an injunction from Ramsey County District Court to delay

the election. The UMEA alleges that the BMS improperly denied UMEA the right to

become a successor to the UMFT organization and that the BMS improperly dismissed

without a hearing OMEArs effort to file authorization cards.

(MORE)
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Hearings were conducted in 1973 and "on the last date of hearing was the last

appropriate time for authorization cards to be presented in this matter by an in-

tervener or any other interested party," the BMS order said.

Since 1973, the collective bargaining effort has been tied up in labor relations

• and court hearings over the issue of who would be included in a bargaining unit.

Ilflll

NEWS PEOPLE: The key sources for further information are:

Alfred Aeppli, UMEA president, '-373-4633
Robert Beck, AAUP president, 373-2286
William Rempel, UMFT president, 373-0976
Robert Stein, University of Minnesota vice president for administration and

planning, 373-4911

-OOS-
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'COUNTER-DEDICATION' PLANNED
FOR U OF M LAW SCHOOL BUILDING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A rally and a "counter-dedication'l of the new University of Minnesota Law School

building are planned by a coalition of student and civil rights groups Tuesday

(April 4) when Vice President Walter F. Mondale and U.S. Chief Justice Warren Burger

are scheduled to speak.

The official dedication at which Mondale and Burger will receive honorary

degrees is scheduled for noon in Willey Hall, adjacent to the new building on the

University's West Bank campus.

The "counter-dedication" will begin at 10 a.m. in room 50 of the new law build

ing and will be completed in time for law students to attend both ceremonies,

according to Jay Wilkinson, law student and spokesman for the National Lawyers Guild.

Wilkinson said the groups will hold a news conference at 11:15 a.m. on the West

Bank plaza near Willey Hall, and a public rally on the plaza at noon.

Wilkinson said the peaceful events are to demonstrate support for overturning

the Bakke case, which is pending before the U.S. Supreme Court. Burger's court will

be asked to rule on the case, which could affect affirmative action procedures across

the nation.

Alan Bakke, a white male, was supported by appeals courts in his charge that he

suffered "reverse discrimination" when he was not admitted to the University of

California Medical School at Davis, which has an affirmative action program.

Among the speakers at the "counter-dedication" will be Joyce Hughes, a former

University law teacher who is now a faculty member at the Northwestern Law School in

suburban Chicago. Hughes, who is black, will speak on the problems of being a mi

nority faculty member in the Law School.

Alan Freeman, University law professor who teaches civil rights courses, and a

spokesman for Oficina Legal del West Side, a Chicano community law group in St. Paul)

will also speak. The Powderhorn Puppet Theatre group of Minneapolis will perform.

Speakers at the rally and news conference will include a member of the National

Lawyers Guild, and Randy Staten, president of the Minnesota Affirmative Action

Association.
Planners said the events will be peaceful and that participants will not inter-

fere with people attending the official ceremony.

-UNS-
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'u' SPRING SAMPLER LECTURES
OPEN TO PUBLIC

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Nuclear blackmail, the formation of the Mississippi River, child abuse, and

wild plants in the Twin Cities are some of the topics to be covered in a series of

sample public lectures at the University of Minnesota. All lectures will begin at

7:30 p.m. in Nolte Center on the Minneapolis campus. The cost is $1 apiece, or any

four lectures for $3.

Topics and dates are:

April 4--Consumerism in Outdoor Equipment. Kathe and Steve Grooms.

April 5--Mid-Life Educational Opportunities. John Ristow.

April ll--Selecting Books for Children. Terry Collins.

April 18--What Makes Music Beautiful. Adrian Lauritzen.

April 25--How to Recognize and Deal with Child Abuse. Robert ten Bensel.

tfay 2--How the Movies Tell Us Who We Are. Robert Yahnke.

May 9--Formation of the Mississippi River. Julie Stein.

May 16--Nuclear Blackmail: How Safe Are We? Roger Stuewer.

May 24--Real Estate Law: What the Consumer Needs to Know.

May 30--Tenant and Landlord Law in Minnesota.

May 31--Common Wild Plants That Grow in the Twin Cities. Niles Jefferson.

For more information, call 376-7500 or write Sampler Lectures, Continuing

Education and Extension, University of Minnesota, 180 Wesbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant

St. SE., Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

-UNS-
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'DRACULA' ON SHOWBOAT

(FOR. IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

''Dracula, n the tale of vampires, has been selected as the 1978 University of

MilUlesota Showboat procluct101l.

~le. Nolte, a UD1.vers1ty Theatre faculty JDeIIIber, has written the play based

ontlle 19th century Dovel by Bram Stoker, and will direct the University production.

"We are 101bg to play it straight for its serious and romantic qualities,"

Molte said.

Two productions of d1fferent adaptions of the story are now playing in New

York City.

The Showboat, docked on the Mississippi River below the ~st Bank of the Twin

Cities campus, will be open June 13 through Aug. 20.

-UNS-
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SALARIES STILL TABOO SUBJECT,
U OF M STUDY FINDS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Ask someone about it directly, and your question will likely be met with em-

barrassment. Many adults discuss it in detail only with their spouses, and only in

very general terms with their children.

The subject is not sex, but salary, and the taboo against discussing it can

create unusual misunderstandings on the job, according to two studies conducted by

University of Minnesota business professors Tom Mahoney, William Weitzel and George

Milkovich.

"Most people don't seem to know what other people's salaries are," Mahoney said.

Less than 10 percent of the managers surveyed could guess with accuracy the salaries

of people above, below or equal to them in the corporate hierarchy.

Nearly two-thirds of the managers overestimated the salaries of both those

people under them and those equal to them. They either underestimated or overesti-

mated the salaries of their "bosses," Weitzel said.

The same kinds of misunderstandings occur in the public sector, where salaries

are supposed to be public knowledge. and in companies where salaries are partly

revealed, Milkovich said.

This widespread ignorance about salaries is based on a centuries-old tradition

of financial secrecy. but may actually be less widespread now than it was 50 years

ago. Since the days of the Wage Stablilization Board during World War II, precisely

organized salary schedules have become common, Mahoney said.

"Organizations tend to stay secretive to avoid embarrassing people, fostering

jealousies, or opening themselves to criticism," Mahoney said. Further. other

studies have shown that most managers agree with such secrecy policies.

Secrecy can get in the way, however. Salary policies are meant to reward pro-

ductivity, to boost morale, and to increase job satisfaction, but these ends are

(MORE)
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difficult to reach when no one is quite sure what financial reward to expect from

other jobs, Weitzel said.

No clear link between salary savvy and job satisfaction was found in the study,

although Milkovich found that managers who could guess other people's pay most

accurately were the ones most dissatisfied with their own pay.

"Several things could happen if the taboo were relaxed in the interests of open

ness," Weitzel said. Disclosure of salary levels would force organizations to

justify salary differences carefully, both to avoid low Gorale and to avoid law

suits, Milkovich said. Salaries would have to be explained using objective factors,

such as supply and demand for the occupation, level of responsibility, skill and

effort required, and the difficulty of working conditions. Traditions and union-

management negotiations also influence salaries, Mahoney said.

On the other hand, openness could induce employees to work hard for a raise,

Weitzel said, adding that increased effort on the job usually follows when people

think they can affect their working conditions. including pay.

An organization planning to publish salaries should publish ranges for specific

jobs and for typical career paths, Milkovich said. A "range" for a job in the

private secto~ could well include five different pay levels depending on performance,

he said, with differences of up to 10 percent.

This information should be presented to the employee by a supervisor and should

deal with the career path that that employee might take, Milkovich said. Other

salary information might be prOVided if there was a clear need to know.

" 1 t "Salary information should be kept casual, but also extreme y accura e,

, "Weitzel said, 'or people will think it's propaganda to reduce discontent.

-UNS-
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